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Abstract

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) as well as the related tasks of
odometry and relocalization are essential for a number of disruptive technologies,
including robotics, autonomous driving and augmented reality.

In the first part of this dissertation, new techniques for optimization-based
visual-inertial odometry are explored. Combining cameras and inertial measurement
units (IMUs) for pose estimation is a popular and sensible choice, as they are
widely-available, low-cost, and complimentary sensors. This thesis proposes novel
variants of marginalization to improve consistency of the optimization in cases where
estimates change significantly over time. It also introduces a new optimization
technique, called pose graph bundle adjustment, which is more accurate than pose
graph optimization and faster than bundle adjustment. Based on these techniques,
novel strategies for IMU initialization are developed, in which scale and gravity
direction are continuously optimized in the main system. The result of these
e�orts is DM-VIO, an open-source monocular-inertial odometry method. Extensive
evaluations on flying drones, handheld, and automotive datasets show that it
exceeds the state of the art, including stereo-inertial methods.

In the second part, we investigate how to integrate learned knowledge into visual
odometry. Deep neural networks are employed to estimate depths, uncertainty and
relative poses. This learned information is combined with an optimization-based
odometry system, resulting in a method which outperforms the state of the art in
visual odometry by a large margin.

Finally, we address relocalization, in particular the challenge of tracking images
across di�erent weather and seasons. In contrast to existing approaches, we employ
direct methods and leverage deep neural networks to overcome the limitations
which have previously prevented direct methods from being applied in this context.
To this end, we devise novel loss formulations, tailored to the requirements of
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm used in direct image alignment. Further, we
employ a pose prediction network to provide an initialization to the optimization.
With these techniques, sequences from di�erent seasons are accurately relocalized
without relying on feature matching or RANSAC.





Zusammenfassung

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) sowie die damit verbundenen
Probleme Odometrie und Relokalisierung sind essentiell für eine Reihe von disrup-
tiven Technologien, darunter Robotik, autonomes Fahren und Augmented Reality.

Im ersten Teil dieser Dissertation werden neue Techniken für optimierungs-
basierte visuell-inertiale Odometrie erforscht. Die Kombination von Kameras und
inertialen Messeinheiten (IMUs) zur Positionsschätzung ist eine beliebte und sinn-
volle Wahl, da es sich dabei um weitverbreitete, kostengünstige und komplementäre
Sensoren handelt. Diese Dissertation stellt neue Varianten von Marginalisierung vor,
um die Stimmigkeit der Optimierung in Situationen zu verbessern, in denen sich die
Schätzung mit der Zeit erheblich ändert. Außerdem wird ein neues Optimierungsver-
fahren namens Pose Graph Bundle Adjustment eingeführt, welches genauer als
Pose Graph Optimization ist und schneller als Bundle Adjustment. Basierend auf
diesen Techniken werden neue Strategien zur IMU-Initialisierung entwickelt, bei
denen die metrische Größe der Umgebung sowie die Richtung der Gravitation im
Hauptsystem kontinuierlich optimiert werden. Das Ergebnis dieser Bestrebungen
ist DM-VIO, eine Open Source monokulare visuell-inertiale Odometrie-Methode.
Umfangreiche Evaluierungen auf fliegenden Drohnen, handgeführten Kameras und
Automobil-Datensätzen zeigen, dass DM-VIO den Stand der Technik übertri�t,
einschließlich stereo-inertialer Methoden.

Im zweiten Teil untersuchen wir, wie maschinell gelerntes Wissen für visuelle
Odometrie eingesetzt werden kann. Tiefe neuronale Netze werden angewendet, um
Tiefenwerte, Unsicherheiten und relative Posen zu schätzen. Diese gelernten Infor-
mationen werden mit einem optimierungsbasierten Odometrie-System kombiniert.
Das Ergebnis ist eine Methode, die den Stand der Technik in visueller Odometrie
bei weitem übertri�t.

Abschließend befassen wir uns mit Relokalisierung, insbesondere mit der Heraus-
forderung, die relative Position von Bildern zu bestimmen, die bei unterschiedlichen
Wetterbedingungen und Jahreszeiten aufgenommen wurden. Im Gegensatz zu
bestehenden Ansätzen setzen wir dafür direkte Methoden ein und verwenden tiefe
neuronale Netze um die Limitationen zu überwinden, die bisher gegen einen Einsatz
von direkten Methoden in diesem Kontext gesprochen haben. Dazu konzipieren
wir neue Kostenfunktionen, zugeschnitten auf die Anforderungen des Levenberg-
Marquardt Algorithmus im Zusammenhang mit Direct Image Alignment. Weiterhin
setzen wir ein Netzwerk zur Schätzung von relativen Posen ein, welche als Initial-
isierung für die Optimierung dienen. Mit diesen Techniken können Sequenzen von
unterschiedlichen Jahreszeiten genau relokalisiert werden, ohne dass auf Feature-
Matching oder RANSAC zurückgegri�en werden muss.
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Part I

Introduction and Fundamentals





Chapter 1
Introduction

“Where am I?” is a fundamental question for not only humans, but for any au-
tonomous agent. Planning, navigation and higher-level scene understanding require
a meaningful answer. A distinction can be made, whether the environment is un-
known or known in advance. In the former case, the problem is called Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM). In the latter case, where a prior (SLAM) map
is available, the task of relocalization becomes relevant. This dissertation addresses
both of these problems. Fig 1.1 shows a live demo of DM-VIO, one of the main
contributions of this thesis.

Figure 1.1: DM-VIO (Chapter 4) running live on a laptop, connected to a monocular
camera with integrated IMU. It reconstructs the trajectory and 3D environment
(pointcloud on the laptop) with remarkable accuracy in real-time. The source-code
for this live demo has been released, see Appendix B.
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1.1 Problem Definition: SLAM, Odometry and
Relocalization

The goal of SLAM is to estimate the trajectory of a sensor system while recon-
structing a map of the surrounding environment. A full SLAM system typically
comprises the following components:

1. An underlying odometry system [14] which is able to recover the ego-motion
in unknown environments. Odometry can also be studied on its own [15]–[18],
in this case information is forgotten as soon as it leaves the field-of-view.
Working on odometry separately can be advantageous, as some datasets (like
[19], [20]) do not provide groundtruth across the entire sequence, in which
case loop-closed trajectories distort the results. Also, any SLAM system will
degenerate to pure odometry, when the operator keeps exploring without
revisiting previous places.

2. A loop-closure system, which is able to correct the previous trajectory upon
revisiting a previous location [21]–[23]. Some systems [24], [25] can also
reactivate old keyframes and geometry, enabling to track incoming images
against the map.

3. The ability to relocalize the agent in the previously generated map. This is
closely related to loop-closure and only some SLAM systems have separate
capabilities for it [24], [26], [27]. But in contrast to loop-closure, relocalization
features a distinct set of problems [28]: It is required to work even under
strong appearance and lighting changes which only rarely happen in a single
sequence.

In this thesis we first study problem 1, and propose new odometry systems in
Chapters 7, 4, and 8. Note that our findings are relevant not only for odometry, but
for SLAM in general. All SLAM systems contain an underlying odometry system
which can potentially benefit from our improvements.

Afterwards, we develop techniques for tracking images across weathers and
seasons in Chapters 5 and 6. This can be applied not only to relocalization (problem
3), but also to long-term loop-closure (problem 2).
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1.2 Sensors
The problem of SLAM can be addressed with a variety of sensors. Cameras are an
obvious choice as they roughly resemble the way humans perceive the world. They
are widely available, low-cost, and passive sensors, which provide rich information.
Hence, the field of visual SLAM has become increasingly popular in the last
decades [24], [25], [29]–[33].

However, there is another sensor which satisfies these properties: an inertial
measurement unit (IMU). IMUs are also low-cost, passive sensors and humans
have an analogous sense in the vestibular system. It has been found that cameras
and IMUs are complimentary and combining them can overcome their individ-
ual disadvantages. Consequently, there has been an emergence of visual-inertial
SLAM [34]–[38] and odometry methods [16], [39]–[41] in recent years.

A particular challenge with the combination of the two sensors is the observ-
ability of scale. While a monocular camera cannot observe the true scale, an IMU
measures metric acceleration. However, it can take an arbitrary amount of time
until the scale becomes observable in a visual-inertial system [42] [43], which can be
problematic for IMU initialization in such systems. We propose novel solutions to
this problem in detail in Chapters 7 and 4, ultimately resulting in a visual-inertial
odometry method which outperforms the state of the art.

A sensor combination which can immediately observe the scale is a stereo camera.
However, a stereo setup is not always desirable, as it requires su�cient baseline,
rigid mounting, and accurate extrinsic calibration. The techniques proposed in
Chapters 7, 4, 8 are all monocular, yet they can compete with or even outperform
contemporary stereo methods.

Other popular sensors not studied in this dissertation include LiDARs [44] and
event cameras [45].
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1.3 Modern SLAM: Between Optimization and
Deep Learning

1.3.1 Optimization-Based Techniques
The traditional way to address SLAM and visual(-inertial) odometry is through
energy minimization. The idea is to define a function determining the quality of
the solution, and then to iteratively refine the estimate through means of nonlinear
optimization. When it comes to the specific implementation, there is a variety of
choices:

• The energy function: The majority of methods minimize the reprojection
error [24], [25], [34], [36], [40] , based on a set of predetermined feature
correspondences. More recently, a number of direct methods has been pro-
posed [15], [16], [18], [30], [46], [47]. These systems work directly on the image
data by minimizing the photometric error. Depending on the implementation,
this can result in larger frame-rate [17] or accuracy [15].

• Information density: Methods can be dense [30], [46] (utilizing all image
information), semi-dense [18], [32] (using points with su�cient gradient), or
sparse [15], [24], [25]. While denser methods utilize more information and
result in a more informative reconstruction, sparse methods are usually more
e�cient. A key advantage of sparse methods is that they better allow for
bundle adjustment, as the point observations can be considered independent,
resulting in a sparse Hessian matrix.

• Which variables to optimize: There is image alignment [18], [46] which only
optimizes the camera poses but fixes geometry; and bundle adjustment [24],
[25], which optimizes poses and geometry together. Typically, bundle adjust-
ment is more accurate but encompasses a larger computational burden. Some
modern systems like DSO [15] utilize both of them in di�erent stages.

• How to keep the system computationally tractable over time: Most systems
only keep a subset of (key-)frames in the active optimization window. Frames
leaving this window can either be fixed [24], [48], or marginalized [15], [34],
[40].

Despite all these choices / di�erences, almost all SLAM systems ultimately rely
on energy minimization in the core of the estimation process.

We note that there is also a wide range of filtering-based SLAM algorithms
[16], [29], [39]. While this is a di�erent paradigm, it is still closely related to
optimization-based methods. Disregarding computational di�erences, a filtering-
based SLAM system can be seen as an optimization-based system with just one
“iteration”, no relinearization, and early marginalization.
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1.3.2 SLAM and Deep Learning
In contrast to all techniques summarized in the previous section, some newly
emerging techniques based on deep learning follow a completely di�erent paradigm.

Deep learning has taken the computer vision world by storm and impacted
almost every field related to it. There are entire areas of computer vision where
traditional methods became almost obsolete in a short time frame. The core task
behind most computer vision problems is to revert the image formation process,
which is a highly ambiguous task. Apparently, learning this based on data is often
times superior to handcrafted methods.

However, one of the areas deep learning has not taken over is SLAM. There
have been various attempts to learn SLAM from scratch [49]–[53], but they have
not been able to compete with the accuracy of traditional methods. The reason for
this might be two-fold:

1. There are many parts of a SLAM system which are not ambiguous but can
be modelled mathematically. The way points are projected from 3D into the
camera image is known in advance and utilizing this knowledge explicitly is
advantageous.

2. Optimization-based techniques achieve high accuracy through iterative re-
finement of the solution, which is hard to beat with neural networks alone.

Utilizing deep learning in SLAM does not mean that one has to relinquish
optimization-based techniques. And while key parts of a traditional SLAM system
are based on known properties of the image formation process, there are still many
handcrafted components. We argue that combining the two techniques is advanta-
geous. The optimization-based foundation ensures that high accuracy is maintained,
and injecting learned information into specific parts of the SLAM pipeline can
improve robustness and accuracy. Indeed, we observe that works combining deep
learning and traditional techniques have shown promising results [54]–[56].

This thesis includes three works which contribute to this emerging field: In
Chapter 8, deep networks provide depth, uncertainty, and relative pose information
to an optimization-based odometry system. The resulting system clearly outper-
forms both, traditional and learning based systems, essentially working as well
as the state-of-the-art stereo-inertial odometry systems, while only using a single
monocular camera and no IMU.

In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we replace the images in optimization-based direct
image alignment with deep features generated by neural networks. Thanks to novel
loss formulations, these features improve robustness to bad initializations, and
strong lighting and weather changes, which is especially important for relocalization.

These works demonstrate the benefits of combining deep learning techniques with
the more traditional optimization-based approaches. We expect that optimization
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Figure 1.2: Example of how a quadrocopter can autonomously explore an unknown
environment, utilizing a visual SLAM system. This work was published in [1] and
is based on the Bachelor’s thesis [57] of Lukas von Stumberg.

in SLAM will likely stay relevant, at least as part of hybrid SLAM systems. This
also reinforces the importance of the contributions to the more traditional pipeline
in the first part of this dissertation.

1.4 Applications

SLAM and relocalization are core parts of many systems, and can be applied in
various areas.

Robotics: In order to perform actions and move through a potentially unknown
environment, robots need to localize themselves. Hence, SLAM systems are of
great importance in robotic systems, especially for moving robots [1], [58], [2]. An
example is shown in Fig. 1.2.

Autonomous driving: Autonomous driving is not solved yet, hence it is not
fully known, which components will be necessary. However many systems to date
utilize HD-maps which provide relevant information to the perception and planning
algorithms. Building these maps and localizing the vehicle in them are both core
tasks. Especially relocalization across di�erent weather and lighting conditions
(Chapters 5, 6) is highly-relevant in this context.

Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR): VR headsets need to
synchronize their motion to the character in the virtual world. This requires
accurate poses, which can be obtained using a SLAM system. In AR, a common
goal is to present holograms in consistent locations in the world, which also requires
precise localization.
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Downstream computer vision problems: In addition to the end applications
previously mentioned, there are also subsequent computer vision tasks which can
benefit from images with accurate camera poses. Examples include multi-view
depth estimation [3] (Fig. 1.3) and 3D reconstruction [59].

Figure 1.3: Accurate poses from SLAM can also benefit downstream computer
vision tasks. MonoRec [3], a work led by Felix Wimbauer, achieves accurate 3D
reconstruction using a cost volume, relying on accurate poses from visual odometry.
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Chapter 2
Contributions and Outline

In total, 11 full-length publications and 2 book chapters were published as part of,
or in conjunction with this thesis. A summary is presented in Table 2.1.

As the contribution, 3 of these publications [4]–[6] are included in Chapters
4, 5, and 6 respectively. In addition, 2 more full-length publications [7], [8] are
included in the non-examination-relevant Chapters 7 and 8.

All of the 5 included publications are full-length papers published in highly-
ranked, international, peer-reviewed journals and conferences, including RA-L,
ICRA, CVPR, and 3DV. They are the result of joint work with Nan Yang, Patrick
Wenzel, Vladyslav Usenko, Qadeer Khan, Rui Wang, and Prof. Daniel Cremers.

These works comprise three main lines of research. First we address visual-
inertial odometry and the question of how to optimally combine cameras and IMUs.
In particular, we propose novel ways of IMU initialization and improvements to
the marginalization procedure. This ultimately results in DM-VIO, an open-source
method which outperforms the state-of-the-art in visual-inertial odometry on three
datasets.

Afterwards, we incorporate learned knowledge into visual odometry. Depths,
uncertainty, and relative poses are predicted by a deep neural network and integrated
into an optimization-based odometry system.

Finally, we explore how to track images across weathers and seasons, which is
relevant for relocalization and long-term loop closure. Unlike prior work, we ap-
proach this problem with direct methods enhanced with deep networks. To combine
them e�ectively, we propose novel loss formulations tailored to the requirements of
direct image alignment.
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Table 2.1: Chronological list of publications related to this thesis. These include 11
full-length papers published in highly-ranked conferences and journals, as well as 2
book chapters. The works which are not part of this dissertation are shown in gray.

L. von Stumberg, V. Usenko, J. Engel, J. Stueckler, and D. Cremers,
From Monocular SLAM to Autonomous Drone Exploration, in European
Conference on Mobile Robots (ECMR), Sep. 2017. doi: 10.1109/ECMR.2017.
8098709. arXiv: 1609.07835

V. Usenko, L. von Stumberg, A. Pangercic, and D. Cremers, Real-
Time Trajectory Replanning for MAVs using Uniform B-splines and
a 3D Circular Bu�er, in IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent
Robots and Systems (IROS), Vancouver, Canada, Sep. 2017. doi: 10.1109/IROS.
2017.8202160. arXiv: 1703.01416

L. von Stumberg, V. Usenko, and D. Cremers, Direct Sparse Visual-
Inertial Odometry using Dynamic Marginalization, in IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), May 2018, pp. 2510–2517. doi:
10.1109/ICRA.2018.8462905. arXiv: 1804.05625 (Chapter 7)

H. Matsuki, L. von Stumberg, V. Usenko, J. Stueckler, and D. Cre-
mers, Omnidirectional DSO: Direct Sparse Odometry with Fisheye
Cameras, IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters (RA-L) & International Con-
ference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2018. doi: 10.1109/LRA.
2018.2855443. arXiv: 1808.02775

L. von Stumberg, V. Usenko, and D. Cremers, A Review and Quanti-
tative Evaluation of Direct Visual–Inertial Odometry, in M. Yang, B.
Rosenhahn, and V. Murino, Eds. Academic Press, 2019, ch. Multimodal Scene
Understanding, pp. 159–198, isbn: 978-0-12-817358-9. doi: 10.1016/B978-0-
12-817358-9.00013-5

D. Schubert, N. Demmel, L. von Stumberg, V. Usenko, and D. Cremers,
Rolling-Shutter Modelling for Visual-Inertial Odometry, in IEEE/RSJ
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), Nov. 2019.
doi: 10.1109/IROS40897.2019.8968539. arXiv: 1911.01015

L. von Stumberg, P. Wenzel, Q. Khan, and D. Cremers, GN-Net: The
Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather Relocalization, IEEE Robotics
and Automation Letters (RA-L) & International Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ICRA), vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 890–897, 2020. doi: 10.1109/LRA.2020.
2965031. arXiv: 1904.11932 (Chapter 5)
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V. Usenko, L. von Stumberg, J. Stückler, and D. Cremers, TUM
Flyers: Vision—Based MAV Navigation for Systematic Inspection of
Structures, in F. Caccavale, C. Ott, B. Winkler, and Z. Taylor, Eds.
Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2020, ch. Bringing Innovative Robotic
Technologies from Research Labs to Industrial End-users, pp. 189–209, isbn:
978-3-030-34507-5. doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-34507-5_8

N. Yang, L. von Stumberg, R. Wang, and D. Cremers, D3VO: Deep
Depth, Deep Pose and Deep Uncertainty for Monocular Visual Odom-
etry, in IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-
nition (CVPR), 2020, pp. 1278–1289. doi: 10.1109/CVPR42600.2020.00136.
arXiv: 2003.01060 (Chapter 8)

P. Wenzel, R. Wang, N. Yang, Q. Cheng, Q. Khan, L. von Stumberg,
N. Zeller, and D. Cremers, 4Seasons: A Cross-Season Dataset for
Multi-Weather SLAM in Autonomous Driving, in Proceedings of the
German Conference on Pattern Recognition (GCPR), 2020. doi: 10.1007/978-
3-030-71278-5_29. arXiv: 2009.06364

L. von Stumberg, P. Wenzel, N. Yang, and D. Cremers, LM-Reloc:
Levenberg-Marquardt Based Direct Visual Relocalization, in Interna-
tional Conference on 3D Vision (3DV), 2020, pp. 968–977. doi: 10.1109/
3DV50981.2020.00107. arXiv: 2010.06323 (Chapter 6)

F. Wimbauer, N. Yang, L. von Stumberg, N. Zeller, and D. Cremers,
MonoRec: Semi-Supervised Dense Reconstruction in Dynamic Envi-
ronments from a Single Moving Camera, in IEEE Conference on Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 2021. doi: 10.1109/CVPR46437.2021.
00605. arXiv: 2011.11814

L. von Stumberg and D. Cremers, DM-VIO: Delayed Marginalization
Visual-Inertial Odometry, IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters (RA-L)
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2.1 Visual-Inertial Odometry
We include two works on visual-inertial odometry: VI-DSO [7] in Chapter 7 (not
examination-relevant), and DM-VIO [4] in Chapter 4. Both works combine a
photometric energy function with IMU energy terms. The direct back-end with
photometric bundle adjustment based on DSO [15] enables the system to track
not only corners but any pixels with su�cient gradients. The tight integration of
visual and inertial components results in high accuracy and robustness. Other than
the combination of vision and IMU, the main contributions of both works can be
categorized into IMU initialization, marginalization procedure, and evaluations.

2.1.1 IMU Initialization
IMU initialization is a di�cult challenge as it can take arbitrarily long until the scale
becomes observable. The previous (published before VI-DSO) best visual-inertial
SLAM system [37] waits for 15 seconds before initializing the visual-inertial system
and hopes that the scale is observable by this time. In VI-DSO, we propose to
optimize scale and gravity direction explicitly in the main system. This allows
us to initialize immediately with an arbitrary scale, instead of having to wait for
the success of a separate IMU initialization. The advantage is that IMU data
immediately benefits the robustness of the system, e.g. to fast motions.

However, it also results in the limitation that large-scale outdoor and automotive
scenarios can violate the assumptions on the initial scale made by the system. In
DM-VIO we propose a combination: We do employ a separate, novel multi-
stage IMU initializer to make sure that the system works in arbitrarily-scaled
environments. But we still optimize scale and gravity direction explicitly in the
main system, which ensures that the system works even with a bad initial scale.
This allows us to initialize early and still achieve remarkable scale accuracy.

2.1.2 Marginalization Procedure
We employ marginalization of variables to ensure the realtime-capability of the
system. The novel initialization strategies devised in VI-DSO and DM-VIO require
special treatment of marginalization.

In VI-DSO the scale estimate can change a lot over time, which violates
a key assumption of marginalization. To overcome this, we propose dynamic
marginalization. It maintains a consistent marginalization prior even in cases where
a connected variable is far from the optimum initially.

In DM-VIO, we strive to answer additional questions which pertain how
uncertainties can be transferred between the IMU initializer and the main system.
We propose a novel technique called delayed marginalization, which provides a
solution to these questions. It can also serve as a more flexible alternative to
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Figure 2.1: Trajectories and pointclouds estimated by DM-VIO. Top: Magistrale
of our o�ce building reconstructed using a sequence from the TUM-VI dataset.
Bottom: A sequence from the automotive 4Seasons dataset. Long stretches of
constant velocity constitute a challenge for monocular visual-inertial odometry, but
thanks to our novel IMU initializer, the method works very well.

dynamic marginalization for maintaining a consistent marginalization prior. Lastly,
it enables a novel technique called pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA). This is
a combination of pose graph optimization and bundle adjustment. In contrast to
the former it captures the full visual uncertainty, and in contrast to the latter it
does not optimize the points, making it much faster. Delayed marginalization and
PGBA are the foundations behind the proposed multi-stage IMU initializer.

2.1.3 Evaluations
VI-DSO is evaluated on the popular EuRoC dataset and we show that it outper-
forms the previous state of the art.

With DM-VIO we not only improve upon these results on EuRoC. We also go
one step further and additionally evaluate on the TUM-VI and 4Seasons datasets
(see Fig 2.1). In total our evaluations comprise flying drone, large-scale handheld,
and automotive scenarios. Across these datasets, DM-VIO outperforms the state of
the art in visual-inertial odometry, even compared to popular stereo-inertial methods
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while using only a single camera and IMU. Lastly, the full source code for DM-VIO
has been released and is available at https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio.

2.2 Improving Visual Odometry with Deep Learn-
ing

In Chapter 8 (not examination-relevant) we include D3VO [8], a work which shows
how to integrate learned knowledge into visual odometry. We train a neural network
which predicts depth, pose and uncertainty, and then integrate this knowledge into
an optimization-based odometry method.
Deep depths: Per-pixel depths are estimated by the network and integrated into
the odometry system using the virtual stereo term proposed in Deep Virtual Stereo
Odometry (DVSO) [55], but unlike DVSO the network is entirely self-supervised.
Di�erent to prior works, we improve self-supervised training using network-predicted
a�ne brightness transformation and photometric uncertainty. This allows our
network to outperform state-of-the-art self-supervised depth estimation networks.
Deep pose: Our network estimates the pose between two frames, which we inte-
grate into the odometry system on multiple levels. It is utilized as an initialization
and as a prior for both, the frame-to-frame direct image alignment, and for the
back-end bundle adjustment. This tight integration of deep poses with odometry
significantly boosts the robustness. It resembles the way IMU is integrated in the
previous Chapters 7 and 4, but unlike them, this method does not need actual IMU
data nor the e�orts of time synchronization and calibration associated with it.
Deep uncertainty: As mentioned, the network also estimates the photometric
uncertainty for each pixel. The reasoning behind this is that not all surfaces
are Lambertian, hence they can violate the brightness constancy assumptions.
Downweighting pixels with lower photometric consistency is advantageous, so we
feed the predicted uncertainty into the odometry system by replacing the previously
handcrafted per-point weight.
Results: We evaluate the proposed odometry system on the Kitti and EuRoC
datasets, and show that the integrated deep priors significantly boost robustness
and accuracy. The method outperforms traditional monocular visual odometry
methods by a large margin. It can even compete with state-of-the-art stereo /
LiDAR methods on Kitti, and with state-of-the-art visual-inertial methods on
EuRoC.

2.3 Deep Learning for Direct Relocalization
When relocalizing images in an existing SLAM map, significant brightness and
weather changes can be present. While direct methods exhibit impressive accuracy

https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio
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Figure 2.2: Top: Example images from the relocalization tracking benchmark.
Bottom: Deep features created by our network LM-Net from these images. Using
these features, direct image alignment works well despite strong illumination and
weather changes.

and robustness on odometry tasks, they are sensitive to bad initializations and
appearance changes, making them unsuitable for relocalization. With our con-
tributions in Chapters 5 (based on [5]) and 6 (based on [6]) we overcome these
limitations. This works by replacing the images with deep features trained using
groundtruth correspondences.

In Chapter 5 we propose the novel Gauss-Newton loss. It is derived from the
Gauss-Newton algorithm for direct image alignment, leveraging the underlying
Gaussian probability distribution. During training, the network tries to maximize
the estimated probability of the groundtruth correspondence. The loss function
allows the network to express certainty in di�erent image directions, which is useful
for points lying on lines and other gradients. Using it is superior to relying only
on the simpler contrastive loss. Compared to images, the deep features generated
by our network GN-Net entail significantly improved robustness against strong
lighting changes and bad initializations.

Unless the initialization is almost perfect, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm is usually preferred over the Gauss-Newton algorithm. In Chapter 6 we
propose a complete loss formulation and point sampling strategy, tailored to the
LM-algorithm. In addition to the Gauss-Newton loss, it consists of three more
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Figure 2.3: Relocalization demo on the Oxford RobotCar dataset. We relocalize
sequences with di�erent weather conditions (sunny and snowy in this example)
and overlay the pointclouds using the estimated transformations. The pointclouds
align very well, showing that the relocalization is accurate.

loss functions derived from the typical behaviour of the LM-algorithm. In our
experiments we show that each loss term is critical to achieve best results, verifying
our derivations. Consequently, our new network LM-Net significantly outperforms
GN-Net.

To further improve the robustness against large baselines, we propose CorrPose-
Net in Chapter 6. It is a pose estimation network which provides an initial pose to
the direct image alignment. Our full approach called LM-Reloc consists of LM-Net,
CorrPoseNet and a nonlinear optimizer.

To evaluate our methods, we create a benchmark for relocalization tracking
using sequences from the CARLA simulator and the Oxford RobotCar dataset
(Fig. 2.2). In contrast to previous benchmarks, we decouple the tasks of image
retrieval and subsequent 6DoF tracking of the localized images, and only focus on
the latter in the context of SLAM applications. We verify the e�ect of the various
contributions and show that LM-Reloc is more accurate than indirect methods
while being comparable in terms of robustness.

Lastly, we develop a qualitative relocalization demo, demonstrating that the
approach can be used for relocalization across weathers in practice (Fig. 2.3).
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Fundamentals

3.1 Nonlinear Optimization
Nonlinear optimization is at the core of the methods developed in this thesis. The
idea is usually to devise a nonlinear energy function E(x), which provides an
estimate for the quality of a given solution x to the problem. The solution is then
iteratively refined by minimizing the energy function.

In this section we provide a brief overview of the nonlinear optimization tech-
niques applied, for a more complete review we refer the reader to other resources
like [60], [61]. The main optimization techniques used throughout this thesis are
the Gauss-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms. Their derivation is based
on Newton’s method, which we will start with.

3.1.1 Newton’s Method
The foundation of the Newton’s method is a second order Taylor expansion of the
energy function around the current estimate x0:

E(x) ¥ E(x0) + gT (x ≠ x0) + 1
2 (x ≠ x0)T H(x ≠ x0) (3.1)

where g is the Jacobian of the energy function and H is the Hessian matrix.

g = dE

dx and H = d2E

dx2 (3.2)

The optimal solution to this approximated energy function is at the point,
where the derivative of the energy is zero

0 != dE

dx = g + H(x ≠ x0) (3.3)

Solving this Equation for x leads to the Newton step, which is used to iteratively
refine the solution:

xi+1 = xi ≠ ⁄
1
H≠1g

2
(3.4)
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The step size ⁄ is introduced as a parameter to perform more conservative
updates, accounting for linearization errors. After each iteration, the energy function
is relinearized around the current state estimate, and H and b are recomputed.

3.1.2 Gauss-Newton Method
The drawback of Newton’s method is that the computation of the Hessian H can
be prohibitively slow. The idea of the Gauss-Newton algorithm is to approximate
the Hessian based on the first order derivatives.

For this, the energy function needs to have the following form:

E(x) =
ÿ

i

wi · ri(x)2 (3.5)

where, x is the state vector, ri are residual functions and wi is the weight for each
residual.

The residuals ri can be stacked to form the residual vector r and similarly, the
weights can be stacked to a diagonal weight matrix W. Then, the energy can be
rewritten as

E(x) = r(x)T Wr(x) (3.6)

We define the Jacobian matrix J of r as J = dr
dx and approximate the Hessian

with

H ¥ JT WJ (3.7)

The gradient vector can be computed exactly as g = JT Wr. (Technically, there
is an additional factor of 2 in H and b, but it can be omitted as it cancels out
during the update step.)

Throughout this thesis we use a slightly di�erent notation and instead of g, we
compute the negative gradient vector

b = ≠g = ≠JT Wr (3.8)

resulting in the Gauss-Newton step

xt+1 = xt + H≠1b (3.9)

The advantage of the Gauss-Newton method is that the second-order derivatives
of the residuals do not need to be computed, yet it can exhibit near-quadratical
convergence when the assumptions are met [62]. The approximation of the Hessian
(Equation 3.7) is accurate if either the second-order derivative is small, or if the
residuals are small, which is often the case for a well-initialized system [61].
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3.1.3 Levenberg-Marquart Algorithm
When the system is initialized further from the optimum, the Gauss-Newton
algorithm can diverge or converge only slowly. In these cases, the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is advantageous. It operates with a damped Hessian, resulting
in smaller updates and more robustness.

The damped Hessian can be computed with Levenberg’s formula [63]

HÕ = H + ⁄I (3.10)

or Marquardt’s formula [64]

HÕ = H + ⁄ diag(H) (3.11)

Using HÕ (from either Equation) instead of H in the update step (Equation
3.9) e�ectively works as a combination of the Gauss-Newton method (small ⁄)
and gradient descent (large ⁄). During optimization, the parameter ⁄ is modified,
depending on the success of the current iteration. If the error was reduced, ⁄ is
decreased. If the error was not be reduced, ⁄ is increased, resulting in a smaller,
more conservative step size.

3.1.4 Robust Huber Norm using Reweighted Least Squares
An underlying assumption of least squares optimization is that measurement errors
follow a Gaussian distribution. Especially for image measurements this can be
violated, making the squared norm used in the error function (Equation 3.5)
suboptimal.

The main problem with the squared norm is that it greatly accentuates outliers,
which can result in poor robustness. Hence, robust norms like the Huber norm are
often utilized instead. The Huber norm is a combination of a squared norm for
small residuals and a linear function for large residuals. It provides more resilience
to outliers, while still being a convex function. The Huber norm “ for a residual r
can be computed as

.....r

.....
“

=

Y
]

[

r
2

2 , for |r| Æ k

k
1
|r| ≠ k

2

2
, for |r| > k

(3.12)

where the parameter k defines the maximum residual which is still computed with
the squared norm.

Note that an energy with a robust norm does not strictly have the least-squares
form (like Equation 3.5) required by the Gauss-Newton algorithm. In order to
still apply it, robust norms are usually implemented using iteratively reweighted
least squares. This works by rewriting the energy function in a least-squares form
with a residual-dependent weight which is chosen to result in the same update step
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as the original energy with the robust norm. The weight is recomputed for each
iteration, but considered fixed during the computation of the update step. For
details, we refer the reader to [65]. This technique is an approximation as it ignores
the derivative of the weight during the iteration, but in practice it works very well.

Whenever the Huber norm is used in this dissertation, it is implemented using
iteratively reweighted least squares.

3.1.5 Optimization on a Manifold
In the previous sections, the optimized variables are represented using a state
vector x. But in SLAM, one typically works with 6DoF poses, consisting of rotation
and translation. For usage in a nonlinear optimization framework, a minimal
representation is necessary. Throughout this dissertation we employ Lie Groups for
this purpose [60], [66]. Rotations are represented using SO(3), poses using SE(3),
and scaled transformations with SIM(3). The following explanations operate on
SE(3), but they work equivalently for the other Lie groups.

A vector ⇠ œ R6 can be mapped to the corresponding twist (Lie algebra element)
⇠̂ œ se(3) using the hat operator ·. The reverse operator ‚ maps from twist to
vector. In some literature vectors and Lie algebra elements are used interchangeably.
A Lie algebra element can be converted to the Lie group element T œ SE(3) and
back using the exponential and logarithm map:

T = exp
1
⇠̂

2
and ⇠ = log (T)‚ (3.13)

During optimization, the tangent space around a previous solution T0 is built.
Jacobians are computed with respect to increments to this solution. In the following
example, the energy only depends on a single pose. The Jacobian can be computed
as

J =
dr(T0 exp

1
⇠̂

2
)

d⇠
(3.14)

and the update step (Equation 3.9) is modified to

Tt+1 = Tt exp(�̂) with � = H≠1b (3.15)

For energy functions depending on a combination of Lie algebra and vector-
valued variables, this update is used for the former and a normal addition for the
latter. In this example, the increment was placed on the right side of the pose, but
it can also be multiplied from the left. The two formulations are equivalent, but
the respective variant needs to be applied consistently throughout Jacobian and
update computation.
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Figure 3.1: Simple factor graph which visualizes the probability density shown in
Equation 3.16, and also the corresponding energy function given in Equation 3.17.
There is a circle for each variable. Each summand of the energy function is
represented by a square, connected to the variables, it depends on.

3.2 Optimization and Factor Graphs

In this section, we discuss the notion of factor graphs, which are used to graphically
display optimization systems and their variables. We also provide an explanation
of marginalization and its e�ects on the factor graph.

3.2.1 Factor Graphs

Factor graphs are bipartite graphs, which show how a composite probability function
can be divided into its factors [67]. For example consider the following probability
distribution:

f(x, y, z) = fA(x, y)fB(y, z) (3.16)

The factor graph for this distribution is shown in Fig. 3.1. It contains one square for
each factor of the probability density and a circle for each variable. Lines connect
the factors with the variables they depend on.

In this thesis we mostly work with energy functions. Probabilities and energy
functions are closely related. When trying to find the solution for x, y, z with
maximal probability according to f , one can minimize the negative log-likelihood

E(x, y, z) = ≠ln(f(x, y, z)) = a(x, y) + b(y, z) (3.17)

with a(x, y) = ≠ln(fA(x, y)) and b(y, z) = ≠ln(fB(y, z)). Hence, each factor in
the factor graph represents a summand of the energy function.

Factor graphs are useful to visualize how the di�erent summands and variables
of an energy function interact, and to describe the sparsity structure of the specific
problem. Additionally, GTSAM [68] can help to optimize an energy function once
it has been described as a factor graph.
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3.2.2 Marginalization

Probabilistic interpretation

When exploring the environment for some time, more and more information can be
accumulated. In this case, optimization of all variables will become prohibitively
slow in a realtime setting. Instead, a sliding window system is preferred. The goal
is to remove old variables from the active optimization window, while preserving
as much information as possible.

In a probabilistic setting, the optimal solution to this is marginalization. Given
a joint probability distribution p(a, b) with two variables a and b, marginalization
of b will result in (see [62, p. 68])

p(a) =
⁄

b

p(a, b) (3.18)

For Gaussian probabilities represented with mean and covariance, marginaliza-
tion is very simple and can be achieved by just taking the corresponding subblock
of the matrices [62, p. 68]. Given a partitioning of the variables into the sets –
and —, the Gaussian can be represented as

N
AC

µ–

µb

D

,

C
⌃–– ⌃–—

⌃—– ⌃——

DB

(3.19)

The distribution resulting from marginalization of the variables in — is simply

N (µ–,⌃––)) (3.20)

Marginalization in the Gauss-Newton algorithm

In the Gauss-Newton algorithm used throughout this dissertation, the multivariate
Gaussian is not represented with mean and covariance, but with Hessian H and
gradient vector b. The Hessian is equal to the inverse covariance matrix H = ⌃≠1.
Using this, it can be shown that marginalization with this representation can be
performed using the Schur complement. With the same partitioning into – and —
as above, H and b are written as

H =
C
H–– H–—

H—– H——

D

and b =
C
b–

b—

D

(3.21)

We can marginalize the variables in — with the Schur complement:

‰H–– = H–– ≠ H–—H≠1
——

H—– (3.22)

„b– = b– ≠ H–—H≠1
——
b— (3.23)
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Connected factors will be
subsumed into a
marginalization factor

Variable to be marginalized

The set of connected variables is
called the Markov blanket. These
variables will be connected to the
marginalization factor

Marginalization factor

Figure 3.2: Factor graphs before and after marginalization of variable x. The
marginalization factor replaces all connected factors and is connected to the variables
which form the Markov blanket of x.

This computation is more computation-intensive than marginalization with
given mean and covariance. Note however, that only the block corresponding to
the marginalized variables H—— needs to be inverted. This makes the computation
e�cient if the number of marginalized variables is small, or if H—— is (block)-
diagonal. As H—— is not always invertible, in practice the Moore-Penrose inverse is
often used instead of the normal inverse in Equation 3.22.

Apart from the above derivation using probability theory, we also want to give
an intuition for marginalization, based on the Gauss-Newton step. In the original
system, the step will be computed with Equation 3.9 as

� =
C
�–

�—

D

= H≠1b (3.24)

We can instead compute the update with the system after marginalization
(Equation 3.22):

„�a = ‰H––

≠1 „b– (3.25)

It can easily be shown that �a = „�a, which results from the fact, that Schur
complement resembles elimination of variables from the linear equation system.
This demonstrates the power of marginalization: It is equivalent to solving the
potentially much larger and slower system. The drawbacks are that the marginalized
variables cannot be relinearized, and that the update for the marginalized variables
is “hidden”.

Marginalization and factor graphs

In a larger optimization system represented as a factor graph, marginalization does
not need to involve all variables and factors.
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Consider the factor graph shown in Fig 3.2 (left), where x shall be marginalized.
This will impact all factors connected to x (in this case a). The variables connected
to these connected factors (in this case y) form the Markov blanket. These factors
will be linearized to obtain the system in Equation 3.21. In our example, x
corresponds to —, and y to –. Variable z and factor b are not involved in the
marginalization process.

The result of marginalization is a marginalization factor which is connected to
all variables in the Markov blanket (in this case y). It is represented by ‰H–– and
„b– obtained with Equations 3.22 and 3.23.

After marginalization, the removed factors cannot be relinearized any more. In
many cases it is also necessary to fix the linearization points of variables connected
to a marginalization factor (y in this example). This technique is called First-
Estimates Jacobians [69] and is employed to preserve the nullspaces of the system.
Because of this, all variables connected to a marginalization factor should already
be close to the correct solution and not change significantly afterwards.

3.3 Optimizations in Direct Sparse Odometry

As an example of how optimization works in a modern SLAM / odometry system, we
examine Direct Sparse Odometry [15] in this section. In particular, we focus on the
interaction between the di�erent optimization procedures and on the optimization.
For further details, we refer the reader to the original publication [15].

3.3.1 Photometric Bundle Adjustment
The main optimization performed in DSO, is a bundle-adjustment-like operation.
This means, that camera poses and 3D geometry are optimized together, instead
of alternating them like in [18]. This joint optimization is key to achieve accurate
results.

The system optimizes a photometric energy function. In contrast to an indirect
formulation based on feature correspondences like many other systems, this energy
allows to include any point with su�cient gradient in the optimization.

Geometry is represented as a pointcloud. Points are not expressed as 3D
coordinates, but are hosted in a keyframe. Each point is defined by the pixel
coordinate in its host frame. During optimization the inverse depth of each point
is estimated. The 3D coordinate of a point can then be computed by projecting
the point into 3D using the estimated point depth, as well as the pose of the host
frame.

For computing the photometric energy for a point p, it is projected into all
other keyframes j and the brightness values of a patch Np around the point are
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Schur complement trick 

Dense marginalization factor resulting
from the Schur complement trick. This is
only done as an intermediate step during

each BA iteration. 

Resubstitute depths
after solving for poses 

Figure 3.3: Left: Factor graph for the bundle adjustment performed in DSO. Pi

is the pose of keyframe i, and di is the inverse depth of point i. In this example,
there are three keyframes with one point each (di is hosted in KFi respectively).
Each residual depends on the host keyframe, the inverse depth of the point and
the target keyframe which the point is projected into. Right: System after the
Schur-complement trick used to speed up computation of the Gauss-Newton step.
It works by “marginalizing” all depth values, which is very e�cient, because the
depths values are independent. After solving the system on the right for poses, the
update for depth values is resubstituted.

compared to the host keyframe using the following function:

Epj =
ÿ

pœNp

Êp

.....(Ij[pÕ] ≠ bj) ≠ tjeaj

tieai
(Ii[p] ≠ bi)

.....
“

(3.26)

where Ii is the host image, Ij is the other image, pÕ is the point projected into
keyframe j, Êp is the point weight, and ti and tj are the exposure times of the
images. To account for unmodelled brightness di�erences and for cases of unknown
exposures, an a�ne brightness change between the images is modelled with the
estimated parameters a and b. “ denotes the Huber norm.

A factor graph for the entire optimization is shown in Fig. 3.3 (left). Points are
projected into all non-host keyframes, resulting in a residual each. Residuals depend
on the inverse depth of the point, the host keyframe, and the target keyframe.

Computation of the Gauss-Newton step (Equation 3.9) involves inverting the
Hessian. In DSO, there are over 1000 points, making it intractable to compute the
Hessian explicitly. Instead, the Schur-complement trick is used. The idea is to first
“marginalize” all landmarks. This marginalization using the Schur complement is
very e�cient, because the points are independent of each other (there is no residual
depending on two or more inverse depths). This means that the matrix H—— in
Equation 3.22 is fully diagonal and its inversion is trivial. Note that there is no
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1. Marginalize points
hosted in the KF which
shall be marginalized

2. Drop remaining observations

with existin
g keyframes

3. Marginalize KF

Marginalizing the KF with all
observations is not advisable as it
would result in a dense system.

Figure 3.4: Marginalization of KF0. This involves multiple steps in order to retain
the sparsity of the system.

other matrix inversion involved in the Schur complement.
The result of the procedure is the factor graph shown in Fig. 3.3 (right). The

Hessian for this factor graph is much smaller than the full system on the left.
Using it, the update for the poses (and a�ne brightness parameters) is computed.
Afterwards, the full system is resubstituted again, to compute the update for the
inverse depth values. This means, that this procedure is not really a marginalization
in the traditional sense, as it only serves as an intermediate step in each bundle
adjustment iteration.

3.3.2 Marginalization
To facilitate realtime capability, the bundle adjustment is performed for a maximum
of 8 active keyframes, which is achieved using marginalization.

Fig. 3.4 shows the procedure for marginalization of a keyframe. First, all points
hosted in the keyframe are marginalized. Then, all observations of active points
hosted in other keyframes with the to-be-marginalized keyframe are dropped, and
finally the keyframe itself is marginalized. Dropping observations is necessary to
retain the sparsity of the Hessian: Skipping this step would result in the factor
graph in the bottom right (with red frame), where the depths are connected to the
marginalization factor. This would prevent the Schur complement trick shown in
Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Interactions between the di�erent optimizations present in DSO. While
the bundle adjustment achieves high accuracy, it requires a good initialization and
is only performed for keyframes. The coarse tracking estimates the pose of each
frame using 2-frame direct image alignment against the latest keyframe utilizing
the accurate depths from the bundle adjustment. Using the pose estimate from the
coarse tracking, point tracing performs epipolar line search for a set of candidate
points to obtain a rough depth value. When a new keyframe shall be added to the
bundle adjustment, its pose is initialized with the result from coarse tracking, and
depth values for new points are initialized with the result from point tracing.

One thing to highlight is that the keyframe marginalized is not always the oldest
one. Instead, there is a marginalization strategy which tries to keep a combination
of old and newer keyframes. This was shown to be superior to a more simple
fixed-lag smoother, as points can be observed for a longer period of time.

3.3.3 Interactions between Optimizations
A relevant property of the direct error formulation is that the image gradients
used during optimization are only valid in a small vicinity around the correct
solution. This implies that a good initialization is critical, especially for the bundle
adjustment. To ensure this, DSO uses a combination of di�erent optimizations.
Their interactions are shown in Fig. 3.5.
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...One residual for each point
with known depth from
bundle adjustment. Depths are
fixed during this optimization. 

Figure 3.6: Factor graph for the coarse tracking (2-frame direct image alignment).

There are two things to highlight. Firstly, all variables added to the bundle
adjustment (poses, a�ne brightness, and inverse depths) receive an initial value
from either the coarse tracking or point tracing. Secondly, the depth values
obtained from the point tracing are not used anywhere in the system, except as an
initialization to the bundle adjustment. The coarse tracking only relies on accurate,
bundle-adjusted depth values.

This is necessary, as the coarse tracking fixes the all point depths during
optimization. It only estimates the relative pose and relative a�ne brightness
change between the latest keyframe and the current frame (Fig. 3.6). By optimizing
only 8 parameters in total, the optimization is quite fast. To improve robustness, a
pyramid scheme is applied.
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Abstract We present DM-VIO, a monocular visual-inertial odometry sys-
tem based on two novel techniques called delayed marginalization and pose
graph bundle adjustment. DM-VIO performs photometric bundle adjust-
ment with a dynamic weight for visual residuals. We adopt marginalization,
which is a popular strategy to keep the update time constrained, but it
cannot easily be reversed, and linearization points of connected variables
have to be fixed. To overcome this we propose delayed marginalization:
The idea is to maintain a second factor graph, where marginalization is
delayed. This allows us to later readvance this delayed graph, yielding an
updated marginalization prior with new and consistent linearization points.
In addition, delayed marginalization enables us to inject IMU information
into already marginalized states. This is the foundation of the proposed
pose graph bundle adjustment, which we use for IMU initialization. In
contrast to prior works on IMU initialization, it is able to capture the
full photometric uncertainty, improving the scale estimation. In order to
cope with initially unobservable scale, we continue to optimize scale and
gravity direction in the main system after IMU initialization is complete.
We evaluate our system on the EuRoC, TUM-VI, and 4Seasons datasets,
which comprise flying drone, large-scale handheld, and automotive scenarios.
Thanks to the proposed IMU initialization, our system exceeds the state
of the art in visual-inertial odometry, even outperforming stereo-inertial
methods while using only a single camera and IMU. The code will be
published at vision.in.tum.de/dm-vio

4.1 Introduction

Visual-(inertial) odometry is an increasingly relevant task with applications in
robotics, autonomous driving, and augmented reality. A combination of cameras
and inertial measurement units (IMUs) for this task is a popular and sensible
choice, as they are complementary sensors, resulting in a highly accurate and
robust system [39]. In the minimal configuration of a single camera, the IMU can
also be used to recover the metric scale. However, the scale is not always observable,
the most common degenerate case being movement with a constant velocity [43].
Hence, initialization of such system can take arbitrarily long, depending on the
trajectory. Even worse, when initialized prematurely the IMU can in fact worsen
the performance. The di�culty of IMU initialization is why stereo-inertial methods
have outperformed mono-inertial ones in the past.

Most prior systems [36] [37] [38] initially run visual-only odometry and an IMU
initialization in parallel. Once finished, the visual-inertial system is started. This
introduces a trade-o� for the duration of the initialization period: It should be
as short as possible, as no IMU information is used in the main system in the

http://vision.in.tum.de/dm-vio
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Figure 4.1: In this paper, we propose a novel method for monocular visual-inertial
odometry. It provides state-of-the-art performance on three di�erent benchmarks.
Here we show pointclouds and trajectories (red) for magistrale5, V203_di�cult,
and neighbor_2020-03-26_13-32-55_0.

meantime. But when too short, the scale estimate will be inaccurate, leading to
bad performance.

VI-DSO [7] instead initializes immediately with an arbitrary scale, and explicitly
optimizes the scale in the main system. This yields highly accurate scale estimates,
but it can significantly increase the time until the scale is correctly estimated. Also,
it can fail in cases where the initial scale error is very high, like in large-scale
outdoor environments.

We propose a combination of the two strategies: Similar to the former, we start
with a visual-only system and run an IMU initializer in parallel. But after IMU
initialization we still estimate scale and gravity direction as explicit optimization
variables in the main system. This results in a quickly converging and highly
accurate system.

This initialization strategy can lead to three questions: 1) How can the visual
uncertainty be properly captured in the IMU initializer. 2) How can information
about scale and IMU variables be transferred from the IMU initializer to the main
system? 3) If the scale estimate changes, how can a consistent marginalization
prior be maintained? VI-DSO [7] tried to address 3 by introducing dynamic
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marginalization, which does keep the marginalization factor consistent, but loses
too much information in the process.

In this work we propose delayed marginalization, which provides a meaningful
answer to all three of these questions. The idea is to maintain a second, de-
layed marginalization prior, which has very little overhead, but enables three core
techniques:

1. We can populate the delayed factor graph with new IMU factors to perform
the proposed pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA). This is the basis of an
IMU initialization which captures the full photometric uncertainty, leading
to increased accuracy.

2. The graph used for IMU initialization can be re-advanced, providing a
marginalization prior with IMU information for the main system.

3. When the scale changes significantly in the main system we can trigger
marginalization replacement.

The combination of these techniques makes for a highly accurate initializer,
which is robust even to long periods of unobservability. Based on it we implement a
visual-inertial odometry (VIO) system featuring a photometric front-end integrated
with a new dynamic photometric weight.

We evaluate our method on three challenging datasets (Fig. 4.1), capturing
three domains: The EuRoC dataset [70] recorded by a flying drone, the TUM-
VI dataset [20] captured with a handheld device, and the 4Seasons dataset [13]
representing the automotive scenario. The latter features long stretches of constant
velocity, posing a particular challenge for mono-inertial odometry.

We show that our system exceeds the state of the art in visual-inertial odometry,
even outperforming stereo-inertial methods. In summary our contributions are:

• Delayed marginalization compensates drawbacks of marginalization while
retaining the advantages.

• Pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA) combines the e�ciency of pose graph
optimization with the full uncertainty of bundle adjustment.

• A state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry system with a novel multi-stage
IMU initializer and dynamically weighted photometric factors.

The full source code for our approach will be released.

4.2 Related Work
Initially, most visual odometry and SLAM systems have been feature-based [14],
either using filtering [29] or nonlinear optimization [25] [24]. More recently, direct
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methods have been proposed, which optimize a photometric error function and can
operate on dense [46] [30], semi-dense [32], or sparse point clouds [15].

Mourikis and Roumeliotis [39] have shown that a tight integration of visual and
inertial measurements can greatly increase accuracy and robustness of odometry.
Afterwards, many tightly-coupled visual-inertial odometry [16] [40] and SLAM
systems [34] [35] [36] [38] have been proposed.

Initialization of monocular visual-inertial systems is not trivial, as su�cient
motion is necessary for the scale to become observable [42] [43]. Most systems
[37] [36] [38] start with a visual-only system and use its output for a separate
IMU initialization. In contrast to these systems, we continue optimizing the scale
explicitly in the main system. We note that ORB-SLAM3 [38] also continues to
refine the scale after initialization, but this is a separate optimization fixing all
poses and only performed until 75 seconds after initialization. [71] also continues
to optimize the scale in the main system, but in contrast to us they do not transfer
covariances between the main system and the initializer, thus they do not achieve
the same level of accuracy. Di�erent to all these systems, the proposed delayed
marginalization allows our IMU initializer to capture the full visual uncertainty
and continuously optimize the scale in the main system.

VI-DSO [7] initializes immediately with an arbitrary scale and explicitly opti-
mizes the scale in the main system. It also introduced dynamic marginalization
to handle the consequential large scale changes in the main system. Compared
to it we propose a separate IMU initializer, delayed marginalization as a better
alternative to dynamic marginalization, a dynamic photometric error weight, and
more improvements, resulting in greatly improved accuracy and robustness.

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Notation

We denote vectors as bold lowercase letters x, matrices as bold upper-case letter H,
scalars as lowercase letters ⁄, and functions as uppercase letters E. TV

w_cami
œ SE(3)

represents the transformation from camera i to world in the visual coordinate frame
V , and RV

w_cami
œ SO(3) is the respective rotation. Poses are represented either in

visual frame PV

i
:= TV

cami_w, or in inertial frame PI

i
:= TI

w_imui
. If not mentioned

otherwise we use poses in visual frame Pi := PV

i
. We also use states s, which

can contain transformations, rotations, and vectors. For states we define the
subtraction operator si � sj, which applies log(RiR≠1

j
) for rotations and other Lie

group elements, and a regular subtraction for vector values.
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4.3.2 Direct Visual-Inertial Bundle Adjustment
The core of DM-VIO is the visual-inertial bundle adjustment performed for all
keyframes. As commonly done, we jointly optimize visual and IMU variables in a
combined energy function. For the visual part we choose a direct formulation based
on DSO [15], as it is a very accurate and robust system. For integrating IMU data
into the bundle adjustment we perform preintegration [72] between keyframes.

We optimize the following energy function using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm:

E(s) = W (ephoto) · Ephoto + Eimu + Eprior (4.1)

Eprior contains added priors on the first pose and the gravity direction, as well as
the marginalization priors explained in section 4.3.3. In the following we describe
the individual energy terms and the optimized state.
Photometric error: The photometric energy is based on [15]. We optimize a
set of active keyframes F , each of which hosts a set of points Pi. Every point p is
projected into all keyframes obs(p) where it is visible, and the photometric energy
is computed:

Ephoto =
ÿ

iœF

ÿ

pœPi

ÿ

jœobs(p)
Epj (4.2)

Epj =
ÿ

pœNp

Êp

.....(Ij[pÕ] ≠ bj) ≠ tjeaj

tieai
(Ii[p] ≠ bi)

.....
“

(4.3)

For details regarding the variables we refer the reader to [15].
Dynamic photometric weight: In cases of bad image quality, the system
should rely mostly on the inertial data. However due to the photometric cost
function used, bad image quality will often lead to very large photometric residuals,
e�ectively increasing the photometric weight compared to the IMU. To counteract
this we propose a dynamic photometric weight W (ephoto). We compute it using
the root mean squared photometric error ephoto =

Ò
Ephoto/nresiduals.

W (ephoto) = ⁄ ·

Y
]

[
(◊/ephoto)2, if ephoto Ø ◊

1, otherwise
(4.4)

where ⁄ is a static weight component, and ◊ is the threshold from which the error-
dependent weight is activated. This e�ectively normalizes the root mean squared
photometric error to be

Ô
⁄◊ at maximum, similar to a threshold robust cost

function [65]. In contrast to the Huber norm in Equation (4.3), which downweights
individual points that violate the photometric assumption, this weight addresses
cases where the overall image quality is bad and increases the relative weight of
the IMU. In our experiments we choose ◊ = 8.
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Optimized variables: We optimize scale and gravity direction as explicit
variables. While bundle adjustment can in principle also change the scale and
global orientation, convergence is improved when optimizing them explicitly instead
[7]. To facilitate this, we represent poses for the visual factors in visual frame V
and poses for the IMU factors in IMU frame I. Whereas the IMU frame has a
metric scale and a z-axis aligned with gravity direction, the visual frame can have
an arbitrary scale and rotation, which is defined during initialization of the visual
system. To model this we optimize the scale s and the rotation RV _I . As yaw
is not observable using an IMU, we fix the last coordinate of RV _I . We convert
between the coordinate frames using:

PI

i
:= TI

w_imui
= �(PV

i
, S, RV _I) =

R≠1
V _I

SI_V (PV

i
)≠1S≠1

I_V
Tcam_imu

(4.5)

where SI_V is the Sim(3) element with identity rotation and translation, and scale
s. The other variables are converted to Sim(3), but note that the result has scale
1 and is in SE(3).

The full state optimized is

s = {s, RV _I} fi
€

iœF
si (4.6)

with si being the states for all active keyframes defined as:

si = {PV

i
, vi, bi, ai, bi, d0

i
, d2

i
, ...dj

i
} (4.7)

where vi is the velocity, bi the bias, ai and bi are a�ne brightness parameters, and
dj

i
are the inverse depths of active points hosted in the keyframe. Optimization is

performed with a custom integration of the SIMD-accelerated code from [15] for
photometric residuals and GTSAM for other factors.
IMU Error: We apply the well-known IMU preintegration first proposed in [73],
implemented as smart factors in [74], and further improved in [72]. For this energy
we use the IMU state sI

i
:= {PI

i
, vi, bi}, which contains poses in IMU frame and is

computed from the optimized state si using Equation (4.5). Given the previous
state sI

i
, the preintegration data provides us with a prediction ‚sI

j
for the following

state sI

j
as well as a covariance matrix ‚⌃j. The resulting inertial error function

penalizes deviations of the current state estimate from the predicted state.

Eimu(sI

i
, sI

j
) :=

1
‚sI

j
� sI

j

2
T ‚⌃≠1

j

1
‚sI

j
� sI

j

2
(4.8)

4.3.3 Partial Marginalization using the Schur Complement
We marginalize old variables using the Schur complement. When marginalizing a
set — of variables, we gather all factors dependent on them as well as the connected
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variables –, which form the Markov blanket. These factors are linearized at the
current state estimate, yielding the linear system:

C
H–– H–—

H—– H——

D C
s–

s—

D

=
C
b–

b—

D

(4.9)

We apply the Schur-complement, which results in the new linear system ‰H––s– = „b–

with
‰H–– = H–– ≠ H–—H≠1

——
H—– (4.10)

„b– = b– ≠ H–—H≠1
——
b— (4.11)

This linear system forms a marginalization prior connecting all variables in –
(Fig. 4.2a).

We keep a maximum of Nf = 8 keyframes during the bundle adjustment1. The
marginalization strategy is taken over from [15]: This means that di�erent from
a fixed-lag smoother, we do not always marginalize the oldest pose, but instead
keep a combination of newer and older poses, as long as they do not leave the
field of view. As shown in [15] this is superior to a fixed-lag smoother for visual
odometry. When marginalizing a pose, first all remaining points hosted in the
frame are marginalized and residuals with remaining active points are dropped.
This retains sparsity of the Hessian while preserving enough information.

4.3.4 Delayed Marginalization
The concept of marginalization explained in the previous section has the advantage
of capturing the full probability distribution. In fact, solving the resulting smaller
system is equivalent to solving the much larger original system, as long as the
marginalized factors are not relinearized.

However, it also comes with severe drawbacks: Reverting the marginalization
of a set of variables is not possible without redoing the whole marginalization
procedure. Also, to keep the marginalization prior consistent, First-Estimates
Jacobians (FEJ) [69] have to be applied. This means that the linearization point
of all connected variables has to be fixed as soon as they are connected to a
marginalization prior. This is especially problematic for visual-inertial odometry,
where the scale is connected to the marginalization prior as soon as the first keyframe
is marginalized, but might change significantly. In [7] dynamic marginalization
was introduced to combat this, but it is limited in its application to a single one-
dimensional variable, namely the scale, and loses most prior inertial information
when the scale changes quickly.

Here we introduce delayed marginalization which circumvents the drawbacks of
marginalization while retaining the advantages. It enables us to:

1We define Nf as the maximum number of frames during bundle adjustment, whereas in [15]
it is the number of frames after marginalization.
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• E�ectively undo part of the marginalization to capture the full photometric
probability distribution for the pose graph bundle adjustment (section 4.3.5).

• Update the initially visual-only marginalization prior with IMU information
after the IMU initialization.

• Relinearize variables in the Markov blanket while keeping all visual and most
inertial information.

The idea of delayed marginalization is that marginalization cannot be
undone, but it can be delayed: In addition to the normal marginalization prior
we also maintain a second, delayed marginalization prior and corresponding factor
graph. In this delayed graph, marginalization of frames is performed with a delay
of d. Points are still marginalized at the same time in the delayed graph, resulting
in linearized photometric factors. We note that the same marginalization order
as in the original graph is preserved. Switching to a fixed-lag smoother for this
graph would immediately lead to a much larger Markov blanket jeopardizing the
runtime of the system. E.g. in Fig. 4.2b we depict the delayed marginalization of
P1. The Markov blanket only contains P0, P2, and P3. If we instead marginalized
the oldest frame P0, the Markov blanket would contain P1 ≠ P7, leading to higher
runtime.
Marginalization in the delayed graph has the same runtime as marginal-
ization in the original graph. The delayed graph contains the same photometric
factors as the original graph, and points are marginalized at the same time. This
means that each linearized photometric factor in the delayed graph is connected
to exactly the Nf = 8 keyframes which were active when the respective factor
was generated. By keeping the marginalization order, the Markov blanket in the
delayed graph always has the same size as the one in the original graph. Thus, the
runtime of the Schur complement is the same. This means that the overhead of
Delayed Marginalization is very small even for arbitrarily large delays, as it only
amounts to an additional marginalization procedure per delayed graph.

4.3.5 Pose Graph Bundle Adjustment for IMU Initializa-
tion

PGBA utilizes delayed marginalization for IMU initialization. The idea is to
populate the delayed graph with IMU factors and optimize all variables (Fig. 4.2c).
Populating the graph: Let a frame Pi be directly connected to the newest
pose Pk i� all poses Pj, i < j < k have not been marginalized yet. We determine
the first frame Pconn in the delayed graph which is still directly connected to the
newest frame. In Fig. 4.2c this is P2. From there, we insert IMU factors and bias
factors to all successive frames.
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We cannot start before Pconn because we do not want to insert IMU factors
between non-successive keyframes. As the marginalization order is not fixed-lag,
this means that we have to optimize poses without corresponding IMU variables.

It can be shown that there can be at most Nf ≠ 2 poses without
IMU variables. The reason is that all non-connected poses were at some point
active at the same time. This means that in practice we have at least d ≠ Nf + 2
poses for which we can add IMU data. In practice, we choose Nf = 8 and delay
d = 100, meaning that even in the worst case there will be 93 IMU factors in the
optimization. As explained previously, fixed-lag smoothing would either result in a
dense Hessian or in suboptimal performance of the visual system, so this is a very
good trade-o�.
Optimization: We optimize the graph with the GTSAM [68] library using the
Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer with the provided Ceres-default settings. In this
optimization all points are marginalized. We call it pose graph bundle adjustment
because it is a combination of regular pose graph optimization (PGO) and bundle
adjustment (BA). In contrast to BA, we do not update our estimates for point
depths and do not relinearize photometric error terms. Di�erent from PGO we do
not use binary constraints between poses, but instead use "octonary" constraints,
which connect Nf frames and capture the full probability distribution of BA.
Compared to PGO our solution is thus more accurate while being much faster than
full BA. By using a fixed delay it is also constrained in runtime even though it can
be performed at any time without losing any prior visual information.
Readvancing: Another advantage of delayed marginalization and our PGBA
is that we can obtain a marginalization prior for the main system, capturing all
the visual and inertial information. For this, we readvance the graph used for the
PGBA. This works by successively marginalizing all the variables which have been
marginalized in the main graph. Again, this is done preserving the marginalization
order, which means that in each marginalization step the Markov blanket has
a fixed maximum size. Hence, marginalizing step by step is significantly faster
than marginalizing all variables at once, which would involve a much larger matrix
inversion. Fig. 4.2d shows the result of readvancing.

4.3.6 Robust Multi-Stage IMU Initialization
Our initialization strategy is based on three insights:

1. When some variables are unknown (in our case scale, gravity direction, and
biases) and others are close to the optimum, it is most e�cient to first
optimize only the unknown variables and fix the others.

2. The most accurate result can be obtained by optimizing all variables jointly,
capturing the full covariance.
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Marginalization
Replacement

Replace values
and

marginalization
prior of main

graph

Replace
marginalization
prior of main

graph

Figure 4.3: Our multi-stage IMU initialization. First we perform a coarse IMU
initialization, which provides initial values for the PGBA. The PGBA captures the
full visual covariances, achieving very accurate initial estimates for scale, gravity
direction, and biases. It also provides an updated marginalization prior for the
main graph. By also optimizing the scale in the main VIO system (green box), we
can initialize early (purple box) and later reinitialize or perform marginalization
replacement, if new information about the scale becomes available. The proposed
delayed marginalization is what enables both, the PGBA, and the marginalization
replacement.
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3. When marginalizing, connected variables have to be close to the optimum,
otherwise the marginalization prior becomes inconsistent.

These observations inspire 1) the Coarse IMU Initialization, 2) the PGBA, and
3) the Marginalization Replacement (Fig. 4.3). Note that after "Initialize main
VIO", the main VIO system 4.3.2 (green box) is already running in parallel.

For this initializer we use a single delayed graph with a delay of d = 100. This
delayed graph will always contain only visual factors and no IMU factors, even
after the first initialization, to facilitate the marginalization replacement.
Coarse IMU Initialization: For this we only consider the last d = 100 keyframes
and connect them with IMU factors. Similar to the inertial only optimization used
for initialization in ORB-SLAM3 [38], in this optimization we fix the poses and
use a single bias. We only optimize velocities, bias, the gravity direction and the
scale. Gravity direction is initialized by averaging the accelerometer measurements
between the first two keyframes, scale is initialized with 1, and bias and velocity
with 0. This optimization is less accurate than PGBA but serves as an initialization
for it. After optimizing, we compute the marginal covariance for the scale cov(s)
and continue to the PGBA if it is smaller than a threshold ◊init. As shown in [75],
taking into account IMU noise parameters is crucial for good IMU initialization,
which our coarse IMU initialization satisfies. But for our method it is just an
initialization for the PGBA, which in addition models photometric noise properties.
PGBA IMU Init.: We perform PGBA as explained in section 4.3.5. Afterwards,
we again threshold on the marginal covariance for the scale to find out if the
optimization was successful. When a tighter threshold ◊reinit is not also met, we
initialize with the result, but will perform another PGBA afterwards to reinitialize
with more accurate values. This reinitialization enables us to set ◊init to a relatively
large value, allowing to use IMU data in the main system earlier.
Marginalization Replacement: After IMU initialization, we monitor how
much the scale s changes compared to the First-Estimates scale sfej used in
the marginalization prior. If this change exceeds a threshold ◊marg, i.e. ”s :=
max(s, sfej)/ min(s, sfej) > ◊s, we trigger a marginalization replacement. For the
marginalization replacement we rebuild the PGBA graph by populating the delayed
graph with IMU factors, Fig. 4.2c). Di�erent from the PGBA, we do not optimize in
this graph but instead just readvance it to obtain an updated marginalization prior.
This new prior still contains all visual factors and at least the last d ≠ Nf + 1 = 93
IMU factors. We disable the marginalization replacement if more than ◊lost = 50%
of the IMU factors contained in the previous prior would be lost. This procedure
shows how delayed marginalization can be used to update FEJ values, overcoming
one of the main problems of marginalization.

In realtime mode we perform the coarse IMU initialization and the PGBA in a
separate thread. Note how important the proposed delayed marginalization is for
this IMU initialization. It allows the PGBA to capture the full covariance from the
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photometric bundle adjustment. By readvancing, this also enables us to generate a
marginalization prior for the main system, containing all IMU information from
the initializer. Lastly, it is used for updating the marginalization prior when the
scale changes after the initialization.

4.4 Results
We evaluate our method on the EuRoC dataset [70], the TUM-VI dataset [20],
and the 4Seasons dataset [13], covering flying drones, handheld sequences, and
autonomous driving respectively. We encourage the reader to watch the supplemen-
tary video which shows qualitative realtime results on 4Seasons and TUM-VI slides1.
We also provide ablation studies and runtime evaluations in the supplementary
available at vision.in.tum.de/dm-vio.

Unless otherwise stated all experiments are performed in realtime mode on the
same MacBook Pro 2013 (i7 at 2.3GHz) which was used for generating the results
in [7], without utilizing the GPU. As ORB-SLAM3 is not o�cially supported on
MacOS, we show results for it on a slightly stronger desktop with an Intel Core
i7-7700K at 4.2GHz, which is very similar to the PC used in their paper.

All methods are evaluated 10 times for EuRoC and 5 times for the other datasets
on each sequence. Following [15], results are presented in cumulative error plots,
which show how many sequences (y-axis) have been tracked with an accuracy better
than the threshold on the x-axis. We perform SE(3) alignment of the trajectory
with the provided ground-truth and report the root mean squared error (RMSE),
also called absolute trajectory error (ATE). On TUM-VI and 4Seasons, trajectory
lengths can vary greatly so we report the drift in %, which we compute with
drift = rmse·100

length . We also show tables to compare to numbers from other papers and
report the median result for each sequence for our method.

4.4.1 EuRoC dataset
The EuRoC dataset [70] is the most popular visual-inertial dataset to date, and
many powerful methods have been evaluated on it. In Table 4.1 we compare to
the state-of-the art in visual-inertial odometry, all results are without loop-closure.
Our method outperforms all other methods clearly in terms of RMSE. The closest
competitor is Basalt [34], a stereo-inertial method which achieves a smaller error on
2 sequences. We also observe the lowest average scale error reported on the dataset
so far, confirming that our contributions in IMU initialization have a positive
impact on performance. In the supplementary we provide runtime evaluations,
showing that tracking takes 10.34ms on average, and keyframe processing takes
53.67ms. The delayed marginalization is responsible for an overhead of 0.44ms or
0.8% in the keyframe thread.

http://vision.in.tum.de/dm-vio
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Table 4.2: RMSE ATE in m on the TUM-VI dataset [20]. Best results in bold,
underline is the best result among monocular methods. DM-VIO outperforms even
state-of-the-art stereo-inertial methods by a large margin.

Sequence ROVIO VINS OKVIS BASALT DM-VIO length
stereo mono stereo stereo mono [m]

corridor1 0.47 0.63 0.33 0.34 0.19 305
corridor2 0.75 0.95 0.47 0.42 0.47 322
corridor3 0.85 1.56 0.57 0.35 0.24 300
corridor4 0.13 0.25 0.26 0.21 0.13 114
corridor5 2.09 0.77 0.39 0.37 0.16 270
magistrale1 4.52 2.19 3.49 1.20 2.35 918
magistrale2 13.43 3.11 2.73 1.11 2.24 561
magistrale3 14.80 0.40 1.22 0.74 1.69 566
magistrale4 39.73 5.12 0.77 1.58 1.02 688
magistrale5 3.47 0.85 1.62 0.60 0.73 458
magistrale6 X 2.29 3.91 3.23 1.19 771
outdoors1 101.95 74.96 X 255.04 123.24 2656
outdoors2 21.67 133.46 73.86 64.61 12.76 1601
outdoors3 26.10 36.99 32.38 38.26 8.92 1531
outdoors4 X 16.46 19.51 17.53 15.25 928
outdoors5 54.32 130.63 13.12 7.89 7.16 1168
outdoors6 149.14 133.60 96.51 65.50 34.86 2045
outdoors7 49.01 21.90 13.61 4.07 5.00 1748
outdoors8 36.03 83.36 16.31 13.53 2.11 986
room1 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.03 146
room2 0.33 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.13 142
room3 0.15 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.09 135
room4 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04 68
room5 0.12 0.20 0.07 0.13 0.06 131
room6 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.02 67
slides1 13.73 0.68 0.86 0.32 0.31 289
slides2 0.81 0.84 2.15 0.32 0.87 299
slides3 4.68 0.69 2.58 0.89 0.60 383
avg drift% 16.83* 1.700 0.815* 0.939 0.472 normalized

4.4.2 TUM-VI dataset

The TUM-VI dataset [20] is a very challenging handheld dataset, featuring large-
scale indoor and outdoor scenes, and even sequences sliding down a tube, where
almost the full image is covered. With long periods of walking in straight lines,
stereo methods have an advantage here as they still can observe the scale with
constant motion. We compare to the state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry
methods evaluated in [20] in Table 4.2. Our method clearly outperforms the other
monocular method in VINS-Mono [36] on most sequences, and even compared to
the stereo methods it shows the best result on 16 sequences and a mean drift of
0.472. The closest competitor is again Basalt, which achieves the best result on 8
sequences and a mean drift of 0.939.
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative error plot for the TUM-VI dataset (drift in %). Our
method clearly outperforms both VI-DSO and ORB-SLAM3 in terms of robustness.
Thanks to its powerful loop closure system, ORB-SLAM3 has an advantage in
terms of accuracy on some sequences.

On this dataset, we also evaluate against ORB-SLAM3 [38], which is the state-
of-the art visual-inertial SLAM system. This is not entirely fair as ORB-SLAM3
uses loop closures (which cannot be disabled), constituting an advantage over the
other methods. We find the comparison still helpful as it allows to make conclusions
regarding the underlying odometry. We have evaluated ORB-SLAM3 5 times on
each sequence and reproduced their results with code and settings provided by the
authors. For this comparison we have also evaluated VI-DSO [7], and the results
are shown in Fig. 4.4. We observe that ORB-SLAM3 is more accurate on some
sequences thanks to its very strong loop closure system. However, our method is
more robust overall. This indicates that an integration of loop closure and map
reuse into our system would be an interesting future research direction.

4.4.3 4Seasons dataset
The 4Seasons dataset [13] is a very recent automotive dataset, which, in contrast
to most other car datasets, features a well time-synchronized visual-inertial sensor.
The lower part of the images is obstructed by the car hood, hence we crop o�
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Figure 4.5: Cumulative error plot for the 4Seasons dataset (drift in %). With
lots of stretches with constant velocity, this dataset is extremely challenging for
monocular visual-inertial methods. Thanks to our novel IMU initializer powered
by delayed marginalization and PGBA, DM-VIO is able to cope with it and even
outperforms stereo-inertial methods.

the bottom 96 pixels, which we do for all methods. As this is the first odometry
method to evaluate on the 4Seasons dataset, we make sure to determine IMU noise
parameters for all methods the same way to ensure a fair comparison: We have
manually read o� the accelerometer and gyroscope noise density and bias random
walk from the Allan variance plot provided in the data sheet of the IMU. To handle
unmodeled e�ects we follow [20] and inflate noise values by di�erent amounts to
determine the best setting for all methods. For each method we tried noise models
inflated by 1, 10, 100, 1000 respectively and chose the configuration which gave best
results. For VI-DSO and for our method we slightly modified the visual initializer
by adding a zero-prior to the translation on the x and y axis, and also added a
threshold to stop keyframe creation for translations smaller than 0.01m (the latter
was not activated for VI-DSO as it did not improve the results for it). Otherwise,
parameters are the same as for the other experiments. For Basalt we tried all
three provided default configurations with the optimal noise values to find the best
settings. After choosing the configuration for each method, we perform one final
evaluation, running all 30 sequences 5 times each.

The results are shown in Fig. 4.5. It is clear that the automotive scenario is
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very challenging for monocular methods. This is expected as it naturally features
many stretches with constant motion, where scale is not observable, constituting a
challenge for IMU initialization. Thanks to our novel IMU initialization, DM-VIO
not only works well on the dataset but even outperforms stereo-inertial ORB-SLAM3
and Basalt, while using monocular images and no loop closures.

4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a monocular visual-inertial odometry system which outperforms
the state of the art, even stereo-inertial methods. Thanks to a novel IMU initial-
izer, it works well in flying, handheld, and automotive scenarios, extending the
applicability of monocular methods. The foundation of our IMU initialization is
delayed marginalization, which also enables the pose graph bundle adjustment.

We anticipate that this method will spark further research in this direction.
The idea of delayed marginalization could be applied to more use cases, e.g. for
reactivating old keyframes in a marginalization setting to enable map reuse. The
pose graph bundle adjustment can also be applied to long-term loop closures. Lastly,
our open-source system is easily extendible, as all optimizations are integrated
with GTSAM, allowing to quickly add new factors. This could be used for GPS
integration, wheel odometry, and more.
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Abstract Direct SLAM methods have shown exceptional performance
on odometry tasks. However, they are susceptible to dynamic lighting
and weather changes while also su�ering from a bad initialization on large
baselines. To overcome this, we propose GN-Net: a network optimized
with the novel Gauss-Newton loss for training weather invariant deep
features, tailored for direct image alignment. Our network can be trained
with pixel correspondences between images taken from di�erent sequences.
Experiments on both simulated and real-world datasets demonstrate that
our approach is more robust against bad initialization, variations in day-
time, and weather changes thereby outperforming state-of-the-art direct
and indirect methods. Furthermore, we release an evaluation benchmark for
relocalization tracking against di�erent types of weather. Our benchmark
is available at https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net.

5.1 Introduction
In recent years, very powerful visual SLAM algorithms have been proposed [24],
[25]. In particular, direct visual SLAM methods have shown great performance,
outperforming indirect methods on most benchmarks [15], [32], [47]. They directly
leverage the brightness data of the sensor to estimate localization and 3D maps
rather than extracting a heuristically selected sparse subset of feature points. As a
result, they exhibit a boost in precision and robustness. Nevertheless, compared to
indirect methods, direct methods su�er from two major drawbacks:

1. Direct methods need a good initialization, making them less robust for large
baseline tracking or cameras with a low frame rate.

2. Direct methods cannot handle changing lighting/weather conditions. In such
situations, their advantage of being able to pick up very subtle brightness
variations becomes a disadvantage to the more lighting invariant features.

In the last years, researchers have tackled the multiple-daytime tracking chal-
lenge with deep learning approaches that are designed to convert nighttime images
to daytime images e.g. using GANs [77]–[79]. While this improves the robustness to
changing lighting, one may ask why images should be the best input representation.
Could there be better alternate representations?

This paper addresses the problem of adapting direct SLAM methods to challeng-
ing lighting and weather conditions. In this work, we show how to convert images
into a multi-dimensional feature map which is invariant to lighting/weather changes
and has by construction a larger basin of convergence. Thereby we overcome the
aforementioned problems simultaneously. The deep features are trained with a
novel Gauss-Newton loss formulation in a self-supervised manner. We employ a

https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net
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Figure 5.1: We relocalize a snowy sequence from the Oxford RobotCar dataset in a
pre-built map created using a sunny weather condition. The points from the prior
map (gray) well align with the new points from the current run (blue), indicating
that the relocalization is indeed accurate.

Siamese network trained with labels obtained either from simulation data or any
state-of-the-art SLAM algorithm. This eliminates the additional cost of human
labeling that is typically necessary for training a neural network. We exploit the
probabilistic interpretation of the commonly used Gauss-Newton algorithm for
direct image alignment. For this, we propose the Gauss-Newton loss which is
designed to maximize the probability of identifying the correct pixel correspon-
dence. The proposed loss function thereby enforces a feature representation that is
designed to admit a large basin of convergence for the subsequent Gauss-Newton
optimization. The superiority of our method stems from its ability to generate these
multi-channel, weather-invariant deep features that facilitate relocalization across
di�erent weathers. Figure 5.1 shows how our method can successfully relocalize a
snowy sequence in a pre-built map created using a sunny sequence.

In common benchmarks [28], localizing accurately in a pre-built map has been
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tackled by finding nearby images (e.g. by using NetVLAD [80]) and tracking the
relative pose (6DOF) between them. However, we propose to split this into two
separate tasks. In this work, we focus on the second challenge which we refer to
as relocalization tracking. This way, we can evaluate its performance in isolation.
This is formalized to what we refer to as relocalization tracking. Since there is no
publicly available dataset to evaluate relocalization tracking performance across
multiple types of weathers, we are releasing an evaluation benchmark having the
following 3 attributes:

• It contains sequences from multiple di�erent kinds of weathers.

• Pixel-wise correspondences between sequences are provided for both simulated
and real-world datasets.

• It decouples relocalization tracking from the image retrieval task.

The challenge here in comparison with normal pose estimation datasets [19], [70]
is that the images involved are usually captured at di�erent daytimes/seasons and
there is no good initialization of the pose. We summarize the main contributions
of our paper as:

• We derive the Gauss-Newton loss formulation based on the properties of
direct image alignment and demonstrate that it improves the robustness to
large baselines and illumination/weather changes.

• Our experimental evaluation shows, that GN-Net outperforms both state-
of-the-art direct and indirect SLAM methods on the task of relocalization
tracking.

• We release a new evaluation benchmark for the task of relocalization tracking
with ground-truth poses. It is collected under dynamic conditions such as
illumination changes, and di�erent weathers. Sequences are taken from the
the CARLA [81] simulator as well as from the Oxford RobotCar dataset [82].

5.2 Related Work
We review the following main areas of related work: visual SLAM, visual descriptor
learning, deep direct image alignment, and image-based relocalization in SLAM.
Direct versus indirect SLAM methods: Most existing SLAM systems that
have used feature descriptors are based on traditional manual feature engineering,
such as ORB-SLAM [24], MonoSLAM [29], and PTAM [25].

An alternative to feature-based methods is to skip the pre-processing step of
the raw sensor measurements and rather use the pixel intensities directly. Popular
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direct visual methods are DTAM [30], LSD-SLAM [32], DSO [15], and PhotoBun-
dle [47]. However, the main limitation of direct methods is the brightness constancy
assumption which is rarely fulfilled in any real-world robotic application [83]. The
authors of [84] propose to use binary feature descriptors for direct tracking called
Bit-planes. While improving the robustness to bad lighting situations it was also
found that Bit-planes have a smaller convergence basin than intensities. This makes
their method less robust to bad initialization. In contrast, the features we propose
both improve robustness to lighting and the convergence basin.
Visual descriptor learning: Feature descriptors play an important role in a
variety of computer vision tasks. For example, [85] proposed a novel correspondence
contrastive loss which allows for faster training and demonstrates their e�ectiveness
for both geometric and semantic matching across intra-class shape or appearance
variations. In [86], a deep neural network is trained using a contrastive loss to
produce viewpoint- and lighting-invariant descriptors for single-frame localization.
The authors of [87] proposed a CNN-based model that learns local patterns for image
matching without a global geometric model. [88] uses convolutional neural networks
to compute descriptors which allow for e�cient detection of poorly textured objects
and estimation of their 3D pose. In [89], the authors propose to train features for
optical flow estimation using a Hinge loss based on correspondences. In contrast
to our work, their loss function does not have a probabilistic derivation and they
do not apply their features to pose estimation. [56] uses deep learning to improve
SLAM performance in challenging situations. They synthetically create images and
choose the one with most gradient information as the ground-truth for training. In
contrast to them, we do not limit our network to output images similar to the real
world. In [54], the authors compare dense descriptors from a standard CNN, SIFT,
and normal image intensities for dense Lucas-Kanade tracking. There, it can be
seen that grayscale values have a better convergence basin than the other features,
which is something we overcome with our approach.
Deep direct image alignment: BA-NET [90] introduces a network architecture
to solve the structure from motion (SfM) problem via feature-metric bundle ad-
justment. Unlike the BA-NET, instead of predicting the depth and the camera
motion simultaneously, we propose to only train on correspondences obtained from
a direct SLAM system. The advantage is that correspondences are oftentimes
easier to obtain than accurate ground-truth poses. Furthermore, we combine our
method with a state-of-the-art direct SLAM system and utilize its depth estimation,
whereas BA-NET purely relies on deep learning. RegNet [91] is another line of work
which tries to replace the handcrafted numerical Jacobian by a learned Jacobian
with the help of a depth prediction neural network. However, predicting a dense
depth map is often inaccurate and computationally demanding. The authors of [92]
propose to use a learning-based inverse compositional algorithm for dense image
alignment. The drawback of this approach is that the algorithm is very sensitive to
the data distribution and constrained towards selecting the right hyperparameters.
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In [93] they use high-dimensional features in a direct image alignment framework
for monocular VO. In contrast to us, they only use already existing features and
do not apply them for relocalization.
Relocalization: An important task of relocalization is to approximate the pose
of an image by simply querying the most similar image from a database [94],
[95]. However, this has only limited accuracy unless the 6DOF pose between the
queried and the current image is estimated in a second step. Typically, this works
by matching 2D-3D correspondences between an image and a point cloud and
estimating the pose using indirect image alignment [31]. In contrast, we propose to
use direct image alignment paired with deep features.
Relocalization benchmarks: The authors of [28] have done sequence alignment
on the Oxford RobotCar dataset, however, they have not made the matching
correspondences public. The Photo Tourism [96] is another dataset providing
images and ground-truth correspondences of popular monuments from di�erent
camera angles and across di�erent weather/lighting conditions. However, since
the images are not recorded as a sequence, relocalization tracking is not possible.
Furthermore, their benchmark only supports the submission of features rather than
poses, thereby restricting evaluation to only indirect methods.

5.3 Deep Direct SLAM
In this work, we argue that a network trained to output features which produce
better inputs for direct SLAM as opposed to normal images should have the
following properties:

• Pixels corresponding to the same 3D point should have similar features.

• Pixels corresponding to di�erent 3D points should have dissimilar features.

• When starting in a vicinity around the correct pixel, the Gauss-Newton
algorithm should move towards the correct solution.

For optimizing the last property, we propose the novel Gauss-Newton loss which
makes use of the probabilistic background of the Gauss-Newton algorithm for direct
image alignment. The final loss is a weighted sum of the pixel-wise contrastive loss
and the Gauss-Newton loss.
Architecture: We are interested in learning a non-linear mapping, which maps
images, RW ◊H◊C to a dense visual descriptor space, RW ◊H◊D, where each pixel is
represented by a D-dimensional vector. The training is performed by a Siamese
encoder-decoder structured network, where we feed a pair of images, Ia and Ib,
producing multi-scale feature pyramids Fl

a
and Fl

b
, where l represents the level of

the decoder. For each image pair, we use a certain number of matches, denoted
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Figure 5.2: This figure shows training correspondences between a pair of images
from our benchmark.

by Npos, and a certain number of non-matches, denoted by Nneg. A pixel ua œ R2

from image Ia is considered to be a positive example if the pixel ub œ R2 from
image Ib corresponds to the same 3D vertex (Figure 5.2). We make use of the
inherent multi-scale hierarchy of the U-Net [97] architecture to apply the di�erent
loss terms from coarser to finer scaled pyramid levels. With this approach, our
learned features will have a larger convergence radius for visual SLAM methods.
Pixelwise contrastive loss: The pixelwise contrastive loss attempts to minimize
the distance between positive pairs, and maximize the distance between negative
pairs. It can be computed as follows: Lcontrastive(Fa, Fb, l) = Lpos(Fa, Fb, l) +
Lneg(Fa, Fb, l).

Lpos(Fa, Fb, l) = 1
Npos

ÿ

Npos

D2
feat (5.1)

Lneg(Fa, Fb, l) = 1
Nneg

ÿ

Nneg

max(0, M ≠ Dfeat)2 (5.2)

where Dfeat(·) is the L2 distance between the feature embeddings: Dfeat =
||Fl

a
(ua) ≠ Fl

b
(ub)||2 and M is the margin and set to 1.

Gauss-Newton algorithm for direct image alignment: Our learned deep
features are ultimately applied to pose estimation. This is done using direct image
alignment but generalized to a multi-channel feature map F with D channels. The
input to this algorithm is a reference feature map F with known depths for some
pixels in the image, and a target feature map FÕ. The output is the predicted
relative pose ⇠. Starting from an initial guess the following steps are performed
iteratively:

1. All points pi with known depth values are projected from the reference feature
map F into the target feature map FÕ yielding the point pÕ

i
. For each of
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them a residual vector r œ RD is computed, enforcing that the reference pixel
and the target pixel should be similar:

ri(pi, pÕ
i
) = FÕ(pÕ

i
) ≠ F(pi) (5.3)

2. For each residual the derivative with respect to the relative pose is:

Ji = dri

d⇠
= dFÕ(pÕ

i
)

dpÕ
i

· dpÕ
i

d⇠
(5.4)

Notice that the reference point pi does not change for di�erent solutions ⇠,
therefore it does not appear in the derivative.

3. Using the stacked residual vector r, the stacked Jacobian J, and a diagonal
weight matrix W, the Gaussian system and the step � is computed as follows:

H = JT WJ and b = ≠JT Wr and � = H≠1b (5.5)

Note that this derivation is equivalent to normal direct image alignment (as
done in the frame-to-frame tracking from DSO) when replacing F with the image I.
In the computation of the Jacobian the numerical derivative of the features dFÕ(pÕ

i)
dpÕ

iis used. As typical images are extremely non-convex this derivative is only valid
in a small vicinity (usually 1-2 pixels) around the current solution which is the
main reason why direct image alignment needs a good initialization. To partially
overcome this, a pyramid scheme is often used. Usually tracking on multiple
channels instead of one can decrease the convergence radius ([54], [84]). However,
in our case, we train the feature maps to in fact have a larger convergence basin
than images by enforcing smoothness in the vicinity of the correct correspondence.
Gauss-Newton on individual pixels: Instead of running the Gauss-Newton
algorithm on the 6DOF pose we can instead use it on each point pi individually
(which is similar to the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [98]). Compared to direct image
alignment, this optimization problem has the same residual, but the parameter
being optimized is the point position instead of the relative pose. In this case, the
Hessian will be a 2-by-2 matrix and the step � can simply be added to the current
pixel position (we leave out W for simplicity):

JÕ
i = dFÕ(pÕ

i
)

dpÕ
i

and HÕ
i

= JÕT
i
Ji and bÕ

i = JÕT
i
ri (5.6)

These individual Gauss-Newton systems can be combined with the system for
6DOF pose estimation (Equation (5.5)) using:
H = q

i

1
dpÕ

i
d⇠

2
T

HÕ
i

1
dpÕ

i
d⇠

2
and b = q

i

1
dpÕ

i
d⇠

2
T

bÕ
i The di�erence between our sim-

plified systems and the one for pose estimation is only the derivative with respect
to the pose, which is much smoother than the image derivative [15].
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This means that if the Gauss-Newton algorithm performs well on individual
pixels it will also work well on estimating the full pose. Therefore, we propose to
train a neural network on correspondences which are easy to obtain, e.g. using a
SLAM method, and then later apply it for pose estimation.

We argue that training on these individual points is superior to training on
the 6DOF pose. The estimated pose can be correct even if some points contribute
very wrong estimates. This increases robustness at runtime but when training we
want to improve the information each point provides. Also, when training on the
6DOF pose we only have one supervision signal for each image pair, whereas when
training on correspondences we have over a thousand signals. Hence, our method
exhibits exceptional generalization capabilities as shown in the results section.
The probabilistic Gauss-Newton loss: The linear system described in
Equation (5.6) defines a 2-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution. The
reason is that the Gauss-Newton algorithm tries to find the solution with maximum
probability in a least squares fashion. This can be derived using the negative
log-likelihood of the Gaussian distribution:

E(x) = ≠ log fX(x) = (5.7)
1
2(x ≠ µ)T⌃≠1(x ≠ µ) + log

3
2fi

Ò
|⌃|

4
= (5.8)

1
2(x ≠ µ)T H(x ≠ µ) + log(2fi) ≠ 1

2 log(|H|) (5.9)

where x is a pixel position and µ is the mean.
In the Gauss-Newton algorithm the mean (which also corresponds to the point

with maximum probability) is computed with µ = xs + �, where the � comes from
Equation (5.5) and xs denotes the start point. To derive this, only the first term
is used (because the latter parts are constant for all solutions x). In our case,
however, the second term is very relevant, because the network can influence both
µ and H.

This derivation shows, that H, b as computed in the GN-algorithm, also define
a Gaussian probability distribution with mean xs + H≠1b and covariance H≠1.

When starting with an initial solution xs the network should assign maximal
probability to the pixel that marks the correct correspondence. With x being the
correct correspondence, we therefore use E(x) = Equation (5.9) as our loss function
which we call the Gauss-Newton loss (see Algorithm 1).

In the algorithm, a small number ‘ is added to the diagonal of the Hessian, to
ensure it is invertible.
Analysis of the Gauss-Newton loss: By minimizing Equation (5.9) the
network has to maximize the probability density of the correct solution. As the
integral over the probability densities always has to be 1, the network has the choice
to either focus all the density on a small set of solutions (with more risk of being
penalized if this solution is wrong), or to distribute the density to more solutions
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Algorithm 1 Compute Gauss-Newton loss
Fa Ω network(Ia)
Fb Ω network(Ib)
e Ω 0 Û Total error
for all correspondences ua, ub do

ft Ω Fa(ua) Û Target feature
xs Ω ub + rand(vicinity) Û Compute start point
fs Ω Fb(xs)
r Ω fs ≠ ft Û Residual
J Ω dFb

dxs
Û Numerical derivative

H Ω JT J + ‘ · Id Û Added epsilon for invertibility
b Ω JT r
µ Ω xs ≠ H≠1b
e1 Ω 1

2(ub ≠ µ)T H(ub ≠ µ) Û First error term
e2 Ω log(2fi) ≠ 1

2 log(|H|) Û Second error term
e Ω e + e1 + e2

end for

which in turn will have a lower individual density. By maximizing the probability of
the correct solution, the network is incentivized to improve the estimated solution
and its certainty.

This is also reflected in the two parts of the loss. The first term e1 = 1
2(ub ≠

µ)T H(ub ≠µ) penalizes deviations between the estimated and the correct solution,
scaled with the Hessian H. The second term e2 = log(2fi) ≠ 1

2 log(|H|) is large if
the network does not output enough certainty for its solution. This means that the
network can reduce the first error term e1 by making H smaller. As a consequence,
the second error term will be increased, as this will also reduce the determinant
of H. Notice also that this can be done in both dimensions independently. The
network has the ability to output a large uncertainty in one direction, but a small
uncertainty in the other direction. This is one of the traditional advantages of
direct methods which are naturally able to utilize also lines instead of just feature
points.

From Equation (5.9) it can be observed that the predicted uncertainty depends
only on the numerical derivative of the target image at the start position. The
higher the gradients the higher the predicted certainty. In DSO this is an unwanted
e�ect that is counteracted by the gradient-dependent weighting applied to the
cost-function [15, Equation (7)]. In our case, however, it gives the network the
possibility to express its certainty and incentivizes it to output discriminative
features.

Upon training the network with our loss formulation, we observe that the
features are very similar despite being generated from images taken from sequences
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Figure 5.3: This figure shows images and their corresponding feature maps predicted
by our GN-Net for the Oxford RobotCar dataset. Each column depicts the image
and feature map for a sample taken from 2 di�erent sequences. Despite lighting and
weather changes, the feature maps are robust to these variations. The visualization
of the features shows the high-dimensional descriptors reduced to 3D through PCA.

with di�erent lighting/weather conditions, as shown in Figure 5.3.

5.4 Relocalization Tracking Benchmark
Previous tasks for localization/odometry can primarily be divided into two cate-
gories:

• Odometry datasets [19], [70], where there is a continuous stream of images
(sometimes combined with additional sensor data like IMUs).

• Image collections where individual images are usually further apart from each
other in space/time [28], [99].

We argue that for several applications a combination of these two tasks which
we refer to as relocalization tracking is a more realistic scenario. The idea is that
the algorithm has two inputs:
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1. An image sequence (like a normal odometry dataset).

2. A collection of individual images (possibly with di�erent weathers/times),
each of which shall be tracked against one specific image from point 1.

The algorithm is supposed to track the normal sequential image sequence and
at the same time perform tracking of the images in point 2. The advantage of this
task is that the used algorithm can utilize the temporally continuous sequence from
point 1 to compute accurate depth values for a part of the image (using a standard
visual odometry method), which can then be used to improve the tracking of the
individual images of point 2.

This task is very realistic as it comes up when tracking an image sequence
and at the same time trying to relocalize this sequence in a prior map. A similar
challenge occurs by trying to merge multiple maps from di�erent times. In both
cases, one has more information than just a random collection of images. It is
important to reiterate here that the task of finding relocalization candidates is not
considered but rather tracking them with maximum accuracy/robustness is the
focus. This is because our benchmark decouples image retrieval from tracking.

We have created a benchmark for relocalization tracking using the CARLA
simulator and the Oxford RobotCar dataset. Our benchmark includes ground-truth
poses between di�erent sequences for both training, validation, and testing.
CARLA: For synthetic evaluations, we use CARLA version 0.8.2. We collect
data for 3 di�erent weather conditions representing WetNoon, SoftRainNoon, and
WetCloudySunset. We recorded the images at a fixed framerate of 10 frames
per second (FPS). At each time step, we record images and its corresponding
dense depth map from 6 di�erent cameras with di�erent poses rendered from the
simulation engine, which means that the poses in the benchmark are not limited to
just 2DOF. The images and the dense depth maps are of size 512 ◊ 512. For each
weather condition, we collected 3 di�erent sequences comprising 500-time steps
with an average distance of 1.6m. This is done for training, validation, and testing,
meaning there are 27 sequences, containing 6 cameras each. Training, validation,
and test sequences were all recorded in di�erent parts of the CARLA town. We
have generated the test sequences after all hyperparameter tuning of our method
was finished, meaning we had no access to the test data when developing the
method. In accordance, we shall withhold the ground-truth for the test sequences.
Oxford RobotCar: Creating a multi-weather benchmark for this dataset imposes
various challenges because the GPS-based ground-truth is very inaccurate. To
find the relative poses between images from di�erent sequences we have used the
following approach. For pairs of images from two di�erent sequences, we accumulate
the point cloud captured by the 2D lidar for 60 meters using the visual odometry
result provided by the Oxford dataset. The resulting two point clouds are aligned
with the global registration followed by ICP alignment using the implementation
of Open3D [100]. We provide the first pair of images manually and the following
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pairs are found using the previous solution. We have performed this alignment for
the following sequences: 2014-12-02-15-30-08 (overcast) and 2015-03-24-13-47-33
(sunny) for training. For testing, we use the reference sequence 2015-02-24-12-32-19
(sunny) and align it with the sequences 2015-03-17-11-08-44 (overcast), 2014-12-
05-11-09-10 (rainy), and 2015-02-03-08-45-10 (snow). The average relocalization
distance across all sequences is 0.84m.

5.5 Experimental Evaluation
We perform our experiments on the relocalization tracking benchmark described
in Section 5.4. We demonstrate the multi-weather relocalization performance on
both the CARLA and the Oxford RobotCar dataset. For the latter, we show
that our method even generalizes well to unseen weather conditions like rain or
snow while being trained only on the sunny and overcast conditions. Furthermore,
a qualitative relocalization demo1 on the Oxford RobotCar dataset is provided,
where we demonstrate that our GN-Net can facilitate precise relocalization between
weather conditions.

We train our method using sparse depths created by running Stereo DSO on
the training sequences. We use intra-sequence correspondences calculated using the
DSO depths and the DSO pose. Meanwhile, inter-sequence correspondences are
obtained using DSO depths and the ground-truth poses provided by our benchmark.
The ground truth poses are obtained via Lidar alignment for Oxford and directly
from the simulation engine for CARLA as explained in Section 5.4. Training is
done from scratch with randomly initialized weights and an ADAM optimizer with
a learning rate of 10≠6. The image pair fed to the Siamese network is randomly
selected from any of the training sequences while ensuring that the images in
the pair do not di�er by more than 5 keyframes. Each branch of the Siamese
network is a modified U-Net architecture with shared weights. Further details of the
architecture and training can be found in the supplementary material1. Note that
at inference time, only one image is needed to extract the deep visual descriptors,
used as input to the SLAM algorithm. While in principle, our approach can be
deployed in conjunction with any direct method, we have coupled our deep features
with Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO).

We compare to state-of-the-art direct methods:
Stereo Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) [101]: Whenever there is a relocaliza-
tion candidate for a frame we ensure that the system creates the corresponding
keyframe. This candidate is tracked using the coarse tracker, performing direct
image alignment in a pyramid scheme. We use the identity as initialization without
any other random guesses for the pose.

1https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net.

https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net
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GN-Net (Ours): Same as with DSO, however, for relocalization tracking, we
replace the grayscale images with features created by our GN-Net on all levels of the
feature pyramid. The network is trained with the Gauss-Newton loss formulation
described in Section 5.3.

We also compare to state-of-the-art indirect methods:
ORB-SLAM [31]: For relocalization tracking, we use the standard feature-based
2-frame pose optimization also used for frame-to-keyframe tracking. We have also
tried the RANSAC scheme implemented in ORB-SLAM for relocalization, however,
it yielded worse results overall. Thus we will report only the default results.
D2-Net [102], SuperPoint [103]: For both methods we use the models provided
by the authors. The relative pose is estimated using the OpenCV implementation
of the PnP algorithm in a RANSAC scheme.

We also evaluated the Deeper Inverse Compositional Algorithm [92] on the
relocalization tracking benchmark. However, the original implementation didn’t
converge despite multiple training trials with di�erent hyperparameters.

For all our quantitative experiments we plot a cumulative distribution of the
relocalization error, which is the norm of the translation between the estimated
and the correct solution in meters. For each relocalization error between 0 and 1
meter, it plots the percentage of relocalization candidates that have been tracked
with at least this accuracy.

5.5.1 Quantitative multi-weather evaluation
We demonstrate the relocalization tracking accuracy on our new benchmark across
di�erent weathers. For these experiments, tracking is performed only across
sequences with a di�erent weather condition.
CARLA: For this experiment, we train on the training sequences provided by our
benchmark. For all learning-based approaches, the best epoch is selected using the
relocalization tracking performance on the validation set. The results on the test
data are shown in the supplementary2.
Oxford RobotCar: We train on the sunny and overcast condition correspondences
provided by our relocalization tracking benchmark for the Oxford dataset. For
the learning-based methods, we select the best epoch based on the relocalization
tracking performance on the training set. We use the same hyperparameters that
were found using the CARLA validation set. We show the results on the test data in
Figure 5.4. Our method significantly outperforms the baselines. The Gauss-Newton
loss has a large impact as compared to the model trained with only the contrastive
loss.

Figures 5.4b-f show how well our model generalizes to unseen weather conditions.
Despite being trained only on two sequences with overcast and sunny conditions

2https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net.

https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net
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(a) Relocalization sunny and overcast.
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(b) Relocalization sunny and rainy.
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(c) Relocalization sunny and snowy.
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(d) Relocalization overcast and rainy.
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(e) Relocalization overcast and snowy.
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(f) Relocalization rainy and snowy.

Figure 5.4: This figure shows the cumulative relocalization accuracy on the Oxford
RobotCar dataset for di�erent sequences. D denotes the dimension of the feature
descriptor. Our method achieves the highest accuracy across all sequences. It is
interesting to observe that despite being trained only on two sequences in overcast
and sunny condition, our model still generalizes very well to even unseen rainy and
snowy conditions. Even the model trained only on the synthetic CARLA benchmark
outperforms all baselines, showing exceptional generalization capabilities.
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Figure 5.6: Top: relocalization using the model trained with only the contrastive
loss. Bottom: relocalization using the model trained with our loss formulation.
This visually demonstrates the influence of the Gauss-Newton loss.

the results for tracking against a rainy and a snowy sequence are almost the
same. Interestingly our model which was trained only on the CARLA benchmark
outperforms all baselines significantly.

5.5.2 Qualitative multi-weather evaluation
Finally, we show a relocalization demo comparing our GN-Net to DSO. For this, we
load a point cloud from a sequence recorded in the sunny condition and relocalize
against sequences from rainy and snowy conditions. For each keyframe, we try
to track it against the nearest keyframe in the map according to the currently
estimated transformation between the trajectory and the map. Figure 5.5 shows
that the point clouds from the di�erent sequences align nicely, despite belonging
to di�erent weather conditions. This experiment shows that our method can
perform the desired operations successfully on a real-world application, including
relocalization against unseen weather conditions. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the
di�erence between our Gauss-Newton loss and the contrastive loss. This shows that
the quantitative improvement has a visible e�ect on the application of relocalization.
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Figure 5.7: shows image pairs used in the qualitative relocalizations. Left: rainy
(top row) and snowy (bottom row) images relocalized against the sunny reference
images (right).

Figure 5.7 shows sample images used in the qualitative relocalizations.

5.5.3 Additional experiments on EuRoC and CARLA
In the supplementary, we provide more evaluations on datasets with and without
brightness variations. This includes relocalization tracking on the CARLA bench-
mark and visual odometry on the EuRoC [70] dataset. We show that also in these
situations our deep features significantly outperform DSO and ORB-SLAM because
of their robustness to large-baselines. On the EuRoC dataset, we improve the DSO
performance by almost a factor of 2 for low-framerates.

5.6 Conclusion & Future Work
With the advent of deep learning, we can devise feature space encodings that
are designed to be optimally suited for the subsequent visual SLAM algorithms.
More specifically, we propose to exploit the probabilistic interpretation of the
commonly used Gauss-Newton algorithm to devise a novel loss function for feature
space encoding that we call the Gauss-Newton loss. It is designed to promote
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robustness to strong lighting and weather changes while enforcing a maximal basin
of convergence for the respective SLAM algorithm. Quantitative experiments on
synthetic and real-world data demonstrates that the Gauss-Newton loss allows us
to significantly expand the realm of applicability of direct visual SLAM methods,
enabling relocalization and map merging across drastic variations in weather and
illumination.
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Abstract We present LM-Reloc – a novel approach for visual relocalization
based on direct image alignment. In contrast to prior works that tackle the
problem with a feature-based formulation, the proposed method does not
rely on feature matching and RANSAC. Hence, the method can utilize not
only corners but any region of the image with gradients. In particular, we
propose a loss formulation inspired by the classical Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm to train LM-Net. The learned features significantly improve the
robustness of direct image alignment, especially for relocalization across
di�erent conditions. To further improve the robustness of LM-Net against
large image baselines, we propose a pose estimation network, CorrPoseNet,
which regresses the relative pose to bootstrap the direct image alignment.
Evaluations on the CARLA and Oxford RobotCar relocalization tracking
benchmark show that our approach delivers more accurate results than
previous state-of-the-art methods while being comparable in terms of
robustness.

6.1 Introduction
Map-based relocalization, that is, to localize a camera within a pre-built reference
map, is becoming more and more important for robotics [94], autonomous driv-
ing [104], [105] and AR/VR [106]. Sequential-based approaches, which leverage
the temporal structure of the scene provide more stable pose estimations and
also deliver the positions in global coordinates compared to single image-based
localization methods. The map is usually generated by either using LiDAR or visual
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (vSLAM) solutions. In this paper, we
consider vSLAM maps due to the lower-cost visual sensors and the richer semantic
information from the images. Feature-based methods [24], [25], [29], [31] and direct
methods [15], [22], [32], [47] are two main lines of research for vSLAM.

Once a map is available, the problem of relocalizing within this map at any
later point in time requires to deal with long-term changes in the environment.
This makes a centimeter-accurate global localization challenging, especially in the
presence of drastic lighting and appearance changes in the scene. For this task,
feature-based methods are the most commonly used approaches to estimate the
ego-pose and its orientation. This is mainly due to the advantage that features are
more robust against changes in lighting/illumination in the scene.

However, feature-based methods can only utilize keypoints that have to be
matched across the images before the pose estimation begins. Thus they ignore
large parts of the available information. Direct methods, in contrast, can take
advantage of all image regions with su�cient gradients and as a result, are known
to be more accurate on visual odometry benchmarks [15], [107], [108].

In this paper, we propose LM-Reloc, which applies direct techniques to the
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task of relocalization. LM-Reloc consists of LM-Net, CorrPoseNet, and a non-
linear optimizer, which work seamlessly together to deliver reliable pose estimation
without RANSAC and feature matching. In particular, we derive a loss formulation,
which is specifically designed to work well with the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm [63], [64]. We use a deep neural network, LM-Net, to train descriptors
that are being fed to the direct image alignment algorithm. Using these features
results in better robustness against bad initializations, large baselines, and against
illumination changes.

While the robustness improvements gained with our loss formulation are su�-
cient in many cases, for very large baselines or strong rotations, some initialization
can still be necessary. To this end, we propose a pose estimation network. Based
on two images it directly regresses the 6DoF pose, which we utilize as initialization
for LM-Net. The CorrPoseNet contains a correlation layer as proposed in [109],
which ensures that the network can handle large displacements. The proposed
CorrPoseNet displays a lot of synergies with LM-Net. Despite being quite robust,
the predictions of the CorrPoseNet are not very accurate. Thus it is best used in
conjunction with our LM-Net, resulting in very robust and accurate pose estimates.

We evaluate our approach on the relocalization tracking benchmark from [5],
which contains scenes simulated using CARLA [81], as well as sequences from the
Oxford RobotCar dataset [82]. Our LM-Net shows superior accuracy especially in
terms of rotation while being competitive in terms of robustness.

We summarize our main contributions:

• LM-Reloc, a novel pipeline for visual relocalization based on direct image
alignment, which consists of LM-Net, CorrPoseNet, and a non-linear opti-
mizer.

• A novel loss formulation together with a point sampling strategy that is used
to train LM-Net such that the resulting feature descriptors are optimally
suited to work with the LM algorithm.

• Extensive evaluations on the CARLA and Oxford RobotCar relocalization
tracking benchmark which show that the proposed approach achieves state-
of-the-art relocalization accuracy without relying on feature matching or
RANSAC.

6.2 Related Work
In this section, we review the main topics that are closely related to our work,
including direct methods for visual localization and feature-based visual localization
methods.
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Direct methods for visual localization. In recent years, direct methods [15],
[22], [32] for SLAM and visual odometry have seen a great progress. Unlike feature-
based methods [24], [25], [29], [31] which firstly extracts keypoints as well as the
corresponding descriptors, and then minimize the geometric errors, direct methods
minimize the energy function based on the photometric constancy assumption
without performing feature matching or RANSAC. By utilizing more points from
the images, direct methods show higher accuracy than feature-based methods [108].
However, classical direct methods show lower robustness than feature-based methods
when the photometric constancy assumption is violated due to, e.g., the lighting
and weather changes which are typical for long-term localization [28]. In [84]
and [110], the authors propose to use the handcrafted features to improve the
robustness of direct methods against low light or global appearance changes. Some
recent works [5], [89], [92] address the issue by using learned features from deep
neural networks [111]. In [89] they train deep features using a Hinge-Loss based on
the Lucas-Kanade method, however, in contrast to us, they estimate the optical
flow instead of applying the features to the task of relocalization. The most related
work to ours is GN-Net [5] which proposes a Gauss-Newton loss to learn deep
features. By performing direct image alignment on the learned features, GN-Net
can deliver reliable pose estimation between the images taken from di�erent weather
or season conditions. The proposed LM-Net further derives the loss formulation
based on Levenberg-Marquardt to improve the robustness against bad initialization
compared to the Gauss-Newton method. Inspired by D3VO [8], LM-Reloc also
proposes a relative pose estimation network with a correlation layer [109] to regress
a pose estimate which is used as the initialization for the optimization.
Feature-based visual localization. Most approaches for relocalization utilize fea-
ture detectors and descriptors, which can either be handcrafted, such as SIFT [112]
or ORB [113], or especially in the context of drastic lighting and appearance changes
can be learned. Recently, many descriptor learning methods have been proposed
which follow a detect-and-describe paradigm, e.g., SuperPoint [103], D2-Net [102],
or R2D2 [114]. Moreover, SuperGlue [115], a learning-based alternative to the
matching step of feature-based methods has been proposed and yields significant
performance improvements. For a complete relocalization pipeline the local pose
refinement part has to be preceded by finding the closest image in a database given
a query [80]. While some approaches [116]–[118] address the joint problem, in this
work, we decouple these two tasks and only focus on the pose refinement part.

6.3 Method

In this work, we address the problem of computing the 6DoF pose ⇠ œ SE(3)
between two given images I and I Õ. Furthermore, we assume that depths for a
sparse set of points P are available, e.g., by running a direct visual SLAM system
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such as DSO [15].
The overall pipeline of our approach is shown in Figure 6.1. It is composed of

LM-Net, CorrPoseNet, and a non-linear optimizer using the LM algorithm. LM-
Net is trained with a novel loss formulation designed to learn feature descriptors
optimally suited for the LM algorithm. The encoder-decoder architecture takes
as input a reference image I as well as a target image I Õ. The network is trained
end-to-end and will produce multi-scale feature maps Fl and F Õ

l
, where l = 1, 2, 3, 4

denotes the di�erent levels of the feature pyramid. In order to obtain an initial
pose estimate for the non-linear optimization, we propose CorrPoseNet, which
takes I and I Õ as the inputs and regress their relative pose. Finally, the multi-scale
feature maps together with the depths obtained from DSO [15] form the non-linear
energy function which is minimized using LM algorithm in a coarse-to-fine manner
to obtain the final relative pose estimate. In the following, we will describe the
individual components of our approach in more detail.

6.3.1 Direct Image Alignment with Levenberg-Marquardt
In order to optimize the pose ⇠ (consisting of rotation matrix R and translation t),
we minimize the feature-metric error:

E(⇠) =
ÿ

pœP

.....F Õ
l
(pÕ) ≠ Fl(p)

.....
“

, (6.1)

where || · ||“ is the Huber norm and pÕ is the point projected onto the target image
I Õ using the depths and the pose:

pÕ = �
1
R �≠1(p, dp) + t

2
. (6.2)

This energy function is first minimized on the coarsest pyramid level 1, whose
feature maps F1 have a size of (w/8, h/8), yielding a rough pose estimate. The
estimate is refined by further minimizing the energy function on the subsequent
pyramid levels 2, 3, and 4, where F4 has the size of the original image (w, h). In
the following, we provide details of the minimization performed in every level and
for simplicity we will denote Fl as F from now on.

Minimization is performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. In each
iteration we compute the update � œ R6 in the Lie algebra se(3) as follows:
Using the residual vector r œ Rn, the Huber weight matrix W œ Rn◊n, and the
Jacobian of the residual vector with respect to the pose J œ Rn◊6, we compute the
Gauss-Newton system:

H = JT WJ and b = ≠JT Wr. (6.3)

The damped system can be obtained with either Levenberg’s formula [63]:

HÕ = H + ⁄I (6.4)
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or the Marquardt’s formula [64]:

HÕ = H + ⁄ diag(H) (6.5)

depending on the specific application.
The update � and the pose ›i in the iteration i are computed as:

� = HÕ≠1b and ›i = � � ›i≠1, (6.6)

where � : se(3) ◊ SE(3) æ SE(3) is defined as in [15].
The parameter ⁄ can be seen as an interpolation factor between gradient descent

and the Gauss-Newton algorithm. When ⁄ is high the method behaves like gradient
descent with a small step size, and when it is low it is equivalent to the Gauss-
Newton algorithm. In practice, we start with a relatively large ⁄ and multiply it
by 0.5 after a successful iteration, and by 4 after a failed iteration [15].

Figure 6.2 shows the typical behaviour of the algorithm. In the beginning the
initial pose is inaccurate, resulting in projected point positions, which are a couple
of pixels away from the correct location. ⁄ will be high meaning that the algorithm
will behave similar to gradient descent. After a couple of iterations, the pose got
more accurate, and the projected points are in a closer vicinity to the correct
location. By now, ⁄ has probably decreased, so the algorithm will behave more
similar to the Gauss-Newton algorithm. Now we expect the algorithm to converge
quickly.

6.3.2 Loss Formulation for Levenberg-Marquardt
The key contribution of this work is LM-Net which provides feature maps F that
improve the convergence behaviour of the LM algorithm and, in the meantime, are
invariant to di�erent conditions. We train our network in a Siamese fashion based
on ground-truth pixel correspondences.

In this section, p denotes a reference point (located on image I) and the ground-
truth correspondence (located on image I Õ) is pÕ

gt. For the loss functions explained
below we further categorize pÕ into pÕ

neg, pÕ
Ò, and pÕ

Ò2 , which is realized by using
di�erent negative correspondence sampling. Our loss formulation is inspired by the
typical behaviour of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm explained in the previous
section (see Figure 6.2). For a point, we distinguish four cases which can happen
during the optimization:

1. The point is at the correct location (pÕ
gt).

2. The point is an outlier (pÕ
neg).

3. The point is relatively far from the correct solution (pÕ
Ò).
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Figure 6.2: Visualization of the typical behavior of direct image alignment with
Levenberg-Marquardt. Initially, the projected point position (orange point, pÕ

Ò) is
far away from the correct solution (green point, pÕ

gt), and ⁄ is large, yielding an
update step similar to gradient descent. After some iterations the projected point
position gets closer to the optimum (red point, pÕ

Ò2) and at the same time ⁄ will get
smaller, leading to an update step similar to the Gauss-Newton algorithm. This is
the intuition behind our point sampling strategy, where we utilize the ground-truth
correspondence pÕ

gt for Equation (6.7), a negative pÕ
neg sampled across the whole

image for Equation (6.8), a negative pÕ
Ò sampled in a far vicinity for Equation

(6.12), and a negative pÕ
Ò2 sampled in a close vicinity for Equation (6.14).
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4. The point is very close to the correct solution (pÕ
Ò2).

In the following we will derive a loss function for each of the 4 cases:

1. The point is already at the correct location. In this case we would like
the residual to be as small as possible, in the best case 0.

Epos = ÎF Õ(pÕ
gt) ≠ F (p)Î2 (6.7)

2. The point is an outlier or the pose estimate is completely wrong. In
this case the projected point position can be at a completely di�erent location
than the correct correspondence. In this scenario we would like the residual of this
pixel to be very large to reflect this, and potentially reject a wrong update. To
enforce this property we sample a negative correspondences pÕ

neg uniformly across
the whole image, and compute

Eneg = max
1
M ≠ ÎF Õ(pÕ

neg) ≠ F (p)Î2, 0
2

(6.8)

where M is the margin how large we would like the energy of a wrong correspondence
to be. In practice, we set it to 1.
3. The predicted pose is relatively far away from the optimum, meaning
that the projected point position will be a couple of pixels away from the correct
location. As this typically happens during the beginning of the optimization we
assume that ⁄ will be relatively large and the algorithm behaves similar to gradient
descent. In this case we want that the gradient of this point is oriented in the
direction of the correct solution, so that the point has a positive influence on the
update step.

For computing a loss function to enforce this property we sample a random
negative correspondence pÕ

Ò in a relatively large vicinity around the correct solution
(in our experiments we use 5 pixels distance). Starting from this negative corre-
spondence pÕ

Ò we first compute the 2 ◊ 2 Gauss-Newton system for this individual
point, similarly to how it is done for optical flow estimation using Lucas-Kanade:

rp(p, pÕ
Ò) = FÕ(pÕ

Ò) ≠ F(p) (6.9)

Jp = dFÕ(pÕ
Ò)

dpÕ
Ò

and Hp = JT

pJp and bp = JT

prp (6.10)

We compute the damped system using a relatively large fixed ⁄f , as well as the
optical flow step1

HÕ
p = Hp + ⁄f I and pÕ

after = pÕ
Ò + HÕ≠1

p bp. (6.11)
1Here we use Equation (6.4) instead of Equation (6.5) since we find it more stable for training

LM-Net.
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In order for this point to have a useful contribution to the direct image alignment,
this update step should move in the correct direction by at least ”. We enforce this
using a Gradient-Descent loss function which is small only if the distance to the
correct correspondence after the update is smaller than before the update:

EGD = max
1
ÎpÕ

after ≠ pÕ
gtÎ2 ≠ ÎpÕ

Ò ≠ pÕ
gtÎ2 + ”, 0

2
(6.12)

In practice, we choose ⁄f = 2.0 and ” = 0.1.
4. The predicted pose is very close to the optimum, yielding a projected
point position in very close proximity of the correct correspondence, and typically
⁄ will be very small, so the update will mostly be a Gauss-Newton step. In this
case we would like the algorithm to converge as quickly as possible, with subpixel
accuracy. We enforce this using the Gauss-Newton loss [5]. To compute it we first
sample a random negative correspondence pÕ

Ò2 in a 1-pixel vicinity around the
correct location. Then we use Equations (6.9) and (6.10), replacing pÕ

Ò with pÕ
Ò2 to

obtain the Gauss-Newton system formed by Hp and bp. We compute the updated
pixel location:

pÕ
after = pÕ

Ò2 + (Hp + ‘ I)≠1bp (6.13)

Note that in contrast to the computation of the LM-Loss (Equation (6.12)), in
this case ‘ is just added to ensure invertibility and therefore ‘ is much smaller than
the ⁄f used above. The Gauss-Newton loss is computed with:

EGN = 1
2(pÕ

after ≠ pÕ
gt)T Hp(pÕ

after ≠ pÕ
gt) + log(2fi) ≠ 1

2 log(|Hp|) (6.14)

Note how all our 4 loss components use a di�erent way to sample the involved
points, depicted also in Figure 6.2. With the derivation above we argue that each
loss component is important to achieve optimal performance and we demonstrate
this in the results section. Note that the Gauss-Newton systems computed for the
GD-Loss and the GN-Loss are very relevant for the application of direct image
alignment. In fact the full Gauss-Newton system containing all points (Equation
(6.3)), can be computed from these individual Gauss-Newton systems (Equation
(6.10)) by simply summing them up and multiplying them with the derivative with
respect to the pose [5].

6.3.3 CorrPoseNet
In order to deal with the large baselines between the images, we propose CorrPoseNet
to regress the relative pose between two images I and I Õ, which serves as the
initialization of LM optimization. As our network shall work even in cases of large
baselines and strong rotations, we utilize the correlation layer proposed in [109]
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which is known to boost the performance of a�ne image transformation and optical
flow [119] estimation for large displacements, but has not been applied to pose
estimation before.

Our network first computes deep features fcorr, f Õ
corr œ Rh◊w◊c from both images

individually using multiple strided convolutions with ReLU activations in between.
Then the correlation layer correlates each pixel from the normalized source features
with each pixel from the normalized target features yielding the correlation map
c œ Rh◊w◊(h◊w):

c(i, j, (iÕ, jÕ)) = fcorr(i, j)T f Õ
corr(iÕ, jÕ) (6.15)

The correlation map is then normalized in the channel dimension and fed into 2
convolutional layers each followed by batch norm and ReLU. Finally we regress the
Euler angle reuler and translation t using a fully connected layer. More details on
the architecture are shown in the supplementary material.

We train CorrPoseNet from scratch with image pairs and groundtruth poses
reuler

gt , tgt. We utilize an L2-loss working directly on Euler angles and translation:

E = Ît ≠ tgtÎ2 + ⁄Îreuler ≠ reuler
gt Î2, (6.16)

where ⁄ is the weight, which we set to 10 in practice.
As the distribution of groundtruth poses in the Oxford training data is limited

we apply the following data augmentation. We first generate dense depths for all
training images using a state-of-the-art dense stereo matching algorithm [120]. The
resulting depths are then used to warp the images to a di�erent pose sampled from
a uniform distribution. In detail, we first warp the depth image to the random
target pose, then inpaint the depth image using the OpenCV implementation of
Navier Stokes, and finally warp our image to the target pose using this depth map.
Note that the dense depths are only necessary for training, not for evaluation. We
show an ablation study on the usage of correlation layers and the proposed data
augmentation in the supplementary material.

6.4 Experiments
We evaluate our method on the relocalization tracking benchmark proposed in [5],
which contains images created with the CARLA simulator [81], and scenes from
the Oxford RobotCar dataset [82]. We train our method on the respective datasets
from scratch. LM-Net is trained using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
10≠6 and for CorrPoseNet we use a learning rate of 10≠4. For both networks we
choose hyperparameters and epoch based on the results on the validation data. Our
networks use the same hyperparameters for all experiments except where stated
otherwise; the direct image alignment code is slightly adapted for Oxford RobotCar,
mainly to improve performance when the ego-vehicle is standing still.
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As the original relocalization tracking benchmark [5] does not include validation
data on Oxford RobotCar we have manually aligned two new sequences, namely
2015-04-17-09-06-25 and 2015-05-19-14-06-38, and extend the benchmark with
these sequences as validation data.
Evaluation metrics: We evaluate the predicted translation test and rotation Rest
against the ground-truth tgt and Rgt according to Equations (6.17) and (6.18).

t� = Îtest ≠ tgtÎ2 (6.17)

R� = arccos
A

trace(R≠1
estRgt) ≠ 1
2

B

(6.18)

In this section, we plot the cumulative translation and rotation error until
0.5m and 0.5¶, respectively. For quantitative results we compute the area under
curve (AUC) of these cumulative curves in percent, which we denote as tAUC for
translation and RAUC for rotation from now on.

We evaluate the following direct methods:
Ours: The full LM-Reloc approach consisting of CorrPoseNet, LM-Net features
and direct image alignment based on Levenberg-Marquardt. The depths used for
the image alignment are estimated with the stereo version [101] of DSO [15].
Ours (w/o CorrPoseNet): For a more fair comparison to GN-Net we use identity
as initialization for the direct image alignment instead of CorrPoseNet. This enables
a direct comparison between the two loss formulations.
GN-Net [5]: In this work, we have also improved the parameters of the direct
image alignment pipeline based on DSO [15]. Thus we have re-evaluated GN-Net
with this improved pipeline to make the comparison as fair as possible. These
re-evaluated results are better than the results computed in the original GN-Net
paper.
Baseline methods: Additionally, we evaluate against current state-of-the-art
indirect methods, namely SuperGlue [115], R2D2 [114], SuperPoint [103], and
D2-Net [102]. For these methods, we estimate the relative pose using the models
provided by the authors and the OpenCV implementation of solvePnPRansac.
We have tuned the parameters of RANSAC on the validation data and used 1000
iterations and a reprojection error threshold of 3 for all methods. For estimating
depth values at keypoint locations we use OpenCV stereo matching. It would
be possible to achieve a higher accuracy by using SfM and MVS solutions such
as COLMAP [121]. However, one important disadvantage of these approaches
is, that building a map is rather time consuming and computationally expensive,
whereas all other approaches evaluated on the benchmark [5] are able to create
the map close to real-time, enabling applications like long-term loop-closure and
map-merging.
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(b) Rotation error.

Figure 6.3: Results on the CARLA relocalization tracking benchmark test data [5].
For each error threshold we show the percentage of relocalizations (cumulative
error plot) for LM-Reloc (ours) and other state-of-the-art methods. Compared to
the indirect methods our approach exhibits significantly better accuracy in both
translation and rotation, while having a similar robustness. Compared to GN-Net,
the novel loss formulation (see red dashed line), and the CorrPoseNet (see red line)
both boost the robustness. D is the feature dimensionality.
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Table 6.1: This table shows the AUC until 0.5 meters / 0.5 degrees for the
relocalization error on the CARLA relocalization tracking benchmark test data.
Powered by our novel loss formulation and the combination with CorrPoseNet,
LM-Reloc achieves lower rotation and translation errors compared to the state-of-
the-art.

Method tAUC RAUC
Ours 80.65 77.83

SuperGlue [115] 78.99 59.31
R2D2 [114] 73.47 54.42

SuperPoint [103] 72.76 53.38
D2-Net [102] 47.62 16.47

Ours (w/o CorrPoseNet) 63.88 61.9
GN-Net [5] 43.72 44.08

6.4.1 CARLA Relocalization Benchmark
Figure 6.3 depicts the results on the test data of the CARLA benchmark. For all
methods we show the cumulative error plot for translation in meters and rotation
in degree. It can be seen that our method is more accurate than the state-of-the-art
while performing similarly in terms of robustness. We also show the AUC for
the two Figures in Table 6.1. Compared to GN-Net it can be seen that our new
loss formulation significantly improves the results, even when used without the
CorrPoseNet as initialization. The figure conveys that the direct methods (Ours,
GN-Net) are more accurate than the evaluated indirect methods.

6.4.2 Oxford RobotCar Relocalization Benchmark
We compare to the state-of-the-art indirect methods on the 6 test sequence pairs
consisting of the sequences 2015-02-24-12-32-19 (sunny), 2015-03-17-11-08-44
(overcast), 2014-12-05-11-09-10 (rainy), and 2015-02-03-08-45-10 (snowy). In
Table 6.2, we show the area under curve until 0.5 meters / 0.5 degrees for all
methods. It can be seen that our method clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art in
terms of rotation accuracy, while being competitive in terms of translation error. It
should be noted that the ground-truth for these sequences was generated using ICP
alignment of the 2D-LiDAR data accumulated for 60 meters. We have computed
that the average root mean square error of the ICP alignment is 16 centimeters.
Therefore, especially the ground-truth translations have limited accuracy. As can
be seen from Figure 6.3, the accuracy improvements our method provides are
especially visible in the range below 0.15 meters which is hard to measure on this
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dataset. The rotation error of LiDAR alignment is lower than the translational one,
which is why we clearly observe the improvements of our method on the rotations.

In Table 6.3, we compare LM-Net without the CorrPoseNet to GN-Net. Due to
our novel loss formulation LM-Net outperforms the competitor on all sequences
significantly.

6.4.3 Ablation Studies
We evaluate LM-Net on the CARLA validation data with and without the various
losses (Figure 6.4). Compared to a normal contrastive loss, the given loss formu-
lation is a large improvement. As expected, EGD (green line) mainly improves
the robustness, whereas EGN (blue line) improves the accuracy. Only when used
together (our method) we achieve large robustness and large accuracy, confirming
our theoretical derivation in Section 6.3.

6.4.4 Qualitative Results
To demonstrate the accuracy of our approach in practice, we show qualitative
results on the Oxford RobotCar dataset. We track the snowy test sequence 2015-
02-03-08-45-10 using Stereo DSO [101] and at the same time perform relocalization
against the sunny reference map 2015-02-24-12-32-19. Relocalization between
the current keyframe and the closest map image is performed using LM-Net.
Initially, we give the algorithm the first corresponding map image (which would
in practice be provided by an image retrieval approach such as NetVLAD [80]).
Afterwards we find the closest map image for each keyframe using the previous
solution for the transformation between the map and the current SLAM world
Tw_m. We visualize the current point cloud (blue) and the point cloud from the
map (grey) overlayed using the smoothed Tw_m (Figure 6.5). The point clouds
will align only if the relocalization is accurate. As can be seen in Figure 6.5, the
lane markings, poles, and buildings between the reference and query map align
well, hence qualitatively showing the high relocalization accuracy of our method.
We recommend watching the video at https://vision.in.tum.de/lm-reloc. In
Figure 6.6 we show example images from the benchmark.

6.5 Conclusion
We have presented LM-Reloc as a novel approach for direct visual localization.
In order to estimate the relative 6DoF pose between two images from di�erent
conditions, our approach performs direct image alignment on the trained features
from LM-Net without relying on feature matching or RANSAC. In particular,
with the loss function designed seamlessly for the Levenberg-Marquart algorithm,

https://vision.in.tum.de/lm-reloc
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Table 6.3: This table shows the results on the Oxford RobotCar relocalization
tracking benchmark test data against GN-Net. Thanks to our LM-based loss
formulation we consistently outperform GN-Net on all sequences.

Sequence Ours (w/o CorrPoseNet) GN-Net [5]
tAUC RAUC tAUC RAUC

Sunny-Overcast 79.61 55.45 73.53 49.31
Sunny-Rainy 70.46 42.86 64.58 37.27
Sunny-Snowy 59.7 44.17 55.27 41.36

Overcast-Rainy 79.67 63.08 75.72 60.13
Overcast-Snowy 54.94 47.19 51.34 42.91

Rainy-Snowy 66.23 39.93 62.63 36.2
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Figure 6.4: This plot shows our ablation study for removing di�erent loss parts on
the CARLA relocalization tracking benchmark. Without the GD-loss the achieved
robustness is reduced, whereas removing the GN-loss leads to decreased accuracy.
Using our full loss formulation yields a large improvement.
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Figure 6.6: Example image pairs from the relocalization tracking benchmark which
have been successfully relocalized by LM-Reloc (with an accuracy of better than 10
cm). Top row: Oxford sunny against snowy condition, middle row: Oxford sunny
against rainy condition, bottom row: CARLA benchmark.
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LM-Net provides deep feature maps that coin the characteristics of direct image
alignment and are also invariant to changes in lighting and appearance of the scene.
The experiments on the CARLA and Oxford RobotCar relocalization tracking
benchmark exhibit the state-of-the-art performance of our approach. In addition,
the ablation studies also show the e�ectiveness of the di�erent components of
LM-Reloc.
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Abstract We present VI-DSO, a novel approach for visual-inertial odom-
etry, which jointly estimates camera poses and sparse scene geometry by
minimizing photometric and IMU measurement errors in a combined energy
functional. The visual part of the system performs a bundle-adjustment
like optimization on a sparse set of points, but unlike key-point based
systems it directly minimizes a photometric error. This makes it possible
for the system to track not only corners, but any pixels with large enough
intensity gradients. IMU information is accumulated between several frames
using measurement preintegration, and is inserted into the optimization
as an additional constraint between keyframes. We explicitly include scale
and gravity direction into our model and jointly optimize them together
with other variables such as poses. As the scale is often not immediately
observable using IMU data this allows us to initialize our visual-inertial
system with an arbitrary scale instead of having to delay the initialization
until everything is observable. We perform partial marginalization of old
variables so that updates can be computed in a reasonable time. In or-
der to keep the system consistent we propose a novel strategy which we
call “dynamic marginalization”. This technique allows us to use partial
marginalization even in cases where the initial scale estimate is far from
the optimum. We evaluate our method on the challenging EuRoC dataset,
showing that VI-DSO outperforms the state of the art.

7.1 Introduction
Motion estimation and 3D reconstruction are crucial tasks for robots. In general,
many di�erent sensors can be used for these tasks: laser rangefinders, RGB-D
cameras [46], GPS and others. Since cameras are cheap, lightweight and small
passive sensors they have drawn a large attention of the community. Some examples
of practical applications include robot navigation [123] and (semi)-autonomous
driving [124]. However, current visual odometry methods su�er from a lack of
robustness when confronted with low textured areas or fast maneuvers. To eliminate
these e�ects a combination with another passive sensor - an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) can be used. It provides accurate short-term motion constraints and,
unlike vision, is not prone to outliers.

In this paper we propose a tightly coupled direct approach to visual-inertial
odometry. It is based on Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) [15] and uses a bundle-
adjustment like photometric error function that simultaneously optimizes 3D
geometry and camera poses in a combined energy functional. We complement the
error function with IMU measurements. This is particularly beneficial for direct
methods, since the error function is highly non-convex and a good initialization is
important. A key drawback of monocular visual odometry is that it is not possible
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Figure 7.1: Bottom: Example images from the EuRoC-dataset: Low illumination,
strong motion blur and little texture impose significant challenges for odometry
estimation. Still our method is able to process all sequences with a rmse of less
then 0.23m. Top: Reconstruction, estimated pose (red camera) and groundtruth
pose (green camera) at the end of V1_03_di�cult.

to obtain the metric scale of the environment. Adding an IMU enables us to observe
the scale. Yet, depending on the performed motions this can take infinitely long,
making the initialization a challenging task. Rather than relying on a separate
IMU initialization we include the scale as a variable into the model of our system
and jointly optimize it together with the other parameters.

Quantitative evaluation on the EuRoC dataset [70] demonstrates that we can
reliably determine camera motion and sparse 3D structure (in metric units) from
a visual-inertial system on a rapidly moving micro aerial vehicle (MAV) despite
challenging illumination conditions (Fig. 7.1).

In summary, our contributions are:

• a direct sparse visual-inertial odometry system.

• a novel initialization strategy where scale and gravity direction are included
into the model and jointly optimized after initialization.
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• we introduce “dynamic marginalization” as a technique to adaptively employ
marginalization strategies even in cases where certain variables undergo
drastic changes.

• an extensive evaluation on the challenging EuRoC dataset showing that both,
the overall system and the initialization strategy outperform the state of the
art.

7.2 Related work
Motion estimation using cameras and IMUs has been a popular research topic
for many years. In this section we will give a summary of visual, and visual-
inertial odometry methods. We will also discuss approaches to the initialization
of monocular visual-inertial odometry, where the initial orientation, velocity and
scale are not known in advance.

The term visual odometry was introduced in the work of Nister et al. [14], who
proposed to use frame-to-frame matching of the sparse set of points to estimate
the motion of the cameras. Most of the early approaches were based on matching
features detected in the images, in particular MonoSLAM [29], a real-time capable
EKF-based method. Another prominent example is PTAM [25], which combines
a bundle-adjustment backend for mapping with real-time capable tracking of the
camera relative to the constructed map. Recently, a feature-based system capable
of large-scale real-time SLAM was presented by Mur-Artal et al. [24].

Unlike feature-based methods, direct methods use un-processed intensities in
the image to estimate the motion of the camera. The first real-time capable
direct approach for stereo cameras was presented in [125]. Several methods for
motion estimation for RGB-D cameras were developed by Kerl et al. [46]. More
recently, direct approaches were also applied to monocular cameras, in a dense [30],
semi-dense [32], and sparse fashion [17] [15].

Due to the complementary nature of the IMU sensors, there were many attempts
to combine them with vision. They provide good short-term motion prediction
and make roll and pitch angles observable. At first, vision systems were used just
as a provider of 6D pose measurements which were then inserted in the combined
optimization. This, so-called loosely coupled approach, was presented in [126] and
[127]. It is generally easier to implement, since the vision algorithm requires no
modifications. On the other hand, tightly coupled approaches jointly optimize
motion parameters in a combined energy function. They are able to capture
more correlations in the multisensory data stream leading to more precision and
robustness. Several prominent examples are filtering based approaches [128] [16]
and energy-minimization based approaches [40] [72] [41] [37].

Another issue relevant for the practical use of monocular visual-inertial odometry
is initialization. Right after the start, the system has no prior information about the
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initial pose, velocities and depth values of observed points in the image. Since the
energy functional that is being minimized is highly non-convex, a bad initialization
might result in divergence of the system. The problem is even more complicated,
since some types of motion do not allow to uniquely determine all these values.
A closed form solution for initialization, together with analysis of the exceptional
cases was presented in [42], and extended to consider IMU biases in [43].

7.3 Direct Sparse Visual-Inertial Odometry
The following approach is based on iterative minimization of photometric and
inertial errors in a non-linear optimization framework. To make the problem
computationally feasible the optimization is performed on a window of recent
frames while all older frames get marginalized out. Our approach is based on [15]
and can be viewed as a direct formulation of [40]. In contrast to [41], we jointly
determine poses and 3D geometry from a single optimization function. This results
in better precision especially on hard sequences. Compared to [72] we perform a
full bundle-adjustment like optimization instead of including structure-less vision
error terms.

The proposed approach estimates poses and depths by minimizing the energy
function

Etotal = ⁄ · Ephoto + Einertial (7.1)

which consists of the photometric error Ephoto (section 7.3.2) and an inertial error
term Einertial (section 7.3.3).

The system contains two main parts running in parallel:

• The coarse tracking is executed for every frame and uses direct image align-
ment combined with an inertial error term to estimate the pose of the most
recent frame.

• When a new keyframe is created we perform a visual-inertial bundle adjust-
ment like optimization that estimates the geometry and poses of all active
keyframes.

In contrast to [37] we do not wait for a fixed amount of time before initializing the
visual-inertial system but instead we jointly optimize all parameters including the
scale. This yields a higher robustness as inertial measurements are used right from
the beginning.

7.3.1 Notation
Throughout the paper we will use the following notation: bold upper case letters
H represent matrices, bold lower case x vectors and light lower case ⁄ represent
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scalars. Transformations between coordinate frames are denoted as Ti_j œ SE(3)
where point in coordinate frame i can be transformed to the coordinate frame
j using the following equation pi = Ti_jpj. We denote Lie algebra elements as
⇠̂ œ se(3), where ⇠ œ R6, and use them to apply small increments to the 6D pose
⇠Õ

i_j
= ⇠i_j � ⇠ := log

1
e⇠̂i_j · e⇠̂

2‚
.

We define the world as a fixed inertial coordinate frame with gravity acting
in negative Z axis. We also assume that the transformation from camera to IMU
frame Timu_cam is fixed and calibrated in advance. Factor graphs are expressed as a
set G of factors and we use G1 fi G2 to denote a factor graph containing all factors
that are either in G1 or in G2.

7.3.2 Photometric Error
The photometric error of a point p œ �i in reference frame i observed in another
frame j is defined as follows:

Epj =
ÿ

pœNp

Êp

.....(Ij[pÕ] ≠ bj) ≠ tjeaj

tieai
(Ii[p] ≠ bi)

.....
“

, (7.2)

where Np is a small set of pixels around the point p, Ii and Ij are images of
respective frames, ti, tj are the exposure times, ai, bi, aj, bj are the coe�cients to
correct for a�ne illumination changes, “ is the Huber norm, Êp is a gradient-
dependent weighting and pÕ is the point projected into Ij.

With that we can formulate the photometric error as

Ephoto =
ÿ

iœF

ÿ

pœPi

ÿ

jœobs(p)
Epj, (7.3)

where F is a set of keyframes that we are optimizing, Pi is a sparse set of points in
keyframe i, and obs(p) is a set of observations of the same point in other keyframes.

7.3.3 Inertial Error
In order to construct the error term that depends on rotational velocities measured
by the gyroscope and linear acceleration measured by the accelerometer we use the
nonlinear dynamic model defined in [41, eq. (6), (7), (8)].

As IMU data is obtained with a much higher frequency than images we follow
the preintegration approach proposed in [73] and improved in [74] and [72]. This
allows us to add a single IMU factor describing the pose between two camera frames.
For two states si and sj (based on the state definition in Equation (7.9)), and
IMU-measurements ai,j and !i,j between the two images we obtain a prediction ‚sj

as well as an associated covariance matrix ‚�s,j. The corresponding error function is

Einertial(si, sj) := (sj � ‚sj)T ‚�≠1
s,j

(sj � ‚sj) (7.4)
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where the operator � applies ⇠j �
1

„⇠j

2≠1
for poses and a normal subtraction for

other components.

7.3.4 IMU Initialization and the problem of observability
In contrast to a purely monocular system the usage of inertial data enables us to
observe metric scale and gravity direction. This also implies that those values have
to be properly initialized, otherwise optimization might diverge. Initialization of
the monocular visual-inertial system is a well studied problem with an excellent
summary provided in [42]. [42, Tables I and II] show that for certain motions imme-
diate initialization is not possible, for example when moving with zero acceleration
and constant non-zero velocity. To demonstrate that it is a real-world problem and
not just a theoretical case we note that the state-of-the-art visual-inertial SLAM
system [37] uses the first 15 seconds of camera motion for the initialization on the
EuRoC dataset to make sure that all values are observable.

Therefore we propose a novel strategy for handling this issue. We explicitly
include scale (and gravity direction) as a parameter in our visual-inertial system and
jointly optimize them together with the other values such as poses and geometry.
This means that we can initialize with an arbitrary scale instead of waiting until it
is observable. We initialize the various parameters as follows.

• We use the same visual initializer as [15] which computes a rough pose
estimate between two frames as well as approximate depths for several points.
They are normalized so that the average depth is 1.

• The initial gravity direction is computed by averaging up to 40 accelerometer
measurements, yielding a su�ciently good estimate even in cases of high
acceleration.

• We initialize the velocity and IMU-biases with zero and the scale with 1.0.

All these parameters are then jointly optimized during a bundle adjustment like
optimization.

7.3.5 SIM(3)-based Representation of the World
In order to be able to start tracking and mapping with a preliminary scale and
gravity direction we need to include them into our model. Therefore in addition to
the metric coordinate frame we define the DSO coordinate frame to be a scaled
and rotated version of it. The transformation from the DSO frame to the metric
frame is defined as Tm_d œ {T œ SIM(3) | translation(T) = 0}, together with the
corresponding ⇠m_d = log(Tm_d) œ sim(3). We add a superscript D or M to all
poses denoting in which coordinate frame they are expressed. In the optimization
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(a) Factor graph for the visual-
inertial optimization.

(b) Factor graph after keyframe 1
was marginalized.

Figure 7.2: Factor graphs for the visual-inertial joint optimization before and after
the marginalization of a keyframe.

the photometric error is always evaluated in the DSO frame, making it independent
of the scale and gravity direction, whereas the inertial error has to use the metric
frame.

7.3.6 Scale-aware Visual-inertial Optimization
We optimize the poses, IMU-biases and velocities of a fixed number of keyframes.
Fig. 7.2a shows a factor graph of the problem. Note that there are in fact many
separate visual factors connecting two keyframes each, which we have combined to
one big factor connecting all the keyframes in this visualization. Each IMU-factor
connects two subsequent keyframes using the preintegration scheme described in
section 7.3.3. As the error of the preintegration increases with the time between the
keyframes we ensure that the time between two consecutive keyframes is not bigger
than 0.5 seconds which is similar to what [37] have done. Note that in contrast to
their method however we allow the marginalization procedure described in section
7.3.6 to violate this constraint which ensures that long-term relationships between
keyframes can be properly observed.

An important property of our algorithm is that the optimized poses are not
represented in the metric frame but in the DSO frame. This means that they do
not depend on the scale of the environment.

Nonlinear Optimization

We perform nonlinear optimization using the Gauss-Newton algorithm. For each
active keyframe we define a state vector

si := [
1
⇠D

cami_w

2
T

, vT

i
, bT

i
, ai, bi, d1

i
, d2

i
, ..., dm

i
]T (7.5)

where vi œ R3 is the velocity, bi œ R6 is the current IMU bias, ai and bi are the
a�ne illumination parameters used in equation (7.2) and dj

i
are the inverse depths
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of the points hosted in this keyframe.
The full state vector is then defined as

s = [cT , ⇠T

m_d
, sT

1 , sT

2 , ..., sT

n
]T (7.6)

where c contains the geometric camera parameters and ⇠m_d denotes the translation-
free transformation between the DSO frame and the metric frame as defined in
section 7.3.5. We define the operator s � sÕ to work on state vectors by applying
the concatenation operation ⇠� ⇠0 for Lie algebra components and a plain addition
for other components.

Using the stacked residual vector r we define

J = dr (s � ✏)
d✏

-----
✏=0

, H = JT WJ and b = ≠JT Wr (7.7)

where W is a diagonal weight matrix. Then the update that we compute is
� = H≠1b.

Note that the visual energy term Ephoto and the inertial error term Eimu do
not have common residuals. Therefore we can divide H and b each into two
independent parts

H = Hphoto + Himu and b = bphoto + bimu (7.8)

As the inertial residuals compare the current relative pose to the estimate from
the inertial data they need to use poses in the metric frame relative to the IMU.
Therefore we define additional state vectors for the inertial residuals.

sÕ
i

:= [⇠M

w_imui
, vi, bi]T and sÕ =

Ë
sÕT

1 , sÕT
2 , ..., sÕT

n

È
T

(7.9)

The inertial residuals lead to

HÕ
imu = JÕT

imuWimuJÕ
imu and bÕ

imu = ≠JÕT
imuWimurimu (7.10)

For the joint optimization however we need to obtain Himu and bimu based on the
state definition in Equation (7.6). As the two definitions mainly di�er in their
representation of the poses we can compute Jrel such that

Himu = JT

rel · HÕ
imu · Jrel and bimu = JT

rel · bÕ
imu (7.11)

The computation of Jrel is detailed in the supplementary material. Note that we
represent all transformations as elements of sim(3) and fix the scale to 1 for all of
them except ⇠m_d.
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(a) Gmetric (b) Gvisual

Figure 7.3: Partitioning of the factor graph from Fig. 7.2a into Gmetric and Gvisual.
Gmetric contains all IMU-factors while Gvisual contains the factors that do not depend
on ⇠m_d. Note that both of them do not contain any marginalization factors.

Marginalization using the Schur-Complement

In order to compute Gauss-Newton updates in a reasonable time-frame we per-
form partial marginalization for older keyframes. This means that all variables
corresponding to this keyframe (pose, bias, velocity and a�ne illumination param-
eters) are marginalized out using the Schur complement. Fig. 7.2b shows how
marginalization changes the factor graph.

The marginalization of the visual factors is handled as in [15] by dropping
residual terms that a�ect the sparsity of the system and by first marginalizing all
points in the keyframe before marginalizing the keyframe itself.

Marginalization is performed using the Schur-complement [15, eq. (16), (17) and
(18)]. As the factor resulting from marginalization requires the linearization point
of all connected variables to remain fixed we apply [15, eq. (15)] to approximate
the energy around further linearization points.

In order to maintain consistency of the system it is important that Jacobians are
all evaluated at the same value for variables that are connected to a marginalization
factor as otherwise the nullspaces get eliminated. Therefore we apply “First
Estimates Jacobians”. For the visual factors we follow [15] and evaluate Jphoto and
Jgeo at the linearization point. When computing the inertial factors we fix the
evaluation point of Jrel for all variables which are connected to a marginalization
factor. Note that this always includes ⇠m_d.

Dynamic Marginalization for Delayed Scale Convergence

The marginalization procedure described in subsection 7.3.6 has two purposes:
reduce the computation complexity of the optimization by removing old states and
maintain the information about the previous states of the system. This procedure
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fixes the linearization points of the states connected to the old states, so they
should already have a good estimate. In our scenario this is the case for all variables
except of scale.

The main idea of “Dynamic marginalization” is to maintain several marginal-
ization priors at the same time and reset the one we currently use when the scale
estimate moves too far from the linearization point in the marginalization prior.

In our implementation we use three marginalization priors: Mvisual, Mcurr and
Mhalf. Mvisual contains only scale independent information from previous states
of the vision and cannot be used to infer the global scale. Mcurr contains all
information since the time we set the linearization point for the scale and Mhalf
contains only the recent states that have a scale close to the current estimate.

When the scale estimate deviates too much from the linearization point of Mcurr,
the value of Mcurr is set to Mhalf and Mhalf is set to Mvisual with corresponding
changes in the linearization points. This ensures that the optimization always has
some information about the previous states with consistent scale estimates. In the
remaining part of the section we provide the details of our implementation.

We define Gmetric to contain only the visual-inertial factors (which depend on
⇠m_d) and Gvisual to contain all other factors, except the marginalization priors.
Then

Gfull = Gmetric fi Gvisual (7.12)
Fig. 7.3 depicts the partitioning of the factor graph.

We define three di�erent marginalization factors Mcurr, Mvisual and Mhalf. For
the optimization we always compute updates using the graph

Gba = Gmetric fi Gvisual fi Mcurr (7.13)

When keyframe i is marginalized we update Mvisual with the factor arising from
marginalizing frame i in Gvisual fi Mvisual. This means that Mvisual contains all
marginalized visual factors and no marginalized inertial factors making it indepen-
dent of the scale.

For each marginalized keyframe i we define

si := scale estimate at the time, i was marginalized (7.14)

We define i œ M if and only if M contains an inertial factor that was marginal-
ized at time i. Using this we enforce the following constraints for inertial factors.

’i œ Mcurr : si œ [smiddle/di, smiddle · di] (7.15)

’i œ Mhalf : si œ

Y
]

[
[smiddle, smiddle · di] , if scurr > smiddle

[smiddle/di, smiddle] , otherwise
(7.16)

where smiddle is the current middle of the allowed scale interval (initialized
with s0), di is the size of the scale interval at time i, and scurr is the current scale
estimate.
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We update Mcurr by marginalizing frame i in Gba and we update Mhalf by
marginalizing i in Gmetric fi Gvisual fi Mhalf

In order to preserve the constraints in Equations (7.15) and (7.16) we apply
Algorithm 2 everytime a marginalization happens. By following these steps on the
one hand we make sure that the constraints are satisfied which ensures that the
scale di�erence in the currently used marginalization factor stays smaller than d2

i
.

On the other hand the factor always contains some inertial factors so that the scale
estimation works at all times. Note also that Mcurr and Mhalf have separate First
Estimate Jacobians that are employed when the respective marginalization factor
is used. Fig. 7.4 shows how the system works in practice.

Algorithm 2 Constrain Marginalization
upper Ω scurr > smiddle
if upper ”= lastUpper then Û Side changes.

Mhalf Ω Mvisual
end if
if scurr > smiddle · di then Û Upper boundary exceeded.

Mcurr Ω Mhalf
Mhalf Ω Mvisual
smiddle Ω smiddle · di

end if
if scurr < smiddle/di then Û Lower boundary exceeded.

Mcurr Ω Mhalf
Mhalf Ω Mvisual
smiddle Ω smiddle/di

end if
lastUpper Ω upper

An important part of this strategy is the choice of di. It should be small, in
order to keep the system consistent, but not too small so that Mcurr always contains
enough inertial factors. Therefore we chose to dynamically adjust the parameter as
follows. At all time steps i we calculate

di = min {dj

min | j œ N \ {0},
si

si≠1
< di} (7.17)

This ensures that it cannot happen that the Mhalf gets reset to Mvisual at the same
time that Mcurr is exchanged with Mhalf. Therefore it prevents situations where
Mcurr contains no inertial factors at all, making the scale estimation more reliable.
In our experiments we chose dmin =

Ô
1.1.
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Figure 7.5: rmse for di�erent methods run 10 times (lines) on each sequence
(columns) of the EuRoC dataset.

7.3.7 Coarse Visual-Inertial Tracking

The coarse tracking is responsible for computing a fast pose estimate for each
frame that also serves as an initialization for the joint optimization detailed in
7.3.6. We perform conventional direct image alignment between the current frame
and the latest keyframe, while keeping the geometry and the scale fixed. Inertial
residuals using the previously described IMU preintegration scheme are placed
between subsequent frames. Everytime the joint optimization is finished for a new
frame, the coarse tracking is reinitialized with the new estimates for scale, gravity
direction, bias, and velocity as well as the new keyframe as a reference for the visual
factors. Similar to the joint optimization we perform partial marginalization to
keep the update time constrained. After estimating the variables for a new frame
we marginalize out all variables except the keyframe pose and the variables of the
newest frame. In contrast to the joint optimization we do not need to use dynamic
marginalization because the scale is not included in the optimization.
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Figure 7.6: Cumulative error plot on the EuRoC-dataset (RT means realtime).
This experiment demonstrates that the additional IMU not only provides a reliable
scale estimate, but that it also significantly increases accuracy and robustness.

7.4 Results

We evaluate our approach on the publicly available EuRoC dataset [70]. The
performance is compared to [15], [16], [37], [41], [40] and [27]. We also provide
supplementary material with more evaluation and a video at vision.in.tum.de/vi-
dso.

7.4.1 Robust Quantitative Evaluation
In order to obtain an accurate evaluation we run our method 10 times for each
sequence of the dataset (using the left camera). We directly compare the results
to visual-only DSO [15] and ROVIO [16]. As DSO cannot observe the scale we
evaluate using the optimal ground truth scale in some plots (with the description
“gt-scaled”) to enable a fair comparison. For all other results we scale the trajectory
with the final scale estimate (our method) or with 1 (other methods). For DSO we
use the results published together with their paper. We use the same start and
end times for each sequence to run our method and ROVIO. Note that the drone

http://vision.in.tum.de/vi-dso
http://vision.in.tum.de/vi-dso
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has a high initial velocity in some sequences when using these start times making
it especially challenging for our IMU initialization. Fig. 7.5 shows the root mean
square error (rmse) for every run and Fig. 7.6 displays the cumulative error plot.
Clearly our method significantly outperforms DSO and ROVIO. Without inertial
data DSO is not able to work on all sequences especially on V1_03_di�cult and
V2_03_di�cult and it is also not able to scale the results correctly. ROVIO on
the other hand is very robust but as a filtering-based method it cannot provide
su�cient accuracy.

Table 7.1 shows a comparison to several other methods. For our results we have
displayed the median error for each sequence from the 10 runs plotted in Fig. 7.5c.
This makes the results very meaningful. For the other methods unfortunately only
one result was reported so we have to assume that they are representative as well.
The results for [40] and [27] were taken from [27]. The results for [37] (as reported
in their paper) di�er slightly from the other methods as they show the error of
the keyframe trajectory instead of the full trajectory. This is a slight advantage
as keyframes are bundle-adjusted in their method which does not happen for the
other frames.

In comparison to VI ORB-SLAM our method outperforms it in terms of rmse on
several sequences. As ORB-SLAM is a SLAM system while ours is a pure odometry
method this is a remarkable achievement especially considering the di�erences in
the evaluation. Note that the Vicon room sequences (V*) are executed in a small
room and contain a lot of loopy motions where the loop closures done by a SLAM
system significantly improve the performance. Also our method is more robust as
ORB-SLAM fails to track one sequence. Even considering only sequences where
ORB-SLAM works our approach has a lower maximum rmse.

Compared to [40] and [27] our method obviously outperforms them. It is better
than the monocular versions on every single sequence and it beats even the stereo
and SLAM-versions on 9 out of 11 sequences.

In summary our method is the only one which is able to track all the sequences
successfully except ROVIO.

We also compare the Relative Pose Error to [37] and [41] on the V1_0*-sequences
of EuRoC (Fig. 7.7). While our method cannot beat the SLAM system and the
stereo method on the easy sequence we outperform [41] and are as good as [37] on
the medium sequence. On the hard sequence we outperform both of the contenders
even though we neither use stereo nor loop-closures.

7.4.2 Evaluation of the Initialization
There are only few methods we can compare our initialization to. Some approaches
like [42] have not been tested on real data. While [43] provides results on real data,
the dataset used was featuring a downward-looking camera and an environment
with a lot of features which is not comparable to the EuRoC-dataset in terms
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(a) Translation error V1_01_easy
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(b) Translation error V1_02_medium
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(c) Translation error V1_03_di�cult
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(d) Orientation error V1_01_easy
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(e) Orientation error V1_02_medium
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(f) Orientation error V1_03_di�cult

Figure 7.7: Relative Pose Error evaluated on three sequences of the EuRoC-dataset
for visual-inertial ORB-SLAM [37], visual-inertial stereo LSD-SLAM [41] and our
method. Although the proposed VI-DSO does not use loop closuring (like [37]) or
stereo (like [41]), VI-DSO is quite competitive in terms of accuracy and robustness.
Note that [37] with loop closures is slightly more accurate on average, yet it entirely
failed on V1_03_di�cult.
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Figure 7.8: Scale estimate for MH_04_di�cult (median result of 10 runs in terms
of tracking accuracy). Note how the estimated scale converges to the correct value
despite being initialized far from the optimum.

of di�culty. Also they do not address the problem of late observability which
suggests that a proper motion is performed in the beginning of their dataset. As
a filtering-based method ROVIO does not need a specific initialization procedure
but it also cannot compete in terms of accuracy making it less relevant for this
discussion. Visual-inertial LSD-SLAM uses stereo and therefore does not face
the main problem of scale estimation. Therefore we compare our initialization
procedure to visual-inertial ORB-SLAM [37] as both of the methods work on the
challenging EuRoC-dataset and have to estimate the scale, gravity direction, bias,
and velocity.

In comparison to [37] our estimated scale is better overall (Table 7.1). On most
sequences our method provides a better scale, and our average scale error (0.7%
compared to 1.0%) as well as our maximum scale error (1.2% compared to 3.4%)
is lower. In addition our method is more robust as the initialization procedure of
[37] fails on V1_03_di�cult.

Apart from the numbers we argue that our approach is superior in terms of the
general structure. While [37] have to wait for 15 seconds until the initialization is
performed, our method provides an approximate scale and gravity direction almost
instantly, that gets enhanced over time. Whereas in [37] the pose estimation has
to work for 15 seconds without any IMU data, in our method the inertial data
is used to improve the pose estimation from the beginning. This is probably one
of the reasons why our method is able to process V1_03_di�cult. Finally our
method is better suited for robotics applications. For example an autonomous
drone is not able to fly without gravity direction and scale for 15 seconds and hope
that afterwards the scale was observable. In contrast our method o�ers both of
them right from the start. The continuous rescaling is also not a big problem as
an application could use the unscaled measurements for building a consistent map
and for providing flight goals, whereas the scaled measurements can be used for
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the controller. Fig. 7.8 shows the scale estimation for MH_04.
Overall we argue that our initialization procedure exceeds the state of the art

and think that the concept of initialization with a very rough scale estimate and
jointly estimating it during pose estimation will be a useful concept in the future.

7.5 Conclusion
We have presented a novel formulation of direct sparse visual-inertial odometry.
We explicitely include scale and gravity direction in our model in order to deal
with cases where the scale is not immediately observable. As the initial scale can
be very far from the optimum we have proposed a novel technique called dynamic
marginalization where we maintain multiple marginalization priors and constrain
the maximum scale di�erence. Extensive quantitative evaluation demonstrates that
the proposed visual-inertial odometry method outperforms the state of the art,
both the complete system as well as the IMU initialization procedure. In particular,
experiments confirm that the inertial information not only provides a reliable scale
estimate, but it also drastically increases precision and robustness.
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for his helpful comments on First Estimates Jacobians, and the authors of [24] for
providing their numbers for the comparison in Fig. 7.7.
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Abstract We propose D3VO as a novel framework for monocular visual
odometry that exploits deep networks on three levels – deep depth, pose and
uncertainty estimation. We first propose a novel self-supervised monocular
depth estimation network trained on stereo videos without any external
supervision. In particular, it aligns the training image pairs into similar
lighting condition with predictive brightness transformation parameters.
Besides, we model the photometric uncertainties of pixels on the input
images, which improves the depth estimation accuracy and provides a
learned weighting function for the photometric residuals in direct (feature-
less) visual odometry. Evaluation results show that the proposed network
outperforms state-of-the-art self-supervised depth estimation networks.
D3VO tightly incorporates the predicted depth, pose and uncertainty into
a direct visual odometry method to boost both the front-end tracking as
well as the back-end non-linear optimization. We evaluate D3VO in terms
of monocular visual odometry on both the KITTI odometry benchmark
and the EuRoC MAV dataset. The results show that D3VO outperforms
state-of-the-art traditional monocular VO methods by a large margin. It
also achieves comparable results to state-of-the-art stereo/LiDAR odometry
on KITTI and to the state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry on EuRoC
MAV, while using only a single camera.

8.1 Introduction
Deep learning has swept most areas of computer vision – not only high-level tasks
like object classification, detection and segmentation [129]–[131], but also low-level
ones such as optical flow estimation [132], [133] and interest point detection and
description [103], [134], [135]. Yet, in the field of Simultaneously Localization
And Mapping (SLAM) or Visual Odometry (VO) which estimates the relative
camera poses from image sequences, traditional geometric-based approaches [15],
[31], [32] still dominate the field. While monocular methods [15], [24] have the
advantage of low hardware cost and less calibration e�ort, they cannot achieve
competitive performance compared to stereo [31], [101] or visual-inertial odometry
(VIO) [36], [37], [40], [7], due to the scale drift [21], [108] and low robustness.
Recently, there have been many e�orts to address this by leveraging deep neural
networks [136]–[139]. It has been shown that with deep monocular depth estimation
networks [55], [140]–[142], the performance of monocular VO is boosted, since deep
networks are able to estimate depth maps with consistent metric scale by learning
a-priori knowledge from a large amount of data [143].

In this way, however, deep neural networks are only used to a limited degree.
Recent advances of self- and unsupervised monocular depth estimation networks [52],
[141] show that the poses of the adjacent monocular frames can be predicted together
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Figure 8.1: We propose D3VO – a novel monocular visual odometry (VO) framework
which exploits deep neural networks on three levels: Deep depth (D), Deep pose
(T t≠1

t ) and Deep uncertainty (�) estimation. D3VO integrates the three estimations
tightly into both the front-end tracking and the back-end non-linear optimization
of a sparse direct odometry framework [15].

with the depth. Since the pose estimation from deep neural networks shows high
robustness, one question arises: Can the deep-predicted poses be employed to
boost traditional VO? On the other hand, since SLAM/VO is essentially a state
estimation problem where uncertainty plays an important role [18], [144], [145] and
meanwhile many learning based methods have started estimating uncertainties,
the next question is, how can we incorporate such uncertainty-predictions into
optimization-based VO?

In this paper, we propose D3VO as a framework for monocular direct (feature-
less) visual VO that exploits self-supervised monocular depth estimation network
on three levels: deep depth, pose and uncertainty estimation, as shown in Fig. 8.1.
To this end, we first propose a purely self-supervised network trained with stereo
videos. The proposed self-supervised network predicts the depth from a single
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image with DepthNet and the pose between two adjacent frames with PoseNet.
The two networks are bridged by minimizing the photometric error originated from
both static stereo warping with the rectified baseline and temporal warping using
the predicted pose. In this way, the temporal information is incorporated into
the training of depth, which leads to more accurate estimation. To deal with the
inconsistent illumination between the training image pairs, our network predicts
the brightness transformation parameters which align the brightness of source and
target images during training on the fly. The evaluation on the EuRoC MAV
dataset shows that the proposed brightness transformation significantly improves
the depth estimation accuracy. To integrate the deep depth into VO system, we
firstly initialize every new 3D point with the predicted depth with a metric scale.
Then we adopt the virtual stereo term proposed in Deep Virtual Stereo Odometry
(DVSO) [55] to incorporate the predicted pose into the non-linear optimization.
Unlike DVSO which uses a semi-supervised monocular depth estimation network
relying on auxiliary depth extracted from state-of-the-art stereo VO system [101],
our network uses only stereo videos without any external depth supervision.

Although the illumination change is explicitly modeled, it is not the only
factor which may violate the brightness constancy assumption [146]. Other factors,
e.g., non-Lambertian surfaces, high-frequency areas and moving objects, also
corrupt it. Inspired by the recent research on aleatoric uncertainty by deep neural
networks [146], [147], the proposed network estimates the photometric uncertainty as
predictive variance conditioned on the input image. As a result, the errors originated
from pixels which are likely to violate the brightness constancy assumption are
down-weighted. The learned weights of the photometric residuals also drive us to
the idea of incorporating it into direct VO – since both the self-supervised training
scheme and the direct VO share a similar photometric objective, we propose to use
the learned weights to replace the weighting function of the photometric residual
in traditional direct VO which is empirically set [148] or only accounts for the
intrinsic uncertainty of the specific algorithm itself [15], [22].

Robustness is one of the most important factors in designing VO algorithm.
However, traditional monocular visual VO su�ers from a lack of robustness when
confronted with low textured areas or fast movement [7]. The typical solution is to
introduce an inertial measurement unit (IMU). But this increases the calibration
e�ort and, more importantly, at constant velocity, IMUs cannot deliver the metric
scale in constant velocity [42]. We propose to increase the robustness of monocular
VO by incorporating the estimated pose from the deep network into both the
front-end tracking and the back-end non-linear optimization. For the front-end
tracking, we replace the pose from the constant velocity motion model with the
estimated pose from the network. Besides, the estimated pose is also used as a
squared regularizer in addition to direct image alignment [149]. For the back-end
non-linear optimization, we propose a pose energy term which is jointly minimized
with the photometric energy term of direct VO.
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We evaluate the proposed monocular depth estimation network and D3VO on
both KITTI [124] and EuRoC MAV [70]. We achieve state-of-the-art performances
on both monocular depth estimation and camera tracking. In particular, by incor-
porating deep depth, deep uncertainty and deep pose, D3VO achieves comparable
results to state-of-the-art stereo/LiDAR methods on KITTI Odometry, and also
comparable results to the state-of-the-art VIO methods on EuRoC MAV, while
being a monocular method.

8.2 Related Work

Deep learning for monocular depth estimation. Supervised learning [142],
[150], [151] shows great performance on monocular depth estimation. Eigen et
al. [150], [152] propose to use multi-scale CNNs which directly regresses the pixel-
wise depth map from a single input image. Laina et al. [142] propose a robust loss
function to improve the estimation accuracy. Fu et al. [153] recast the monocular
depth estimation network as an ordinal regression problem and achieve superior per-
formance. More recent works start to tackle the problem in a self- and unsupervised
way by learning the depth map using the photometric error [52], [53], [140], [154]–
[157] and adopting di�erentiable interpolation [158]. Our self-supervised depth
estimation network builds upon MonoDepth2 [141] and extends it by predicting
the brightness transformation parameters and the photometric uncertainty.

Deep learning for uncertainty estimation. The uncertainty estimation
of deep learning has recently been investigated in [147], [159] where two types of
uncertainties are proposed. Klodt et al. [146] propose to leverage the concept of
aleatoric uncertainty to estimate the photometric and the depth uncertainties in
order to improve the depth estimation accuracy. However, when formulating the
photometric uncertainty, they do not consider brightness changes across di�erent
images which in fact can be modeled explicitly. Our method predicts the photo-
metric uncertainty conditioned on the brightness-aligned image, which can deliver
better photometric uncertainty estimation. Besides, we also seek to make better
use of our learned uncertainties and propose to incorporate them into traditional
VO systems [15].

Deep learning for VO / SLAM. End-to-end learned deep neural networks
have been explored to directly predict the relative poses between images with
supervised [49], [50], [160] or unsupervised learning [51]–[53], [156]. Besides pose
estimation, CodeSLAM [33] delivers dense reconstruction by jointly optimizing
the learned prior of the dense geometry together with camera poses. However,
in terms of pose estimation accuracy all these end-to-end methods are inferior to
classical stereo or visual inertial based VO methods. Building on the success of deep
monocular depth estimation, several works integrate the predicted depth/disparity
map into monocular VO systems [55], [136] to improve performance and eliminate
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the scale drift. CNN-SLAM [136] fuses the depth predicted by a supervised deep
neural network into LSD-SLAM [32] and the depth maps are refined with Bayesian
filtering, achieving superior performance in indoor environments [161], [162]. Other
works [163], [164] explore the application of deep neural networks on feature based
methods ,and [165] uses Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) as an image
enhancement method to improve the robustness of VO in low light. The most related
work to ours is Deep Virtual Stereo Odometry (DVSO). DVSO proposes a virtual
stereo term that incooperates the depth estimation from a semi-supervised network
into a direct VO pipeline. In particular, DVSO outperforms other monocular
VO systems by a large margin, and even achieves comparable performance to
state-of-the-art stereo visual odometry systems [31], [101]. While DVSO merely
leverages the depth, the proposed D3VO exploits the power of deep networks on
multiple levels thereby incorporating more information into the direct VO pipeline.

8.3 Method
We first introduce a novel self-supervised neural network that predicts depth, pose
and uncertainty. The network also estimates a�ne brightness transformation
parameters to align the illumination of the training images in a self-supervised
manner. The photometric uncertainty is predicted based on a distribution over the
possible brightness values [146], [147] for each pixel. Thereafter we introduce D3VO
as a direct visual odometry framework that incorporates the predicted properties
into both the tracking front-end and the photometric bundle adjustment backend.

8.3.1 Self-supervised Network
The core concept of the proposed monocular depth estimation network is the
self-supervised training scheme which simultaneously learns depth with DepthNet
and motion with PoseNet using video sequences [52], [141]. The self-supervised
training is realized by minimizing the minimum of the photometric re-projection
errors between the temporal and static stereo images:

Lself = 1
|V |

ÿ

pœV

min
tÕ

r(It, ItÕæt). (8.1)

where V is the set of all pixels on It and tÕ is the index of all source frames. In our
setting It is the left image and ItÕ contains its two adjacent temporal frames and
its opposite (right) frame, i.e., ItÕ œ {It≠1, It+1, Its}. The per-pixel minimum loss is
proposed in Monodepth2 [141] in order to handle the occlusion among di�erent
source frames. To simplify notation, we use I instead of I(p) in the remainder
of this section. ItÕæt is the sythesized It by warping the temporal stereo images
with the predicted depth Dt, the camera pose Tt

Õ
t
, the camera intrinsics K, and
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Figure 8.2: Examples of point clouds and trajectories delivered by D3VO on KITTI
Odometry Seq. 00, EuRoC MH_05_di�cult and V1_03_di�cult. The insets on
EuRoC show the scenarios with low illumination and motion blur which are among
the main reasons causing failures of traditional purely vision-based VO systems.
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the di�erentialble bilinear sampler [158]. Note that for Itsæt, the transformation
Tt

s

t
is known and constant. DepthNet also predicts the depth map Dts of the right

image Its by feeding only the left image It as proposed in [140]. The training of
Dts requires to synthesize Itæts and compare with Its . For simplicity, we will in
the following only detail the loss regarding the left image.

The common practice [140] is to formulate the photometric error as

r(Ia, Ib) = –

2 (1 ≠ SSIM(Ia, Ib)) + (1 ≠ –)||Ia ≠ Ib||1 (8.2)

based on the brightness constancy assumption. However, it can be violated due
to illumination changes and auto-exposure of the camera to which both L1 and
SSIM [166] are not invariant. Therefore, we propose to explicitly model the camera
exposure change with predictive brightness transformation parameters.

Brightness transformation parameters. The change of the image intensity
due to the adjustment of camera exposure can be modeled as an a�ne transforma-
tion with two parameters a, b

Ia,b = aI + b. (8.3)

Despite its simplicity, this formulation has been shown to be e�ective in direct
VO/SLAM, e.g., [15], [101], [167], [168], which builds upon the brightness con-
stancy assumption as well. Inspired by these works, we propose predicting the
transformation parameters a, b which align the brightness condition of It with ItÕ .
We reformulate Eq. (8.1) as

Lself = 1
|V |

ÿ

pœV

min
tÕ

r(IatÕ ,btÕ
t , ItÕæt) (8.4)

with
I

atÕ ,btÕ
t = atætÕIt + btætÕ , (8.5)

where atætÕ and btætÕ are the transformation parameters aligning the illumination
of It to ItÕ. Note that both parameters can be trained in a self-supervised way
without any supervisional signal. Fig. 8.3 shows the a�ne transformation examples
from EuRoC MAV [70].

Photometric uncertainty. Only modeling a�ne brightness change is not
enough to capture all failure cases of the brightness constancy assumption. Other
cases like non-Lambertian surfaces and moving objects, are caused by the intrinsic
properties of the corresponding objects which are not trivial to model analyti-
cally [146]. Since these aspects can be seen as observation noise, we leverage the
concept of heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty of deep neural networks proposed
by Kendall et al. [147]. The key idea is to predict a posterior probability distri-
bution for each pixel parameterized with its mean as well as its variance p(y|ỹ, ‡)
over ground-truth labels y. For instance, by assuming the noise is Laplacian, the
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Figure 8.3: Examples of a�ne brightness transformation on EuRoC MAV [70].
Originally the source image (ItÕ) and the target image (It) show di�erent brightness.
With the predicted parameters a, b, the transformed target images Ia

Õ
,b

Õ have similar
brightness as the source images, which facilitates the self-supervised training based
on the brightness constancy assumption.
negative log-likelihood to be minimized is

≠ log p(y|ỹ, ‡) = |y ≠ ỹ|
‡

+ log ‡ + const. (8.6)

Note that no ground-truth label for ‡ is needed for training. The predictive
uncertainty allows the network to adapt the weighting of the residual dependent
on the data input, which improves the robustness of the model to noisy data or
erroneous labels [147].

In our case where the “ground-truth” y are the pixel intensities on the target
images, the network will predict higher ‡ for the pixel areas on It where the
brightness constancy assumption may be violated. Similar to [146], we implement
this by converting Eq. (8.4) to

Lself = 1
|V |

ÿ

pœV

mintÕ r(IatÕ ,btÕ
t , ItÕæt)
�t

+ log �t, (8.7)

where �t is the uncertainty map of It. Fig. 8.4 shows the qualitative results of the
predicted uncertainty maps on KITTI [124] and EuRoC [70] datasets, respectively.
In the next section, we will show that the learned �t is useful for weighting the
photometric residuals for D3VO.

The total loss function is the summation of the self-supervised losses and the
regularization losses on multi-scale images:

Ltotal = 1
s

ÿ

s

(Ls

self
+ ⁄Ls

reg
), (8.8)

where s = 4 is the number of scales and

Lreg = Lsmooth + —Lab (8.9)
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with
Lab =

ÿ

tÕ
(atÕ ≠ 1)2 + b2

tÕ (8.10)

is the regularizer of the brightness parameters and Lsmooth is the edge-aware
smoothness on Dt [140].

To summarize, the proposed DepthNet predicts Dt, Dts and �t with one single
input It. PoseNet predicts Tt

Õ
t
, atætÕ and btætÕ with channel-wise concatenated (It,

ItÕ) as the input. Both DepthNet and PoseNet are convolutional networks following
the widely used UNet-like architecture [97]. Please refer to our supplementary
materials for network architecture and implementation details.

8.3.2 D3VO
In the previous section, we introduced the self-supervised depth estimation network
which predicts the depth map D, the uncertainty map � and the relative pose
Tt

Õ
t
. In this section, we will describe how D3VO integrates these predictions into a

windowed sparse photometric bundle adjustment formulation as proposed in [15].
Note that in the following we use Â· denoting the predictions from the network as
ÊD, Â� and ÂTt

Õ
t

to avoid ambiguity.
Photometric energy. D3VO aims to minimize a total photometric error

Ephoto defined as

Ephoto =
ÿ

iœF

ÿ

pœPi

ÿ

jœobs(p)
Epj, (8.11)

where F is the set of all keyframes, Pi is the set of points hosted in keyframe
i, obs(p) is the set of keyframes in which point p is observable and Epj is the
weighted photometric energy term when p is projected onto keyframe j:

Epj :=
ÿ

pœNp

wp

----

----(Ij[pÕ] ≠ bj) ≠ eaj

eai
(Ii[p] ≠ bi)

----

----
“

, (8.12)

where N is the set of 8 neighboring pixels of p defined in [15], a,b are the a�ne
brightness parameters jointly estimated by non-linear optimization as in [15] and
|| · ||“ is the Huber norm. In [15], the residual is down-weighted when the pixels are
with high image gradient to compensate small independent geometric noise [15]. In
realistic scenarios, there are more sources of noise, e.g., reflection[146], that need to
be modeled in order to deliver accurate and robust motion estimation. We propose
to use the learned uncertainty Â� to formulate the weighting function

wp = –2

–2 +
---
--- Â�(p)

---
---
2

2

, (8.13)
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which may not only depend on local image gradient, but also on higher level
noise pattern. As shown in Fig. 8.4, the proposed network is able to predict high
uncertainty on the areas of reflectance, e.g., the windows of the vehicles, the moving
object like the cyclist and the object boundaries where depth discontinuity occurs.

The projected point position of pÕ is given by pÕ = �(Tj

i
�≠1(p, dp)), where

dp is the depth of the point p in the coordinate system of keyframe i and �(·) is
the projection function with the known camera intrinsics. Instead of randomly
initializing dp as in traditional monocular direct methods [15], [32], we initialize
the point with dp = ÊDi[p] which provides the metric scale. Inspired by [55], we
introduce a virtual stereo term E†

p to Eq. (8.11)

Ephoto =
ÿ

iœF

ÿ

pœPi

Q

a⁄E†
p +

ÿ

jœobs(p)
Epj

R

b (8.14)

with
E†

p = wp
---
---I†

i
[p†] ≠ Ii[p]

---
---
“

, (8.15)

I†
i
[p†] = Ii[�(Ts

≠1�≠1(p†, Dis [p†]))] (8.16)
with Ts the transformation matrix from the left to the right image used for training
DepthNet and

p† = �(Ts�≠1(p, dp)). (8.17)
The virtual stereo term optimizes the estimated depth dp from VO to be consistent
with the depth predicted by the proposed deep network [55].

Pose energy. Unlike traditional direct VO approaches [17], [18] which initialize
the front-end tracking for each new frame with a constant velocity motion model,
we leverage the predicted poses between consecutive frames to build a non-linear
factor graph [169], [170]. Specifically, we create a new factor graph whenever the
newest keyframe, which is also the reference frame for the front-end tracking, is
updated. Every new frame is tracked with respect to the reference keyframe with
direct image alignment [149]. Additionally, the predicted relative pose from the
deep network is used as a factor between the current frame and the last frame.
After the optimization is finished, we marginalize the last frame and the factor
graph will be used for the front-end tracking of the following frame. Please refer to
our supp. materials for the visualization of the factor graph.

The pose estimated from the tracking front-end is then used to initialize the
photometric bundle adjustment backend. We further introduce a prior for the
relative keyframe pose Ti

i≠1 using the predicted pose ÂTi

i≠1. Note that ÂTi

i≠1 is cal-
culated by concatenating all the predicted frame-to-frame poses between keyframe
i ≠ 1 and i. Let

Epose =
ÿ

iœF≠{0}
Log( ÂTi

i≠1Ti≠1
i

)€⌃≠1
Â⇠i

i≠1
Log( ÂTi

i≠1Ti≠1
i

), (8.18)
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where Log: SE(3) æ R6 maps from the transformation matrix T œ R4◊4 in the
Lie group SE(3) to its corresponding twist coordinate ⇠ œ R6 in the Lie algebra
se(3). The diagonal inverse covariance matrix ⌃≠1

Â⇠i
i≠1

is obtained by propagating
the covariance matrix between each consecutive frame pairs that is modeled as a
constant diagonal matrix.

The total energy function is defined as

Etotal = Ephoto + wEpose. (8.19)

Including the pose prior term Epose in Eq. 8.19 can be considered as an analogy
to integrating the pre-integrated IMU pose prior into the system with a Gaussian
noise model. Etotal is minimized using the Gauss-Newton method. To summarize,
we boost the direct VO method by introducing the predicted poses as initializations
to both the tracking front-end and the optimization backend, as well as adding
them as a regularizer to the energy function of the photometric bundle adjustment.

8.4 Experiments
We evaluate the proposed self-supervised monocular depth estimation network as
well as D3VO on both the KITTI [124] and the EuRoC MAV [70] datasets.

8.4.1 Monocular Depth Estimation
KITTI. We train and evalutate the proposed self-supervised depth estimation
network on the split of Eigen at el. [150]. The network is trained on stereo
sequences with the pre-processing proposed by Zhou et al. [52], which gives us
39,810 training quadruplets, each of which contains 3 (left) temporal images and
1 (right) stereo image, and 4,424 for validation. The upper part of Table 8.1
shows the comparison with Monodepth2 [141] which is the state-of-the-art method
trained with stereo and monocular setting, and also the ablation study of the
proposed brightness transformation prediction (ab) and the photometric uncertainty
estimation (uncer). The results demonstrate that the proposed depth estimation
network outperforms Monodepth2 on all metrics. The ablation studies unveil
that the significant improvement over Monodepth2 comes largely with uncer,
possibly because in KITTI there are many objects with non-Lambertian surfaces
like windows and also objects that move independently such as cars and leaves
which violate the brightness constancy assumption. The lower part of the table
shows the comparison to the state-of-the-art semi-supervised methods and the
results show that our method can achieve competitive performance without using
any depth supervision.

In Figure 8.4 we show some qualitative results obtained from the Eigen test
set [150]. From left to right, the original image, the depth maps and the uncertainty
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Figure 8.4: Qualitative results from KITTI and EuRoC MAV. The original image,
the predicted depth maps and the uncertainty maps are shown from the left to the
right, respectively. In particular, the network is able to predict high uncertainty on
object boundaries, moving objects, highly reflecting and high frequency areas.

maps are shown respectively. For more qualitative results and the generalization
capability on the Cityscapses dataset [171], please refer to our supp. materials.

EuRoC MAV. The EuRoC MAV Dataset [70] is a dataset containing 11
sequences categorized as easy, medium and di�cult according to the illumination
and camera motion. This dataset is very challenging due to the strong motion and
significant illumination changes both between stereo and temporal images. We
therefore consider it as a nice test bench for validating the e�ectiveness of our
predictive brightness transformation parameters for depth prediction. Inspired by
Gordon et al. [157] who recently generated ground truth depth maps for the sequence
V2_01 by projecting the provided Vicon 3D scans and filtering out occluded points,
we also use this sequence for depth evaluations1. Our first experiment is set up to
be consistent as in [157], for which we train models with the monocular setting on
all MH sequences and test on V2_01 and show the results in Table 8.3.

In the second experiment, we use 5 sequences MH_01, MH_02, MH_04, V1_01
and V1_02 as the training set to check the performance of our method in a
relatively loosened setting. We remove the static frames for training and this
results in 12,691 images of which 11,422 images are used for training and 1269
images are used for validation. We train our model with di�erent ablations, as

1We thank the authors of [157] to provide the processing code.
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Table 8.2: Evaluation results of V2_01 in EuRoC MAV [70]. The performance of
monocular depth estimation is boosted largely by the proposed predictive brightness
transformation parameters.

RMSE RMSE (log) ARD SRD ” < 1.25
Monodepth2 0.370 0.148 0.102 0.065 0.890
Ours, ab 0.339 0.130 0.086 0.054 0.929
Ours, uncer 0.368 0.144 0.100 0.065 0.892
Ours, full 0.337 0.128 0.082 0.051 0.931

Table 8.3: Evaluation results of V2_01 in EuRoC MAV [70] with the model trained
with all MH sequences.

RMSE RMSE (log) ARD SRD ” < 1.25
[157] 0.971 0.396 0.332 0.389 0.420
Ours 0.943 0.391 0.330 0.375 0.438

well as Monodepth2 [141] as the baseline. The results in Table 8.2 show that all
our variations outperform the baseline and, in contrast to the case in KITTI, the
proposed ab improves the results on this dataset significantly. Please refer to the
supp. materials for more experiments on ab. In fact, it is worth noting that the
results in Table 8.3 (trained on one scene MH and tested on another scene V ) are
worse than the ones in Table 8.2 (trained on both MH and V ), which implies that
it is still a challenge to improve the generalization capability of monocular depth
estimation among very di�erent scenarios.

8.4.2 Monocular Visual Odometry
We evaluate the VO performance of D3VO on both KITTI Odometry and EuRoC
MAV with the network trained on the splits described in the previous section.

KITTI Odometry. The KITTI Odometry Benchmark contains 11 (0-10)
sequences with provided ground-truth poses. As summarized in [55], sequences 00,
03, 04, 05, 07 are in the training set of the Eigen split that the proposed network
uses, so we consider the rest of the sequences as the testing set for evaluating the
pose estimation of D3VO. We use the relative translational (trel) error proposed
in [124] as the main metric for evaluation. Table 8.4 shows the comparison with
other state-of-the-art mono (M) as well as stereo (S) VO methods on the rest of the
sequences. We refer to [55] for the results of the compared methods. Traditional
monocular methods show high errors in the large-scale outdoor scene like the
sequences in KITTI due to the scale drift. D3VO achieves the best performance on
average, despite being a monocular methods as well. The table also contains the
ablation study on the integration of deep depth (Dd), pose (Dp) and uncertainty
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Table 8.4: Results on our test split of KITTI Odometry. The results of the SOTA
monocular (M) methods are shown as baselines. The comparison with the SOTA
stereo (S) methods shows that D3VO achieves better average performance than
other methods, while being a monocular VO. We also show the ablation study for
the integration of deep depth(Dd), pose(Dp) as well as uncertainty(Du).

01 02 06 08 09 10 mean

M

DSO [15] 9.17 114 42.2 177 28.1 24.0 65.8
ORB [24] 108 10.3 14.6 11.5 9.30 2.57 37.0

S

S. LSD [167] 2.13 1.09 1.28 1.24 1.22 0.75 1.29
ORB2 [31] 1.38 0.81 0.82 1.07 0.82 0.58 0.91
S.
DSO [101] 1.43 0.78 0.67 0.98 0.98 0.49 0.89

Dd 1.16 0.84 0.71 1.01 0.82 0.73 0.88
Dd+Dp 1.15 0.84 0.70 1.03 0.80 0.72 0.87
Dd+Du 1.10 0.81 0.69 1.03 0.78 0.62 0.84
D3VO 1.07 0.80 0.67 1.00 0.78 0.62 0.82

Table 8.5: Comparison to other hybrid methods as well as end-to-end methods on
Seq.09 and 10 of KITTI Odometry.

Seq. 09 Seq. 10

En
d-

to
-e

nd

UnDeepVO [51] 7.01 10.63
SfMLearner [52] 17.84 37.91
Zhan et al. [53] 11.92 12.45

Struct2Depth [172] 10.2 28.9
Bian et al. [173] 11.2 10.1
SGANVO [174] 4.95 5.89

Gordon et al. [157] 2.7 6.8

H
yb

rid

CNN-SVO [137] 10.69 4.84
Yin et al. [139] 4.14 1.70

Zhan et al. [138] 2.61 2.29
DVSO [55] 0.83 0.74

D3VO 0.78 0.62
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(Du). It can be noticed that, consistent with the results in Table 8.1, the predicted
uncertainty helps a lot on KITTI. We also submit the results on the testing
sequences (11-20) to the KITTI Odometry evaluation server (link). At the time
of submission, D3VO outperforms DVSO and achieves the best monocular VO
performance and comparable to other state-of-the-art LiDAR and stereo methods.

We further compare D3VO with state-of-the-art end-to-end deep learning
methods and other recent hybrid methods and show the results in Table 8.5. Note
that here we only show the results on Seq.09 and 10, since most of the end-to-end
methods only provide the results on these two sequences. We refer to [55], [138],
[157] for the results for the compared methods. D3VO achieves better performance
than all the end-to-end methods by a notable margin. In general, hybrid methods
which combine deep learning with traditional methods deliver better results than
end-to-end methods.

EuRoC MAV. As introduced in Sec. 4.1, EuRoC MAV is very challenging
for purely vision-based VO due to the strong motion and significant illumination
changes. VIO methods [34], [36], [40], [7] dominate this benchmark by integrating
IMU measurements to get a pose or motion prior and meanwhile estimating
the absolute scale. We compare D3VO with other state-of-the-art monocular
VIO (M+I) as well as stereo VIO (S+I) methods on sequences MH_03_medium,
MH_05_di�cult, V1_03_di�cult, V2_02_medium and V2_03_di�cult. All the
other sequences are used for training. We refer to [76] for the results of the M+I
methods. The results of DSO and ORB-SLAM are shown as baselines. We also
show the results from the proposed PoseNet (End-end VO). For the evaluation
metric, we use the root mean square (RMS) of the absolute trajectory error (ATE)
after aligning the estimates with ground truth. The results in Table 8.6 show that
with the proposed framework integrating depth, pose and uncertainty from the
proposed deep neural network, D3VO shows high accuracy as well as robustness
and is able to deliver comparable results to other state-of-the-art VIO methods
with only a single camera. We also show the ablation study for the integration
of predicted depth (Dd), pose (Dp) and uncertainty (Du) and the integration of
pose prediction improves the performance significantly on V1_03_di�cult and
V2_03_di�cult where violent camera motion occurs.

Figure 8.5 shows the qualitative comparison of trajectories obtained from
DSO [15], ORB-SLAM [24], visual inertial DSO [7], the end-to-end predicted poses
from our network and D3VO on the MH_03 and V1_03 sequences. All the 5
methods can deliver fairly good results on MH_05_di�cult. On V1_03_di�cult
where the motions are stronger and there are many brightness inconsistencies
between temporal and stereo images, D3VO can still deliver comparable results to
VI-DSO, while using only a single camera.

http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_odometry.php
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Table 8.6: Evaluation results on EuRoC MAV [70]. We show the results of DSO
and ORB-SLAM as baselines and compare D3VO with other SOTA monocu-
lar VIO (M+I) and stereo VIO (S+I) methods. Note that for stereo methods,
V2_03_di�cult is excluded due to many missing images from one of the cam-
eras [34]. Despite being a monocular method, D3VO shows comparable results
to SOTA monocular/stereo VIO. The best results among the monocular methods
are shown as black bold and the best among the stereo methods are shown as
blue bold. The ablation study shows that Dd+Dp delivers large improvement on
V1_03_di�cult and V2_03_di�cult where the camera motions are very strong.

M03 M05 V103 V202 V203 mean

M

DSO [15] 0.18 0.11 1.42 0.12 0.56 0.48
ORB [24] 0.08 0.16 1.48 1.72 0.17 0.72

M
+

I

VINS [175] 0.13 0.35 0.13 0.08 0.21 0.18
OKVIS [40] 0.24 0.47 0.24 0.16 0.29 0.28
ROVIO [16] 0.25 0.52 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.24
MSCKF [39] 0.23 0.48 0.24 0.16 0.13 0.25
SVO [176] 0.12 0.16 X X X 0.14+X
VI-ORB [37] 0.09 0.08 X 0.04 0.07 0.07+X
VI-DSO [7] 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.06 0.17 0.11
End-end VO 1.80 0.88 1.00 1.24 0.78 1.14
Dd 0.12 0.11 0.63 0.07 0.52 0.29
Dd+Dp 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.06 0.19 0.11
Dd+Du 0.08 0.09 0.55 0.08 0.47 0.25
D3VO 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.19 0.10

S+
I VINS [175] 0.23 0.19 0.11 0.10 - 0.17

OKVIS [40] 0.23 0.36 0.13 0.17 - 0.22
Basalt [34] 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.05 - 0.08
D3VO 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.05 - 0.08

8.5 Conclusion

We presented D3VO as a monocular VO method that enhances the performance
of geometric VO methods by exploiting the predictive power of deep networks on
three levels integrating predictions of monocular depth, photometric uncertainty
and relative camera pose. To this end, we first introduced a novel self-supervised
monocular depth estimation network which explicitly addresses the illumination
change in the training set with predictive brightness transformation parameters.
The network achieves state-of-the-art results on KITTI and EuRoC MAV. The
predicted depth, uncertainty and pose are then incorporated into both the front-
end tracking and back-end non-linear optimization of a direct VO pipeline. We
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systematically evaluated the VO performance of D3VO on the two datasets. D3VO
sets a new state-of-the-art on KITTI Odometry and also achieves state-of-the-art
performance on the challenging EuRoC MAV, rivaling with leading mono-inertial
and stereo-inertial methods while using only a single camera.
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Chapter 9
Summary

This thesis devised various techniques for visual-inertial odometry, SLAM, and
relocalization. First, we focused on visual-inertial odometry, improving the marginal-
ization procedure and IMU initialization. Afterwards we incorporated deep learning
at various stages of optimization-based visual odometry. Lastly, we enhanced direct
image alignment with deep features and a pose prediction network and applied
them to relocalization across weathers and seasons.

Chapter 7: Direct Sparse Visual-Inertial Odometry using Dynamic
Marginalization1. We presented a visual-inertial odometry method which
combines photometric optimization with IMU measurement errors. In order to
enable immediate initialization of the visual-inertial system, we included scale and
gravity direction as explicit optimization variables in the main system. To overcome
the limitations of marginalization associated with evolving variable estimates, we
proposed dynamic marginalization. Evaluations on the EuRoC dataset showed the
importance of dynamic marginalization, and that our method outperformed the
state of the art.

Chapter 4: DM-VIO: Delayed Marginalization Visual-Inertial Odometry.
Following up on the previous chapter, we came up with delayed marginalization.
Similar to dynamic marginalization, it improves the consistency of the marginal-
ization prior, but it has a number of advantages over our previous technique:
Delayed marginalization is not limited to a single one-dimensional variable, and
retains more information. Additionally, it enables the proposed pose graph bundle
adjustment, which captures the full visual uncertainty in an e�cient optimization
procedure. These contributions are combined into a multi-stage IMU initializer
which is robust against long stretches of constant motion. Based on these tech-
niques, a new visual-inertial odometry method called DM-VIO was developed. We
provided extensive evaluations on three datasets covering flying drones, handheld,
and automotive scenarios. They show that DM-VIO outperforms the state of the
art in visual-inertial odometry, including popular stereo-inertial methods, while

1not examination-relevant
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using only a monocular camera and IMU. For the benefit of the community, the
full source code for DM-VIO, including a version for the Robotic Operation System
(ROS), is available at https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio.

Chapter 8: D3VO: Deep Depth, Deep Pose and Deep Uncertainty for
Monocular Visual Odometry2. We demonstrated how to augment traditional
visual-only odometry with learned knowledge. To this end, we proposed self-
supervised networks which estimate monocular depth, photometric uncertainty,
and the pose and a�ne brightness changes between two images. Depths, poses, and
uncertainty were integrated into an optimization-based visual odometry system.
The resulting method exceeds the state of the art in visual odometry on Kitti
and EuRoC. On EuRoC it performs similar to the state-of-the-art visual-inertial
odometry methods, while using only a single camera.

Chapter 5: GN-Net: The Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather Relo-
calization. We developed GN-Net, a neural network which yields features tailored
to direct image alignment. Compared to normal images, our deep features signifi-
cantly improve the robustness against illumination and weather changes, enabling
us to apply direct methods to relocalization. GN-Net is trained with the novel
Gauss-Newton loss which we derived based on the probabilistic interpretation of the
Gauss-Newton algorithm. To evaluate our method, we established a relocalization
tracking benchmark based on CARLA and Oxford RobotCar. The experiments
show that our method outperforms popular direct and indirect methods. Lastly, we
demonstrated qualitatively, that our approach can be used to perform multi-weather
relocalization.

Chapter 6: LM-Reloc: Levenberg-Marquardt Based Direct Visual Re-
localization. Based on observations of the typical behaviour of the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm (applied to direct image alignment), we devised a complete
loss formulation and point sampling strategy. We consider 4 cases which can happen
during optimization and include a loss function for each. Our network LM-Net
is trained with this loss formulation and significantly outperforms the previous
GN-Net. Additionally, we proposed CorrPoseNet, a pose prediction network, which
provides an initialization to the nonlinear optimizer. We carefully evaluated our
approach on the CARLA and Oxford RobotCar relocalization tracking benchmark.
Lastly, we quantitatively validated the e�ect of each contribution, and provided a
qualitative relocalization demo.

2not examination-relevant

https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio


Chapter 10
Future Research

Extensions to DM-VIO using factor graphs. In order to ensure real-time
performance of DM-VIO, the photometric bundle adjustment has to rely on highly-
optimized code, similar to DSO. But unlike DSO, we have integrated the accelerated
photometric residuals into a GTSAM factor graph, greatly improving flexibility.
This allows to extend the system e.g. with more sensors like wheel odometry or
GPS, by simply adding corresponding factors to the di�erent factor graphs.

Another interesting direction is online calibration. Optimization of IMU extrin-
sics is already implemented and only needs to be activated. For temporal online
calibration one can replace the IMU factors with the ones proposed in [177].

Improving SLAM / loop closure. DM-VIO performs pure odometry, but
it can be extended to a full SLAM system. For this, some of the new techniques
proposed in DM-VIO can be repurposed to improve the way loop closure and
keyframe reactivation are performed in current systems.

For instance, pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA) can replace pose graph
optimization (PGO) during loop closure. Wheres PGO only inserts binary con-
straints between keyframes, PGBA models the full visual uncertainty, which might
lead to improved accuracy of the resulting trajectory.

A drawback of marginalization is that by default it is incompatible with reac-
tivation of observations. Systems like ORB-SLAM, which are able to reactivate
keyframes and points after they have left the optimization window, do not use
marginalization but instead have to fix variables. Delayed marginalization can
be utilized to remove observations from the marginalization factor, and help to
overcome this for small loop closures. Finding the optimal way to combine marginal-
ization with keyframe / point reactivation is an interesting research topic.

Full learning-assisted SLAM. While the deep-learned features proposed in
chapters 5 and 6 have been thoroughly evaluated, they have yet to be fully integrated
into a live SLAM system. Such system can rely on images for frame-to-frame
tracking while using LM-Net features for relocalization and loop-closure, and
finding nearby images with techniques like NetVLAD [80].
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Until now, our features have only been applied to direct image alignment (where
the relative pose between two images is optimized with fixed geometry). However,
they can also be utilized in the photometric bundle adjustment performed in the
back-end of the SLAM system. By tightly integrating LM-Net, a SLAM system
can perform bundle adjustment with a combination of live and map images, which
might further improve accuracy.

Life-long learning. Learning-based methods are trained on particular datasets
and assume that they will be applied in a reasonable vicinity of their training data.
To address this, one can train on increasingly large datasets, or continue training
after deployment. The techniques proposed in chapters 8, 5, and 6 can mostly be
trained in a self-supervised fashion, e.g. using the output of the SLAM system.
Hence, one could integrate them into a system which automatically performs
retraining with successfully tracked data.

Learned scene representations. Despite utilizing learned knowledge in various
parts of the pipeline, the proposed methods represent scenes as pointclouds during
optimization. More sophisticated, potentially dense, representations have the
potential to improve accuracy by allowing to model more aspects of the world,
like patch geometry, normals and maybe even specularity and reflections. Deep
learning can be applied to represent the scene in alternative ways, for instance with
autoencoders or NeRFs [178]. This is an ongoing research topic [33], [179], [180] with
impressive results for dense reconstruction. However, in terms of pose estimation
accuracy, these new approaches have not yet reached traditional methods. Bridging
this gap and fully leveraging the advantages of a dense representation remains an
exciting research topic.
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Appendix A
Multimedia Material

Direct Sparse Visual-Inertial Odometry using Dy-
namic Marginalization

Results and animation explaining dynamic marginalization

https://youtu.be/GoqnXDS7jbA

https://youtu.be/GoqnXDS7jbA
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DM-VIO: Delayed Marginalization Visual-Inertial
Odometry

Results video

https://youtu.be/7iep3BvcJPU

ICRA presentation video

https://youtu.be/pWKN7Afoirs

https://youtu.be/7iep3BvcJPU
https://youtu.be/pWKN7Afoirs
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GN-Net: The Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather
Relocalization

Results and explanation of the Gauss-Newton loss

https://youtu.be/gcbKeKX2eiE

ICRA presentation video

https://youtu.be/q_uVb_o255o

https://youtu.be/gcbKeKX2eiE
https://youtu.be/q_uVb_o255o


158 Appendix A. Multimedia Material

LM-Reloc: Levenberg-Marquardt Based Direct
Visual Relocalization

Relocalization demo

https://youtu.be/UHnbDEq7XQE

3DV presentation video

https://youtu.be/i7TyTwKD734

https://youtu.be/UHnbDEq7XQE
https://youtu.be/i7TyTwKD734


Appendix B
Open-Source Code and Datasets

DM-VIO: Delayed Marginalization Visual-Inertial
Odometry

• https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio: Full source code of DM-VIO, in-
cluding a live-version for the Realsense T265 camera.

• https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio-python-tools: Python tools for
DM-VIO which can automatically download and prepare the datasets, run
DM-VIO on all sequences to reproduce the results, and generate plots similar
to the paper.

• https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio-ros: Robot Operating System (ROS)
wrapper for DM-VIO, which allows it to run on live data.

GN-Net: The Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather
Relocalization

• https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net: Relocalization tracking benchmark
with CARLA and Oxford RobotCar sequences.

• https://github.com/Artisense-ai/GN-Net-Benchmark: Tools for the bench-
mark.

https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio
https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio-python-tools
https://github.com/lukasvst/dm-vio-ros
https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net
https://github.com/Artisense-ai/GN-Net-Benchmark
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Appendix C
Supplementary Materials

In the following, we include the supplementary materials for the three examination-
relevant Chapters 4, 5, and 6.



Additional evaluations for DM-VIO: Delayed Marginalization
Visual-Inertial Odometry

Lukas von Stumberg and Daniel Cremers

We provide an ablation study on different parts of the
IMU initializer in section I, an ablation study on the impact
of the dynamic photometric weight in section II, and runtime
results in section III.

I. ABLATION IMU INITIALIZER

We perform an ablation study on various parts of the IMU
initializer. In particular, we compare to the following three
baselines, which build on top of each other, meaning that
everything removed in baseline n is also removed in baseline
n+ 1.

1) We remove the Reinitialization and the Marginaliza-
tion replacement, corresponding to the orange and the
yellow boxes in Fig. 3 of the main paper. Note that
the scale is still optimized in the main system after
initialization.

2) No readvancing: We do not replace the marginalization
prior of the main graph after the first initialization. This
means that in the purple box ”Initialize” in Fig. 3 of
the main paper we only replace the values and not the
marginalization prior of the main graph. Instead we add
a constant prior on the initial scale, which is necessary
for the scale to not immediately diverge afterwards.

3) No PGBA: We remove the ”PGBA IMU Init” and
directly initialize with the result of the Coarse IMU
Init.

The experiments are performed in non-realtime mode in
order to not be dependent on the particular machine.

The results on the 4Seasons dataset are shown in Fig. S1.
With each ablation the result becomes significantly worse,
showing that all parts of the method contribute to the results.
In particular we observe that the proposed delayed marginal-
ization is very important, as it is the foundation of both the
pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA) and the readvancing
(and subsequently also the marginalization replacement).

For completeness we should mention that on TUM-VI
and EuRoC the contributions do not bring a significant
performance improvement, as both datasets are much less
challenging for the IMU initialization.

II. ABLATION DYNAMIC PHOTOMETRIC WEIGHT

We provide ablation studies showing the effect of the
dynamic photometric weight proposed in the main paper. For
this we disable the dynamic part and always use the constant
weight W = � (of course � is set to the same value as for the
other results). In Fig. S2a we compare to the results shown in
the main paper on TUM-VI, both runs are in realtime mode.
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Fig. S1: Ablation study on various parts of the IMU ini-
tializer on the 4Seasons dataset (non-realtime). Removing
the reinitialization and the marginalization replacement (1.)
makes a significant difference, as the marginalization prior
can become inconsistent if the initial scale estimate is off.
Removing also the initial marginalization replacement pow-
ered by readvancing (2.) further deteriorates the performance.
Removing the pose graph bundle adjustment and only using
the Coarse IMU init (3.) makes the biggest difference. This
ablation shows the significance of delayed marginalization
which is the foundation of PGBA, readvancing and marginal-
ization replacement.

It can be seen that the dynamic weights improve the overall
robustness of the method. The effect is most visible on the
TUM-VI slides (Fig. S2b, S2c), where the version without
dynamic weights does not work well in 4 of the 15 runs
whereas our method works well in all runs. The dynamic
weighting is designed for situations where the image quality
gets really bad. On the other datasets, significant degradation
of image quality is rare, hence there is only a marginal
difference for them.

III. RUNTIME

We perform extensive runtime analysis on the same Mac-
Book Pro 2013 (i7 at 2.3GHz) that was used for generating
the results in the main paper. For each part of the method
we save the mean time and standard deviation it takes while
processing a sequence. We run our method in real-time mode
10 times on each sequence of EuRoC dataset, resulting in
110 recorded means and standard deviations for each part.
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(a) Cumulative error plot.
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(b) DM-VIO on the slides.
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(c) Without dynamic weights on
the slides

Fig. S2: Realtime results on the TUM-VI dataset with and without the dynamic photometric weights. a) Cumulative error
plot. The dynamic weight provides a noticeable improvement in robustness. Only few sequences contain hard enough images
to trigger the dynamic weight, hence the overall improvement can appear small. However for these hard sequences, success
rate is increased. b) and c): Each colored square represents the drift (%) for one of the 5 runs (rows) on the three slides
sequences (columns). With dynamic weights our method works well for all 30 runs whereas the version without them fails
once and accumulates a large drift for three executions.

TABLE S1: We save runtime statistics for different parts of the method and show the mean over all 110 runs on the EuRoC
dataset (10 times on each sequence). Top 2 sections: Runtime for the two main threads. Bottom 3 sections: Runtime for the
parts of the IMU initializer, which are performed occasionally. Note that the overhead introduced by our initializer is small:
The only regular overhead is the delayed marginalization, taking 0.44ms which amounts to 0.8% of the keyframe operations.
Both, the Coarse IMU initializer and the PGBA initializer perform most operations in a separate thread when running. The
only relevant overhead in the keyframe thread is after a successfull PGBA and during a marginalization replacement.

Component Part Mean time (ms) Standard deviation (ms)
Mean of 110 runs Mean of 110 runs

Coarse Tracking
Performed for every frame.

Total 10.34 10.16
Direct Image Alignment 4.70 1.31
Build Image Pyramid 4.78 0.52

Keyframe Operations
Performed for every keyframe.

Total 53.67 6.89
Bundle Adjustment 26.49 5.57
Create Candidate Points 5.83 0.38
Trace candidate points 4.37 1.83
Activate new points 3.56 0.77
Keyframe Marginalization (full) 3.24 0.5
— Drop residuals, recompute adjoints, etc. — 1.71 — 0.39
— Marginalize main graph — 0.61 — 0.10
— Delayed marginalization — 0.44 — 0.20

Coarse IMU Init Runtime in separate thread 9.08 5.63
Overhead Coarse Tracking thread 0.05 0.04

PGBA (Re-)init

Runtime in separate thread 74.11 24.77
— Optimization — 54.72 — 23.40
— Readvancing — 7.61 — 1.37
Overhead Keyframe thread when active 0.17 0.04
Overhead Keyframe thread after success 14.50 8.52
— Include KFs added while PGBA was running — 13.15 — 8.52
— Readvancing of the newly added KFs — 1.35 — 0.19

Marginalization Replacement
Total (Keyframe Thread) 21.02 8.98
Build Graph 1.15 0.45
Readvance 19.87 8.97



We present the mean mean runtime and the mean standard
deviation over the 110 runs in Table S1.

Even on the relatively old machine the overall runtimes
are quite fast. The tracking could run at 97 FPS on average
and the keyframe processing could run at 19 FPS. Note that
the dataset is recorded at only 20 FPS, and to work well our
method needs to process 5-6 keyframes per second.

The only regular overhead introduced by our initializer
is the delayed marginalization, which amounts to 0.8% of
the total processing time of each keyframe. The Coarse
IMU initializer and the PGBA both run in separate threads
when active. We do note that after a successful PGBA, some
processing has to be done in the keyframe thread in order
to include the keyframes, which have been bundle adjusted
while the PGBA was running. Similarly the marginalization
replacement currently runs in the keyframe thread. How-
ever both of these parts are comparably fast (14.50ms and
21.02ms respectively), and are performed only a few times
during every run.



GN-Net: The Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather Relocalization
– Supplementary Material –

Lukas von Stumberg1,2* Patrick Wenzel1,2* Qadeer Khan1,2 Daniel Cremers1,2

1Technical University of Munich 2Artisense

Abstract

In this document, additional information complement-
ing the original paper is given. Details of our relocaliza-
tion tracking benchmark are also described. Furthermore,
we provide results of some additional experiments evalu-
ating the performance of our method to indoor and ho-
mogeneous scenes. Lastly, additional details on the net-
work architecture used for this work is also provided. The
video and the benchmark dataset can be found at https:
//vision.in.tum.de/gn-net.

A. Details on the Evaluation Benchmark
This section describes the data included in our bench-

mark which is used for relocalization tracking. It contains
simulated data created with the CARLA [2] simulator. It
also provides Lidar aligned real-world sequences from the
Oxford RobotCar dataset [4]. The CARLA benchmark is
constructed with the stable version 0.8.2 of the simulator.
We add ground-truth poses and camera intrinsics for all im-
ages collected under different lighting and weather condi-
tions. The dataset presents the challenge of relocalization
against different weather conditions and poses. We have
collected data from 6 different cameras. The positions and
orientations of the cameras are given in Table 1. A sub-
set of the different positions and orientations of 3 of the 6
cameras are shown in Figure 1 for a certain time step. The
cameras are mounted relative to the ego-vehicle. For each
camera, 500 images are collected. For training, validation,
and testing sets, 9 different sequences for each are recorded
under three different weather conditions. The conditions
and the overall statistics of the training, validation, and test-
ing datasets are given in Table 2. Along with the camera
images, we also provide access to their corresponding dense
depth maps and semantic labels. The data is generated by
driving around Town1 of the CARLA simulator.
Relocalization tracking: For each one weather sequence,
we have created a relocalization.txt and for each all weath-

⇤These authors contributed equally.

Camera Id X Y Z Roll Pitch Yaw
Cam0 2.2 0.0 1.3 8 0 0
Cam1 2.2 0.5 1.3 8 0 0
Cam2 2.2 -0.5 1.3 8 0 0
Cam3 2.5 0.5 2.3 4 -20 0
Cam4 2.6 -0.7 2.3 -10 27 0
Cam5 3.0 -1.2 2.1 20 14 0

Table 1. This table describes the camera positions and orientations
mounted relative to the ego-vehicle.

ers sequence a relocalization other weathers.txt file. The
difference between the two relocalization files is that the
latter one contains cameras to be relocalized against differ-
ent sequences and hence different weather conditions. Each
row of the relocalization file is arranged as follows: Current
camera index, camera to be localized against, and relative
pose between these cameras. The relative pose between the
two cameras is in the coordinate system of the left cam-
era. The stereocalibration.txt provides the relative pose in-
formation between Cam0 and Cam1. Furthermore, trans-
forms.json contains the extrinsic parameters of all cameras
along with camera intrinsics.json. We have withheld the
ground truth data for the testing sets which can be evaluated
by submitting the relocalized camera poses to our servers
which shall be established upon acceptance.

#images
condition #cameras individual sequences total
WetNoon 6 500 3 9,000
SoftRainNoon 6 500 3 9,000
WetCloudySunset 6 500 3 9,000
total - 1,500 9 27,000

Table 2. This table provides a summarized information about the
proposed CARLA benchmark. It describes the weather scenarios
under which data was collected, the number of cameras, sequences
and the images for each.

Note that only for the training and validation sets, we ad-
ditionally provide dense depth maps and the semantic seg-
mentations for all the images. In order to understand the
general structure of the benchmark, the folder tree is given

1



below.

benchmark sample
episode 000

relocalization.txt
relocalization other weathers.txt
transforms.json
calibs

camera.txt
stereocalibration.txt

CameraDepth0
image 00000.png
image 00001.png
...

.....
....

CameraDepth5
image 00000.png
image 00001.png
.....

CameraRGB0
image 00000.png
image 00001.png
...

.....
....

CameraRGB5
image 00000.png
image 00001.png
.....

CameraSemSeg0
image 00000.png
image 00001.png
...

.....
....

CameraSemSeg5
image 00000.png
image 00001.png
.....

episode 001
relocalization.txt
......

.......
.......

Our benchmark for the Oxford RobotCar [4] sequences
follows the same structure as that for CARLA described
above, but only utilizes images recorded from a stereo cam-
era setup rather than having 6 different cameras. The result-
ing point clouds from oxford sequences are aligned with
the global registration followed by ICP alignment using the
implementation of Open3D [7]. This alignment was per-
formed for the following sequences: 2014-12-02-15-30-

Figure 1. This figure shows a subset of 3 of the 6 camera images
(top row) from the same time step along with the corresponding
dense depth map (bottom) rendered from the simulation engine.
The cameras are oriented at different positions and orientations
with respect to each other. This provides 6 DOF. Multiple cameras
are used to enhance the variety in the dataset for training a robust
deep feature prediction network. However, it is important to men-
tion here that the correspondences used to train our models were
determined from the point clouds using DSO [6].

08 (overcast) and 2015-03-24-13-47-33 (sunny) for train-
ing. For testing, we use the reference sequence 2015-02-24-
12-32-19 (sunny) and align it with the sequences 2015-03-
17-11-08-44 (overcast), 2014-12-05-11-09-10 (rainy), and
2015-02-03-08-45-10 (snow).

B. Additional Experiments
In these supplementary experiments, we show that our

method significantly improves the robustness for large-
baseline tracking even when there are no weather/lighting
changes involved. This is done by evaluating on our
CARLA benchmark with only one weather, as well as on
the indoor EuRoC dataset [1].

B.1. CARLA results for different weathers
As mentioned in the main paper we show results on

our CARLA benchmark for relocalization between differ-
ent weather conditions in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows feature
matrices produced by our model, showing similar feature
maps even for images with differing lighting/weather con-
ditions.

B.2. Evaluation of robustness to large baselines/low
frame rates

We demonstrated in the main paper that our method
greatly improves robustness and accuracy for tracking
across different weathers.

However, even when tracking images with similar light-
ing conditions our deep features greatly improve tracking



Figure 2. This figure shows the cumulative relocalization accu-
racy for tracking against different weathers on the CARLA bench-
mark. ORB-SLAM is more robust to changes in lighting, and
weather, whereas DSO shows the worst performance. By utilizing
our trained deep descriptors, we are able to outperform both meth-
ods by a large margin. Notice that our novel Gauss-Newton loss
has a large impact as the model trained only with the contrastive
loss performs significantly worse.

Figure 3. This figure shows images and their corresponding feature
maps predicted by our GN-Net for two different weather condi-
tions included in our CARLA benchmark. Despite shadows, rain-
drops, and water puddles the feature maps are very much similar.
Note that the feature maps are displayed via a lower-dimensional
representation using PCA.

performance for large baselines, which we will show in this
section on the CARLA and the EuRoC datasets. For all ex-
periments in this section we have changed the following two
hyperparameters: the vicinity for the GN-Loss is changed
from 1 to 3 pixels and the second term of the Gauss-Newton
loss is weighted by 2/7.
CARLA: We use the first three sequences of the training,
validation, and test set provided by our benchmark, which
all capture the same weather condition. As these sequences

do not contain substantial illumination changes any differ-
ences in the performance will mainly show the general ac-
curacy and robustness of the methods. Again, all hyperpa-
rameter tuning is only performed on the training and valida-
tion set. The cumulative relocalization accuracy for track-
ing against the same weather for the 3 evaluated methods is
shown in Figure 4. While DSO is more accurate, the indi-
rect ORB-SLAM system has higher robustness. In contrast,
our GN-Net is not only as accurate as DSO, but also more
robust than ORB-SLAM. This is because of the larger con-
vergence basin of the features maps created by our network.
EuRoC dataset with low framerates: For this experiment
we use a more traditional metric and evaluate on the chal-
lenging EuRoC MAV dataset [1]. We run each method on
the 11 sequences of the dataset and evaluate the absolute
trajectory error of the estimated poses against the ground-
truth. Note that in this experiment no relocalization track-
ing is involved. For ORB-SLAM we have disabled loop-
closures and relocalization to enable a fair comparison with
the other pure odometry methods. Stereo DSO is used with-
out modification.

For our method we have modified the normal frame-to-
frame tracking performed by the coarse tracker of Stereo
DSO to use deep features instead. As our features have
a larger convergence basin than normal images, we expect
this to improve the robustness of the tracking against large
baselines.

In order to evaluate the performance of our method on all
the 11 sequences, we split the sequence into 2 sets, while
training 2 different models. Set A contains the first 6 of
the 11 sequences, while set B comprises of the remaining
5. The first model is trained with set A and evaluated on set
B. The second model is trained with set B and evaluated on
set A. The final evaluation reported is the combination of
the evaluation results from these 2 models. This way we are
able to cover all the 11 sequences in our evaluation.

In order to evaluate the performance of the methods with
low-framerate cameras (thus including larger-baselines) we
subsample the frames included by skipping n frames for
each frame that is used. Each method is run 3 times for
all 11 sequences, for each n 2 [0, 7]. For n = 7, e.g. this
means only every 8th image is used, simulating a frame-rate
of 2.5 Hz. The results are shown in Figure 5, again demon-
strating that our features significantly improve the robust-
ness of direct SLAM methods.

C. Network Architecture Details
We adopt a similar network architecture as the U-Net

model [5] as seen in Figure 6. What is different is that
we change the decoder part such that our feature maps can
leverage a multiscale hierarchical feature pyramid which al-
lows propagating information from coarser to finer levels of
the pyramid. For the encoder part, we followed the conven-



Figure 4. This figure shows the cumulative relocalization accu-
racy for tracking against the same weather. ORB-SLAM tracking
is less accurate but more robust than normal direct image align-
ment. Our approach outperforms both of them. This shows that
our approach improves not only robustness to challenging lighting
situations, but also to large-baseline tracking.
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Figure 5. A cumulative plot of the absolute trajectory error
(RMSE) on the EuCoC dataset for different numbers of skipped
frames. In this experiment, we have replaced the frame-to-frame
tracking used in Stereo DSO with our deep feature matrices. We
then evaluate the accuracy of the estimated trajectory when run-
ning all sequences of the dataset with different frame-rates rang-
ing between 20Hz and 2.5 Hz We compare to normal Stereo DSO
and ORB-SLAM without loop-closures. Note that our models for
this experiment are trained entirely self-supervised, yet improving
DSO robustness almost by a factor of two.

tion of [5]. The encoder part consists of four downsampling
blocks, for which each of them uses a 2 ⇥ 2 max pooling
operation with stride 2, followed by a convolutional block
which is executed two times. The convolutional block ap-
plies a 3 ⇥ 3 convolution with padding of 1, followed by

batch normalization, and an exponential linear unit (ELU).
At each downsampling step, the number of channels is dou-
bled. The number of feature channels is set to 64.
Decoder modification: We change the decoder part of the
architecture from the default U-Net architecture in the fol-
lowing way. Beginning from the coarsest level, we upsam-
ple (with bilinear interpolation) the feature maps by 2 and
concatenate those feature maps with the feature map of the
higher level. After this, we apply D number of 1⇥1 convo-
lution kernels to make the filter maps of the same channel
size. This is done in an iterative fashion until the finest level.
This results in the final feature pyramid map representation
which we use for deep direct SLAM. The feature map sizes
are described in Table 3.

Level S

3 (coarsest) D ⇥H/8⇥W/8
2 D ⇥H/4⇥W/4
1 D ⇥H/2⇥W/2

0 (finest) D ⇥H ⇥W

Table 3. The hyperparameter setting for our network architecture.
Level: level of the network. S : size of the feature map. H , W :
height and width of the image, respectively.

For all experiments, we use D = 16 channels as a fea-
ture output vector size. For all trainings, we use the Adam
optimizer [3] for optimization with a learning rate of 10�6

and a weight decay of 10�3. For the correspondence con-
trastive loss term, we set the margin M = 1. For the Gauss-
Newton loss, we set the maximum distance of the start point
to the correct point to 1 pixel for all experiments in the pa-
per and to 3 pixels for the experiments in this supplemen-
tary material. All steps of the optimizer use a single image
pair as input to the network. Each pair of images fed to the
Siamese network architecture has a number of positive cor-
respondences and for each of them, a negative correspon-
dence is randomly sampled. For CARLA the input image
size is W = 512, H = 512 and for Oxford RobotCar it is
W = 640, H = 480.

D. Implementation Details
Coupling of GN-Net with DSO: DSO contains two com-
ponents where images are used for pose estimation. In the
Bundle Adjustment (BA) the pose of 8 keyframes together
with the inverse depth of all active points is optimized. For
this optimization, a very good initialization is assumed. The
coarse tracking is performed for every image and optimizes
the 6DOF pose between the latest keyframe and the current
frame together with two affine brightness parameters a and
b which represent a brightness transformation between the
two images. This is done using normal direct image align-
ment in a pyramid scheme.

We have adopted the coarse tracker to be able to use our
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Figure 6. Overview of one branch of the Siamese network architecture. Each branch is a modified U-Net [5] architecture which receives as
an input an image and predicts multi-scale feature maps [F 0

, F
1
, F

2
, F

3]. The multi-scale feature maps from the decoder network of both
branches are then passed and used by DSO. Note that the weights between the two branches are shared.

multi-channel feature maps as an input instead of images.
Notice that we directly input all the pyramid levels created
by our network instead of downscaling the image as it is
done in DSO. This modified coarse tracker is then used for
relocalization tracking.

Notably, the network only takes a single image as an in-
put to create the feature maps. This means that the runtime
of the inference scales linearly with the number of images
involved. Therefore it would be possible to also use the fea-
tures for the BA, although this has not been done in this
specific work. Our network extracts features at over 8Hz.
In principle this would be enough for real-time operation as
we perform relocalization only on keyframes which arrive
at less than 5Hz usually.
Details of the relocalization demo: Our method works by
performing relocalization tracking as in the previous exper-
iment, which yields a solution for the transformation be-
tween the current world and the map T

world
map . The results

for this transform are optimized in a factor graph with a
fixed random walk between successive solutions. As again
we do not consider finding candidate images, we supply the
first corresponding image in the map to the methods. From
there on no supervision signal is given. After bootstrapped
with the first image our method finds the next relocalization
candidates by determining the keyframe in the map with the
minimum distance to the current image, which can be com-
puted using the current solution for the transform T

world
map .

E. Additional proofs
Here, we show why the linear system used in the Gauss-

Newton algorithm (Equation (6) of the main paper) also de-
fines a Gaussian probability distribution.

The Gauss-Newton algorithm assumes a Taylor expan-
sion of the energy:

E(x0) ⇡ E(x0) + bT (x0 � x0) +
1

2
(x0 � x0)

TH(x0 � x0)

(1)

The optimal solution according to this approximation
can be obtained by finding the point where the derivative
of the energy is 0

0
!
=

dE

dx
= b+H(x0 � x0) (2)

x0 = x0 �H�1 · b (3)

As the taylor expansion is performed around x0 we from
now on set x = x0 � x0.

On the other hand, we can try to find the the maximum
point of a Gaussian distribution, by minimizing the negative
log-likelihood (Equation (7-8) in the main paper):

E(x) = � log fX(x) = (4)
1

2
(x� µ)T⌃�1(x� µ) + log

⇣
2⇡

p
|⌃|

⌘
= (5)

1

2
xT⌃�1xT � µT⌃�1x+ (6)

1

2
µT⌃�1µ+ log

⇣
2⇡

p
|⌃|

⌘
µ (7)

Now we set H = ⌃�1 and µ = �H�1b. Then

(6) =
1

2
xT⌃�1xT � µT⌃�1x+ const = (8)

1

2
xTHx+ bTx = (1) (9)

This equality shows that our the linear system in the Gauss-
Newton step also represents a Gaussian probability distri-
bution with covariance H�1 and a mean at the solution of
the Gauss-Newton step.
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A. Video
As mentioned in the paper, we provide a video of

the qualitative relocalization demo, which is available at
https://vision.in.tum.de/lm-reloc.

B. Network Architecture
CorrPoseNet. The CorrPoseNet takes 2 images (I and
I
0) as the input and outputs the relative pose R, t between

those images. The overall network architecture of the Cor-
rPoseNet is depicted in Figure 1. The convolutional blocks
consist of in total 9 convolutional layers followed by ReLU
activations. The architectural details of the convolutional
blocks are listed in Table 1. The correlation layer which
takes the output of the convolutional blocks as input is de-
scribed in the main paper. The correlation layer is followed
by the regression block which regresses the relative pose.
The layers of the regression block are listed in Table 2. The
output of the network is the rotation R as Euler angles and
translation t.

Table 1: Network architecture and parameters of the convolutional
blocks. k denotes kernel size, s stride, and p padding.

Convolutional blocks
layer in-chns out-chns k s p activation
conv0 3 16 16 2 3 ReLU
conv1 16 32 5 2 2 ReLU
conv2 32 64 3 2 1 ReLU
conv3 64 64 3 1 0 ReLU
conv4 64 128 3 2 2 ReLU
conv5 128 128 3 1 1 ReLU
conv6 128 256 3 2 1 ReLU
conv7 256 256 3 1 1 ReLU

LM-Net. We adopt U-Net [1] as the encoder of LM-Net.
However, we change the decoder part of the architecture
in the following way. Starting from the coarsest level, we
upsample (with bilinear interpolation) the feature maps by
2 and concatenate those feature maps with the feature map
of the higher level. This is followed by 1⇥ 1 convolutional

⇤Equal contribution.

Figure 1: Network architecture of CorrPoseNet.

filters. This procedure is repeated 4 times. This results in
the feature pyramid maps as described in Table 3.

C. Ablation Study Correlation Layer
We demonstrate the impact of the Correlation layer in

the proposed CorrPoseNet. We compare it to a simpler
pose estimation network where the correlation and regres-
sion layers are replaced with two 1 ⇥ 1 convolutions with
3 output-channels each, which directly regress rotation and
Euler angles. This simpler PoseNet has one more convo-

1
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(b) Rotation error.

Figure 2: Cumulative error plot for relocalization on the CARLA relocalization benchmark validation data [2]. It can be seen that the
correlation layer in CorrPoseNet has a large impact on the performance.

Table 2: Network architecture and parameters of the regression
block. k denotes kernel size, s stride, and p padding. Nc = 256
denotes the input channels for the CARLA model, and No = 260
denotes the input channels for the Oxford model, respectively.

Regression block
layer in-chns out-chns k s p activation
conv0 Nc / No 128 7 1 0 ReLU
BN 128 128 - - -
conv1 128 64 5 1 0 ReLU
BN 64 64 - - -
FC 2304 6 - - -

Table 3: Output of the decoder of LM-Net. H , and W denote
height and width of the feature maps.

Decoder layer Output size
F1 16⇥H/8⇥W/8
F2 16⇥H/4⇥W/4
F3 16⇥H/2⇥W/2
F4 16⇥H ⇥W

lutional block conv8 with 512 output channels, kernel size
3, stride 2, and padding 1. Otherwise the network architec-
ture and parameters are the same as for CorrPoseNet. The
results on the CARLA validation data are shown in Figure
2. Even the simpler pose estimation network (PoseNet w/o
Correlation layer) improves the result over using identity
as an initialization for the direct image alignment (LM-Net
only). However, utilizing the correlation layer significantly
boosts the performance.

Table 4: This table shows the AUC until 0.5 meters / 0.5 degrees
for the relocalization error on the Oxford validation sequences.
Our data augmentation (which warps the images using random
poses) improves both rotation and translation error.

Method tAUC RAUC
Ours 80.45 65.11

Ours w/o data augmentation 80.15 64.58

D. Ablation Study Oxford Data Augmentation
We show the impact of the data augmentation for the Ox-

ford RobotCar Relocalization benchmark, where we warp
the images to different poses using dense depths in Table
4. It can be seen that the proposed augmentation improves
translation and rotation error on the validation data.
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Direct Sparse Visual-Inertial Odometry using Dynamic Marginalization

Lukas von Stumberg1, Vladyslav Usenko1, Daniel Cremers1

Abstract— We present VI-DSO, a novel approach for visual-
inertial odometry, which jointly estimates camera poses and
sparse scene geometry by minimizing photometric and IMU
measurement errors in a combined energy functional. The
visual part of the system performs a bundle-adjustment like
optimization on a sparse set of points, but unlike key-point
based systems it directly minimizes a photometric error. This
makes it possible for the system to track not only corners,
but any pixels with large enough intensity gradients. IMU
information is accumulated between several frames using mea-
surement preintegration, and is inserted into the optimization
as an additional constraint between keyframes. We explicitly
include scale and gravity direction into our model and jointly
optimize them together with other variables such as poses. As
the scale is often not immediately observable using IMU data
this allows us to initialize our visual-inertial system with an
arbitrary scale instead of having to delay the initialization until
everything is observable. We perform partial marginalization of
old variables so that updates can be computed in a reasonable
time. In order to keep the system consistent we propose a
novel strategy which we call ”dynamic marginalization”. This
technique allows us to use partial marginalization even in
cases where the initial scale estimate is far from the optimum.
We evaluate our method on the challenging EuRoC dataset,
showing that VI-DSO outperforms the state of the art.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion estimation and 3D reconstruction are crucial tasks
for robots. In general, many different sensors can be used
for these tasks: laser rangefinders, RGB-D cameras [14],
GPS and others. Since cameras are cheap, lightweight and
small passive sensors they have drawn a large attention of the
community. Some examples of practical applications include
robot navigation [25] and (semi)-autonomous driving [11].
However, current visual odometry methods suffer from a
lack of robustness when confronted with low textured areas
or fast maneuvers. To eliminate these effects a combination
with another passive sensor - an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) can be used. It provides accurate short-term motion
constraints and, unlike vision, is not prone to outliers.

In this paper we propose a tightly coupled direct approach
to visual-inertial odometry. It is based on Direct Sparse
Odometry (DSO) [6] and uses a bundle-adjustment like
photometric error function that simultaneously optimizes 3D
geometry and camera poses in a combined energy functional.
We complement the error function with IMU measurements.
This is particularly beneficial for direct methods, since the
error function is highly non-convex and a good initialization
is important. A key drawback of monocular visual odometry
is that it is not possible to obtain the metric scale of the

1The authors are with the Computer Vision Group, Computer Science
Institute 9, Technische Universität München, 85748 Garching, Germany
{stumberg, usenko, cremers}@in.tum.de

Fig. 1: Bottom: Example images from the EuRoC-dataset:
Low illumination, strong motion blur and little texture im-
pose significant challenges for odometry estimation. Still our
method is able to process all sequences with a rmse of
less then 0.23m. Top: Reconstruction, estimated pose (red
camera) and groundtruth pose (green camera) at the end of
V1 03 difficult.

environment. Adding an IMU enables us to observe the
scale. Yet, depending on the performed motions this can
take infinitely long, making the initialization a challenging
task. Rather than relying on a separate IMU initialization we
include the scale as a variable into the model of our system
and jointly optimize it together with the other parameters.

Quantitative evaluation on the EuRoC dataset [2] demon-
strates that we can reliably determine camera motion and
sparse 3D structure (in metric units) from a visual-inertial
system on a rapidly moving micro aerial vehicle (MAV)
despite challenging illumination conditions (Fig. 1).

In summary, our contributions are:
• a direct sparse visual-inertial odometry system.
• a novel initialization strategy where scale and gravity

direction are included into the model and jointly opti-
mized after initialization.

• we introduce ”dynamic marginalization” as a technique
to adaptively employ marginalization strategies even in
cases where certain variables undergo drastic changes.

• an extensive evaluation on the challenging EuRoC
dataset showing that both, the overall system and the



initialization strategy outperform the state of the art.

II. RELATED WORK

Motion estimation using cameras and IMUs has been a
popular research topic for many years. In this section we
will give a summary of visual, and visual-inertial odometry
methods. We will also discuss approaches to the initializa-
tion of monocular visual-inertial odometry, where the initial
orientation, velocity and scale are not known in advance.

The term visual odometry was introduced in the work
of Nister et al. [24], who proposed to use frame-to-frame
matching of the sparse set of points to estimate the motion
of the cameras. Most of the early approaches were based
on matching features detected in the images, in particular
MonoSLAM [5], a real-time capable EKF-based method.
Another prominent example is PTAM [15], which combines
a bundle-adjustment backend for mapping with real-time
capable tracking of the camera relative to the constructed
map. Recently, a feature-based system capable of large-scale
real-time SLAM was presented by Mur-Artal et al. [21].

Unlike feature-based methods, direct methods use un-
processed intensities in the image to estimate the motion
of the camera. The first real-time capable direct approach
for stereo cameras was presented in [4]. Several methods for
motion estimation for RGB-D cameras were developed by
Kerl et al. [14]. More recently, direct approaches were also
applied to monocular cameras, in a dense [23], semi-dense
[7], and sparse fashion [10] [6].

Due to the complementary nature of the IMU sensors,
there were many attempts to combine them with vision.
They provide good short-term motion prediction and make
roll and pitch angles observable. At first, vision systems
were used just as a provider of 6D pose measurements
which were then inserted in the combined optimization.
This, so-called loosely coupled approach, was presented in
[20] and [8]. It is generally easier to implement, since the
vision algorithm requires no modifications. On the other
hand, tightly coupled approaches jointly optimize motion
parameters in a combined energy function. They are able
to capture more correlations in the multisensory data stream
leading to more precision and robustness. Several prominent
examples are filtering based approaches [17] [1] and energy-
minimization based approaches [16] [9] [26] [22].

Another issue relevant for the practical use of monocular
visual-inertial odometry is initialization. Right after the start,
the system has no prior information about the initial pose,
velocities and depth values of observed points in the image.
Since the energy functional that is being minimized is highly
non-convex, a bad initialization might result in divergence
of the system. The problem is even more complicated, since
some types of motion do not allow to uniquely determine
all these values. A closed form solution for initialization,
together with analysis of the exceptional cases was presented
in [19], and extended to consider IMU biases in [12].

III. DIRECT SPARSE VISUAL-INERTIAL ODOMETRY

The following approach is based on iterative minimization
of photometric and inertial errors in a non-linear optimization

framework. To make the problem computationally feasible
the optimization is performed on a window of recent frames
while all older frames get marginalized out. Our approach is
based on [6] and can be viewed as a direct formulation of
[16]. In contrast to [26], we jointly determine poses and 3D
geometry from a single optimization function. This results
in better precision especially on hard sequences. Compared
to [9] we perform a full bundle-adjustment like optimization
instead of including structure-less vision error terms.

The proposed approach estimates poses and depths by
minimizing the energy function

Etotal = � · Ephoto + Einertial (1)

which consists of the photometric error Ephoto (section III-B)
and an inertial error term Einertial (section III-C).

The system contains two main parts running in parallel:
• The coarse tracking is executed for every frame and uses

direct image alignment combined with an inertial error
term to estimate the pose of the most recent frame.

• When a new keyframe is created we perform a visual-
inertial bundle adjustment like optimization that esti-
mates the geometry and poses of all active keyframes.

In contrast to [22] we do not wait for a fixed amount of
time before initializing the visual-inertial system but instead
we jointly optimize all parameters including the scale. This
yields a higher robustness as inertial measurements are used
right from the beginning.

A. Notation
Throughout the paper we will use the following notation:

bold upper case letters H represent matrices, bold lower
case x vectors and light lower case � represent scalars.
Transformations between coordinate frames are denoted as
Ti j 2 SE(3) where point in coordinate frame i can be
transformed to the coordinate frame j using the following
equation pi = Ti jpj . We denote Lie algebra elements as
⇠̂ 2 se(3), where ⇠ 2 R6, and use them to apply small in-
crements to the 6D pose ⇠0

i j
= ⇠i j �⇠ := log

⇣
e
⇠̂i j · e⇠̂

⌘_
.

We define the world as a fixed inertial coordinate frame
with gravity acting in negative Z axis. We also assume that
the transformation from camera to IMU frame Timu cam is
fixed and calibrated in advance. Factor graphs are expressed
as a set G of factors and we use G1 [G2 to denote a factor
graph containing all factors that are either in G1 or in G2.

B. Photometric Error
The photometric error of a point p 2 ⌦i in reference frame

i observed in another frame j is defined as follows:

Epj =
X

p2Np

!p

����(Ij [p
0]� bj)�

tje
aj

tie
ai
(Ii[p]� bi)

����
�

, (2)

where Np is a small set of pixels around the point p, Ii and
Ij are images of respective frames, ti, tj are the exposure
times, ai, bi, aj , bj are the coefficients to correct for affine
illumination changes, � is the Huber norm, !p is a gradient-
dependent weighting and p0 is the point projected into Ij .



With that we can formulate the photometric error as

Ephoto =
X

i2F

X

p2Pi

X

j2obs(p)

Epj , (3)

where F is a set of keyframes that we are optimizing, Pi is
a sparse set of points in keyframe i, and obs(p) is a set of
observations of the same point in other keyframes.

C. Inertial Error
In order to construct the error term that depends on

rotational velocities measured by the gyroscope and linear
acceleration measured by the accelerometer we use the
nonlinear dynamic model defined in [26, eq. (6), (7), (8)].

As IMU data is obtained with a much higher frequency
than images we follow the preintegration approach proposed
in [18] and improved in [3] and [9]. This allows us to
add a single IMU factor describing the pose between two
camera frames. For two states si and sj (based on the
state definition in Equation (9)), and IMU-measurements ai,j

and !i,j between the two images we obtain a prediction
bsj as well as an associated covariance matrix b⌃s,j . The
corresponding error function is

Einertial(si, sj) := (sj � bsj)T b⌃�1
s,j

(sj � bsj) (4)

where the operator � applies ⇠j �
⇣
b⇠j
⌘�1

for poses and a
normal subtraction for other components.

D. IMU Initialization and the problem of observability
In contrast to a purely monocular system the usage of

inertial data enables us to observe metric scale and gravity
direction. This also implies that those values have to be
properly initialized, otherwise optimization might diverge.
Initialization of the monocular visual-inertial system is a well
studied problem with an excellent summary provided in [19].
[19, Tables I and II] show that for certain motions immediate
initialization is not possible, for example when moving
with zero acceleration and constant non-zero velocity. To
demonstrate that it is a real-world problem and not just
a theoretical case we note that the state-of-the-art visual-
inertial SLAM system [22] uses the first 15 seconds of
camera motion for the initialization on the EuRoC dataset
to make sure that all values are observable.

Therefore we propose a novel strategy for handling this
issue. We explicitly include scale (and gravity direction) as a
parameter in our visual-inertial system and jointly optimize
them together with the other values such as poses and
geometry. This means that we can initialize with an arbitrary
scale instead of waiting until it is observable. We initialize
the various parameters as follows.

• We use the same visual initializer as [6] which computes
a rough pose estimate between two frames as well
as approximate depths for several points. They are
normalized so that the average depth is 1.

• The initial gravity direction is computed by averaging
up to 40 accelerometer measurements, yielding a suffi-
ciently good estimate even in cases of high acceleration.

• We initialize the velocity and IMU-biases with zero and
the scale with 1.0.

All these parameters are then jointly optimized during a
bundle adjustment like optimization.

E. SIM(3)-based Representation of the World

In order to be able to start tracking and mapping with a
preliminary scale and gravity direction we need to include
them into our model. Therefore in addition to the metric
coordinate frame we define the DSO coordinate frame to
be a scaled and rotated version of it. The transformation
from the DSO frame to the metric frame is defined as
Tm d 2 {T 2 SIM(3) | translation(T) = 0}, together
with the corresponding ⇠m d = log(Tm d) 2 sim(3). We
add a superscript D or M to all poses denoting in which
coordinate frame they are expressed. In the optimization the
photometric error is always evaluated in the DSO frame,
making it independent of the scale and gravity direction,
whereas the inertial error has to use the metric frame.

F. Scale-aware Visual-inertial Optimization

We optimize the poses, IMU-biases and velocities of a
fixed number of keyframes. Fig. 2a shows a factor graph
of the problem. Note that there are in fact many sepa-
rate visual factors connecting two keyframes each, which
we have combined to one big factor connecting all the
keyframes in this visualization. Each IMU-factor connects
two subsequent keyframes using the preintegration scheme
described in section III-C. As the error of the preintegration
increases with the time between the keyframes we ensure
that the time between two consecutive keyframes is not
bigger than 0.5 seconds which is similar to what [22] have
done. Note that in contrast to their method however we
allow the marginalization procedure described in section III-
F.2 to violate this constraint which ensures that long-term
relationships between keyframes can be properly observed.

An important property of our algorithm is that the opti-
mized poses are not represented in the metric frame but in
the DSO frame. This means that they do not depend on the
scale of the environment.

1) Nonlinear Optimization: We perform nonlinear opti-
mization using the Gauss-Newton algorithm. For each active
keyframe we define a state vector

si := [
�
⇠D
cami w

�T
,vT

i
, bT

i
, ai, bi, d

1
i
, d

2
i
, ..., d

m

i
]T (5)

where vi 2 R3 is the velocity, bi 2 R6 is the current IMU
bias, ai and bi are the affine illumination parameters used
in equation (2) and d

j

i
are the inverse depths of the points

hosted in this keyframe.
The full state vector is then defined as

s = [cT , ⇠T
m d

, sT1 , s
T

2 , ..., s
T

n
]T (6)

where c contains the geometric camera parameters and ⇠m d

denotes the translation-free transformation between the DSO
frame and the metric frame as defined in section III-E.
We define the operator s � s0 to work on state vectors by



(a) Factor graph for the visual-inertial optimization. (b) Factor graph after keyframe 1 was marginalized.

Fig. 2: Factor graphs for the visual-inertial joint optimization before and after the marginalization of a keyframe.

applying the concatenation operation ⇠ � ⇠0 for Lie algebra
components and a plain addition for other components.

Using the stacked residual vector r we define

J =
dr (s� ✏)

d✏

����
✏=0

, H = JTWJ and b = �JTWr

(7)
where W is a diagonal weight matrix. Then the update

that we compute is � = H�1b.
Note that the visual energy term Ephoto and the inertial

error term Eimu do not have common residuals. Therefore
we can divide H and b each into two independent parts

H = Hphoto +Himu and b = bphoto + bimu (8)

As the inertial residuals compare the current relative pose
to the estimate from the inertial data they need to use poses
in the metric frame relative to the IMU. Therefore we define
additional state vectors for the inertial residuals.

s0
i
:= [⇠M

w imui
,vi, bi]

T and s0 =
⇥
s0T1 , s0T2 , ..., s0T

n

⇤T
(9)

The inertial residuals lead to

H0
imu = J0T

imuWimuJ
0
imu and b0imu = �J0T

imuWimurimu (10)

For the joint optimization however we need to obtain Himu
and bimu based on the state definition in Equation (6). As
the two definitions mainly differ in their representation of
the poses we can compute Jrel such that

Himu = JT

rel ·H0
imu · Jrel and bimu = JT

rel · b0imu (11)

The computation of Jrel is detailed in the supplementary ma-
terial. Note that we represent all transformations as elements
of sim(3) and fix the scale to 1 for all of them except ⇠m d.

2) Marginalization using the Schur-Complement: In or-
der to compute Gauss-Newton updates in a reasonable
time-frame we perform partial marginalization for older
keyframes. This means that all variables corresponding to
this keyframe (pose, bias, velocity and affine illumination pa-
rameters) are marginalized out using the Schur complement.
Fig. 2b shows how marginalization changes the factor graph.

The marginalization of the visual factors is handled as in
[6] by dropping residual terms that affect the sparsity of the
system and by first marginalizing all points in the keyframe
before marginalizing the keyframe itself.

(a) Gmetric (b) Gvisual

Fig. 3: Partitioning of the factor graph from Fig. 2a into
Gmetric and Gvisual. Gmetric contains all IMU-factors while
Gvisual contains the factors that do not depend on ⇠m d. Note
that both of them do not contain any marginalization factors.

Marginalization is performed using the Schur-complement
[6, eq. (16), (17) and (18)]. As the factor resulting from
marginalization requires the linearization point of all con-
nected variables to remain fixed we apply [6, eq. (15)] to
approximate the energy around further linearization points.

In order to maintain consistency of the system it is
important that Jacobians are all evaluated at the same value
for variables that are connected to a marginalization factor as
otherwise the nullspaces get eliminated. Therefore we apply
”First Estimates Jacobians”. For the visual factors we follow
[6] and evaluate Jphoto and Jgeo at the linearization point.
When computing the inertial factors we fix the evaluation
point of Jrel for all variables which are connected to a
marginalization factor. Note that this always includes ⇠m d.

3) Dynamic Marginalization for Delayed Scale Conver-
gence: The marginalization procedure described in sub-
section III-F.2 has two purposes: reduce the computation
complexity of the optimization by removing old states and
maintain the information about the previous states of the
system. This procedure fixes the linearization points of the
states connected to the old states, so they should already
have a good estimate. In our scenario this is the case for all
variables except of scale.

The main idea of ”Dynamic marginalization” is to main-
tain several marginalization priors at the same time and reset
the one we currently use when the scale estimate moves too
far from the linearization point in the marginalization prior.

In our implementation we use three marginalization priors:
Mvisual, Mcurr and Mhalf. Mvisual contains only scale inde-
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pendent information from previous states of the vision and
cannot be used to infer the global scale. Mcurr contains all
information since the time we set the linearization point for
the scale and Mhalf contains only the recent states that have
a scale close to the current estimate.

When the scale estimate deviates too much from the
linearization point of Mcurr, the value of Mcurr is set to Mhalf
and Mhalf is set to Mvisual with corresponding changes in
the linearization points. This ensures that the optimization
always has some information about the previous states with
consistent scale estimates. In the remaining part of the
section we provide the details of our implementation.

We define Gmetric to contain only the visual-inertial factors
(which depend on ⇠m d) and Gvisual to contain all other
factors, except the marginalization priors. Then

Gfull = Gmetric [Gvisual (12)

Fig. 3 depicts the partitioning of the factor graph.
We define three different marginalization factors Mcurr,

Mvisual and Mhalf. For the optimization we always compute
updates using the graph

Gba = Gmetric [Gvisual [Mcurr (13)

When keyframe i is marginalized we update Mvisual with
the factor arising from marginalizing frame i in Gvisual [
Mvisual. This means that Mvisual contains all marginalized
visual factors and no marginalized inertial factors making
it independent of the scale.

For each marginalized keyframe i we define

si := scale estimate at the time, i was marginalized (14)

We define i 2 M if and only if M contains an inertial
factor that was marginalized at time i. Using this we enforce
the following constraints for inertial factors.

8i 2Mcurr : si 2 [smiddle/di, smiddle · di] (15)

8i 2Mhalf : si 2
(
[smiddle, smiddle · di] , if scurr > smiddle

[smiddle/di, smiddle] , otherwise
(16)

where smiddle is the current middle of the allowed scale
interval (initialized with s0), di is the size of the scale interval
at time i, and scurr is the current scale estimate.

We update Mcurr by marginalizing frame i in Gba and we
update Mhalf by marginalizing i in Gmetric [Gvisual [Mhalf

In order to preserve the constraints in Equations (15)
and (16) we apply Algorithm 1 everytime a marginalization
happens. By following these steps on the one hand we make
sure that the constraints are satisfied which ensures that the
scale difference in the currently used marginalization factor
stays smaller than d

2
i
. On the other hand the factor always

contains some inertial factors so that the scale estimation
works at all times. Note also that Mcurr and Mhalf have
separate First Estimate Jacobians that are employed when
the respective marginalization factor is used. Fig. 4 shows
how the system works in practice.

Algorithm 1 Constrain Marginalization
upper scurr > smiddle
if upper 6= lastUpper then . Side changes.

Mhalf  Mvisual
end if
if scurr > smiddle · di then . Upper boundary exceeded.

Mcurr  Mhalf
Mhalf  Mvisual
smiddle  smiddle · di

end if
if scurr < smiddle/di then . Lower boundary exceeded.

Mcurr  Mhalf
Mhalf  Mvisual
smiddle  smiddle/di

end if
lastUpper upper

An important part of this strategy is the choice of di. It
should be small, in order to keep the system consistent,
but not too small so that Mcurr always contains enough
inertial factors. Therefore we chose to dynamically adjust
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Fig. 5: rmse for different methods run 10 times (lines) on
each sequence (columns) of the EuRoC dataset.

the parameter as follows. At all time steps i we calculate

di = min {djmin | j 2 N \ {0}, si

si�1
< di} (17)

This ensures that it cannot happen that the Mhalf gets reset
to Mvisual at the same time that Mcurr is exchanged with
Mhalf. Therefore it prevents situations where Mcurr contains
no inertial factors at all, making the scale estimation more
reliable. In our experiments we chose dmin =

p
1.1.

G. Coarse Visual-Inertial Tracking
The coarse tracking is responsible for computing a fast

pose estimate for each frame that also serves as an ini-
tialization for the joint optimization detailed in III-F. We
perform conventional direct image alignment between the
current frame and the latest keyframe, while keeping the
geometry and the scale fixed. Inertial residuals using the
previously described IMU preintegration scheme are placed
between subsequent frames. Everytime the joint optimization
is finished for a new frame, the coarse tracking is reinitialized
with the new estimates for scale, gravity direction, bias,
and velocity as well as the new keyframe as a reference
for the visual factors. Similar to the joint optimization we
perform partial marginalization to keep the update time
constrained. After estimating the variables for a new frame
we marginalize out all variables except the keyframe pose
and the variables of the newest frame. In contrast to the joint
optimization we do not need to use dynamic marginalization
because the scale is not included in the optimization.

IV. RESULTS

We evaluate our approach on the publicly available EuRoC
dataset [2]. The performance is compared to [6], [1], [21],
[26], [16] and [13]. We also provide supplementary material
with more evaluation and a video at vision.in.tum.de/vi-dso.
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Fig. 6: Cumulative error plot on the EuRoC-dataset (RT
means realtime). This experiment demonstrates that the ad-
ditional IMU not only provides a reliable scale estimate, but
that it also significantly increases accuracy and robustness.

A. Robust Quantitative Evaluation

In order to obtain an accurate evaluation we run our
method 10 times for each sequence of the dataset (using
the left camera). We directly compare the results to visual-
only DSO [6] and ROVIO [1]. As DSO cannot observe the
scale we evaluate using the optimal ground truth scale in
some plots (with the description ”gt-scaled”) to enable a
fair comparison. For all other results we scale the trajectory
with the final scale estimate (our method) or with 1 (other
methods). For DSO we use the results published together
with their paper. We use the same start and end times for each
sequence to run our method and ROVIO. Note that the drone
has a high initial velocity in some sequences when using
these start times making it especially challenging for our
IMU initialization. Fig. 5 shows the root mean square error
(rmse) for every run and Fig. 6 displays the cumulative error
plot. Clearly our method significantly outperforms DSO and
ROVIO. Without inertial data DSO is not able to work on all
sequences especially on V1 03 difficult and V2 03 difficult
and it is also not able to scale the results correctly. ROVIO on
the other hand is very robust but as a filtering-based method
it cannot provide sufficient accuracy.

Table I shows a comparison to several other methods. For
our results we have displayed the median error for each
sequence from the 10 runs plotted in Fig. 5c. This makes the
results very meaningful. For the other methods unfortunately
only one result was reported so we have to assume that they
are representative as well. The results for [16] and [13] were
taken from [13]. The results for [21] (as reported in their
paper) differ slightly from the other methods as they show the
error of the keyframe trajectory instead of the full trajectory.
This is a slight advantage as keyframes are bundle-adjusted
in their method which does not happen for the other frames.



TABLE I: Accuracy of the estimated trajectory on the EuRoC dataset for several methods. Note that ORB-SLAM does a
convincing job showing leading performance on some of the sequences. Nevertheless, since our method directly works on
the sensor data (colors and IMU measurements), we observe similar precision and a better robustness – even without loop
closuring. Moreover, the proposed method is the only one not to fail on any of the sequences.

Sequence MH1 MH2 MH3 MH4 MH5 V11 V12 V13 V21 V22 V23

VI-DSO (our method, RT)
(median of 10 runs each)

RMSE 0.062 0.044 0.117 0.132 0.121 0.059 0.067 0.096 0.040 0.062 0.174
RMSE gt-scaled 0.041 0.041 0.116 0.129 0.106 0.057 0.066 0.095 0.031 0.060 0.173
Scale Error (%) 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.4

VI ORB-SLAM
(keyframe trajectory)

RMSE 0.075 0.084 0.087 0.217 0.082 0.027 0.028 X 0.032 0.041 0.074
RMSE gt-scaled 0.072 0.078 0.067 0.081 0.077 0.019 0.024 X 0.031 0.026 0.073
Scale Error (%) 0.5 0.8 1.5 3.4 0.5 0.9 0.8 X 0.2 1.4 0.7

VI odometry [16], mono RMSE 0.34 0.36 0.30 0.48 0.47 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.12 0.22 X
VI odometry [16], stereo RMSE 0.23 0.15 0.23 0.32 0.36 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.10 0.17 X

VI SLAM [13], mono RMSE 0.25 0.18 0.21 0.30 0.35 0.11 0.13 0.20 0.12 0.20 X
VI SLAM [13], stereo RMSE 0.11 0.09 0.19 0.27 0.23 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.10 0.18 X

In comparison to VI ORB-SLAM our method outperforms
it in terms of rmse on several sequences. As ORB-SLAM
is a SLAM system while ours is a pure odometry method
this is a remarkable achievement especially considering the
differences in the evaluation. Note that the Vicon room
sequences (V*) are executed in a small room and contain
a lot of loopy motions where the loop closures done by a
SLAM system significantly improve the performance. Also
our method is more robust as ORB-SLAM fails to track
one sequence. Even considering only sequences where ORB-
SLAM works our approach has a lower maximum rmse.

Compared to [16] and [13] our method obviously outper-
forms them. It is better than the monocular versions on every
single sequence and it beats even the stereo and SLAM-
versions on 9 out of 11 sequences.

In summary our method is the only one which is able to
track all the sequences successfully except ROVIO.

We also compare the Relative Pose Error to [21] and
[26] on the V1 0*-sequences of EuRoC (Fig. 7). While our
method cannot beat the SLAM system and the stereo method
on the easy sequence we outperform [26] and are as good
as [21] on the medium sequence. On the hard sequence we
outperform both of the contenders even though we neither
use stereo nor loop-closures.

B. Evaluation of the Initialization

There are only few methods we can compare our ini-
tialization to. Some approaches like [19] have not been
tested on real data. While [12] provides results on real data,
the dataset used was featuring a downward-looking camera
and an environment with a lot of features which is not
comparable to the EuRoC-dataset in terms of difficulty. Also
they do not address the problem of late observability which
suggests that a proper motion is performed in the beginning
of their dataset. As a filtering-based method ROVIO does
not need a specific initialization procedure but it also cannot
compete in terms of accuracy making it less relevant for
this discussion. Visual-inertial LSD-SLAM uses stereo and
therefore does not face the main problem of scale estimation.

Therefore we compare our initialization procedure to visual-
inertial ORB-SLAM [21] as both of the methods work on the
challenging EuRoC-dataset and have to estimate the scale,
gravity direction, bias, and velocity.

In comparison to [21] our estimated scale is better overall
(Table I). On most sequences our method provides a better
scale, and our average scale error (0.7% compared to 1.0%)
as well as our maximum scale error (1.2% compared to
3.4%) is lower. In addition our method is more robust as
the initialization procedure of [21] fails on V1 03 difficult.

Apart from the numbers we argue that our approach is
superior in terms of the general structure. While [21] have to
wait for 15 seconds until the initialization is performed, our
method provides an approximate scale and gravity direction
almost instantly, that gets enhanced over time. Whereas in
[21] the pose estimation has to work for 15 seconds without
any IMU data, in our method the inertial data is used to
improve the pose estimation from the beginning. This is
probably one of the reasons why our method is able to
process V1 03 difficult. Finally our method is better suited
for robotics applications. For example an autonomous drone
is not able to fly without gravity direction and scale for 15
seconds and hope that afterwards the scale was observable.
In contrast our method offers both of them right from the
start. The continuous rescaling is also not a big problem as an
application could use the unscaled measurements for building
a consistent map and for providing flight goals, whereas the
scaled measurements can be used for the controller. Fig. 8
shows the scale estimation for MH 04.

Overall we argue that our initialization procedure exceeds
the state of the art and think that the concept of initialization
with a very rough scale estimate and jointly estimating it
during pose estimation will be a useful concept in the future.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel formulation of direct sparse
visual-inertial odometry. We explicitely include scale and
gravity direction in our model in order to deal with cases
where the scale is not immediately observable. As the initial
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Fig. 7: Relative Pose Error evaluated on three sequences of the EuRoC-dataset for visual-inertial ORB-SLAM [21], visual-
inertial stereo LSD-SLAM [26] and our method. Although the proposed VI-DSO does not use loop closuring (like [21]) or
stereo (like [26]), VI-DSO is quite competitive in terms of accuracy and robustness. Note that [21] with loop closures is
slightly more accurate on average, yet it entirely failed on V1 03 difficult.
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Fig. 8: Scale estimate for MH 04 difficult (median result
of 10 runs in terms of tracking accuracy). Note how the
estimated scale converges to the correct value despite being
initialized far from the optimum.

scale can be very far from the optimum we have proposed
a novel technique called dynamic marginalization where we
maintain multiple marginalization priors and constrain the
maximum scale difference. Extensive quantitative evalua-
tion demonstrates that the proposed visual-inertial odometry
method outperforms the state of the art, both the complete
system as well as the IMU initialization procedure. In par-
ticular, experiments confirm that the inertial information not
only provides a reliable scale estimate, but it also drastically
increases precision and robustness.
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DM-VIO: Delayed Marginalization Visual-Inertial Odometry

Lukas von Stumberg1 and Daniel Cremers1

Abstract— We present DM-VIO, a monocular visual-inertial
odometry system based on two novel techniques called de-
layed marginalization and pose graph bundle adjustment. DM-
VIO performs photometric bundle adjustment with a dynamic
weight for visual residuals. We adopt marginalization, which is
a popular strategy to keep the update time constrained, but it
cannot easily be reversed, and linearization points of connected
variables have to be fixed. To overcome this we propose
delayed marginalization: The idea is to maintain a second
factor graph, where marginalization is delayed. This allows
us to later readvance this delayed graph, yielding an updated
marginalization prior with new and consistent linearization
points. In addition, delayed marginalization enables us to inject
IMU information into already marginalized states. This is the
foundation of the proposed pose graph bundle adjustment,
which we use for IMU initialization. In contrast to prior works
on IMU initialization, it is able to capture the full photometric
uncertainty, improving the scale estimation. In order to cope
with initially unobservable scale, we continue to optimize scale
and gravity direction in the main system after IMU initialization
is complete. We evaluate our system on the EuRoC, TUM-VI,
and 4Seasons datasets, which comprise flying drone, large-scale
handheld, and automotive scenarios. Thanks to the proposed
IMU initialization, our system exceeds the state of the art
in visual-inertial odometry, even outperforming stereo-inertial
methods while using only a single camera and IMU. The code
will be published at vision.in.tum.de/dm-vio

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual-(inertial) odometry is an increasingly relevant task
with applications in robotics, autonomous driving, and aug-
mented reality. A combination of cameras and inertial mea-
surement units (IMUs) for this task is a popular and sensible
choice, as they are complementary sensors, resulting in
a highly accurate and robust system [1]. In the minimal
configuration of a single camera, the IMU can also be
used to recover the metric scale. However, the scale is not
always observable, the most common degenerate case being
movement with a constant velocity [2]. Hence, initialization
of such system can take arbitrarily long, depending on the
trajectory. Even worse, when initialized prematurely the
IMU can in fact worsen the performance. The difficulty
of IMU initialization is why stereo-inertial methods have
outperformed mono-inertial ones in the past.

Most prior systems [3] [4] [5] initially run visual-only
odometry and an IMU initialization in parallel. Once fin-
ished, the visual-inertial system is started. This introduces a
trade-off for the duration of the initialization period: It should
be as short as possible, as no IMU information is used in the

1All authors are with the Computer Vision Group, Technical
University of Munich, Germany. lukas.stumberg@tum.de,
cremers@in.tum.de

Fig. 1: In this paper, we propose a novel method for
monocular visual-inertial odometry. It provides state-of-the-
art performance on three different benchmarks. Here we
show pointclouds and trajectories (red) for magistrale5,
V203 difficult, and neighbor 2020-03-26 13-32-55 0.

main system in the meantime. But when too short, the scale
estimate will be inaccurate, leading to bad performance.

VI-DSO [6] instead initializes immediately with an arbi-
trary scale, and explicitly optimizes the scale in the main
system. This yields highly accurate scale estimates, but it
can significantly increase the time until the scale is correctly
estimated. Also, it can fail in cases where the initial scale
error is very high, like in large-scale outdoor environments.

We propose a combination of the two strategies: Similar
to the former, we start with a visual-only system and run
an IMU initializer in parallel. But after IMU initialization
we still estimate scale and gravity direction as explicit
optimization variables in the main system. This results in
a quickly converging and highly accurate system.

This initialization strategy can lead to three questions: 1)
How can the visual uncertainty be properly captured in the
IMU initializer. 2) How can information about scale and
IMU variables be transferred from the IMU initializer to the
main system? 3) If the scale estimate changes, how can a
consistent marginalization prior be maintained? VI-DSO [6]
tried to address 3 by introducing dynamic marginalization,
which does keep the marginalization factor consistent, but
loses too much information in the process.

In this work we propose delayed marginalization, which
provides a meaningful answer to all three of these questions.



The idea is to maintain a second, delayed marginalization
prior, which has very little overhead, but enables three core
techniques:

1) We can populate the delayed factor graph with new
IMU factors to perform the proposed pose graph
bundle adjustment (PGBA). This is the basis of an
IMU initialization which captures the full photometric
uncertainty, leading to increased accuracy.

2) The graph used for IMU initialization can be re-
advanced, providing a marginalization prior with IMU
information for the main system.

3) When the scale changes significantly in the main
system we can trigger marginalization replacement.

The combination of these techniques makes for a highly
accurate initializer, which is robust even to long periods of
unobservability. Based on it we implement a visual-inertial
odometry (VIO) system featuring a photometric front-end
integrated with a new dynamic photometric weight.

We evaluate our method on three challenging datasets
(Fig. 1), capturing three domains: The EuRoC dataset [7]
recorded by a flying drone, the TUM-VI dataset [8] cap-
tured with a handheld device, and the 4Seasons dataset [9]
representing the automotive scenario. The latter features long
stretches of constant velocity, posing a particular challenge
for mono-inertial odometry.

We show that our system exceeds the state of the art in
visual-inertial odometry, even outperforming stereo-inertial
methods. In summary our contributions are:

• Delayed marginalization compensates drawbacks of
marginalization while retaining the advantages.

• Pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA) combines the
efficiency of pose graph optimization with the full
uncertainty of bundle adjustment.

• A state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry system with
a novel multi-stage IMU initializer and dynamically
weighted photometric factors.

The full source code for our approach will be released.

II. RELATED WORK

Initially, most visual odometry and SLAM systems have
been feature-based [10], either using filtering [11] or non-
linear optimization [12] [13]. More recently, direct methods
have been proposed, which optimize a photometric error
function and can operate on dense [14] [15], semi-dense [16],
or sparse point clouds [17].

Mourikis and Roumeliotis [1] have shown that a tight
integration of visual and inertial measurements can greatly
increase accuracy and robustness of odometry. Afterwards,
many tightly-coupled visual-inertial odometry [18] [19] and
SLAM systems [20] [21] [3] [5] have been proposed.

Initialization of monocular visual-inertial systems is not
trivial, as sufficient motion is necessary for the scale to
become observable [22] [2]. Most systems [4] [3] [5] start
with a visual-only system and use its output for a separate
IMU initialization. In contrast to these systems, we continue
optimizing the scale explicitly in the main system. We note

that ORB-SLAM3 [5] also continues to refine the scale after
initialization, but this is a separate optimization fixing all
poses and only performed until 75 seconds after initializa-
tion. [23] also continues to optimize the scale in the main
system, but in contrast to us they do not transfer covariances
between the main system and the initializer, thus they do
not achieve the same level of accuracy. Different to all these
systems, the proposed delayed marginalization allows our
IMU initializer to capture the full visual uncertainty and
continuously optimize the scale in the main system.

VI-DSO [6] initializes immediately with an arbitrary scale
and explicitly optimizes the scale in the main system. It
also introduced dynamic marginalization to handle the con-
sequential large scale changes in the main system. Compared
to it we propose a separate IMU initializer, delayed marginal-
ization as a better alternative to dynamic marginalization, a
dynamic photometric error weight, and more improvements,
resulting in greatly improved accuracy and robustness.

III. METHOD

A. Notation
We denote vectors as bold lowercase letters x, matrices as

bold upper-case letter H, scalars as lowercase letters �, and
functions as uppercase letters E. TV

w cami
2 SE(3) represents

the transformation from camera i to world in the visual
coordinate frame V , and RV

w cami
2 SO(3) is the respective

rotation. Poses are represented either in visual frame PV

i
:=

TV

cami w, or in inertial frame PI

i
:= TI

w imui . If not mentioned
otherwise we use poses in visual frame Pi := PV

i
. We also

use states s, which can contain transformations, rotations,
and vectors. For states we define the subtraction operator
si�sj , which applies log(RiR

�1
j

) for rotations and other Lie
group elements, and a regular subtraction for vector values.

B. Direct Visual-Inertial Bundle Adjustment
The core of DM-VIO is the visual-inertial bundle adjust-

ment performed for all keyframes. As commonly done, we
jointly optimize visual and IMU variables in a combined
energy function. For the visual part we choose a direct formu-
lation based on DSO [17], as it is a very accurate and robust
system. For integrating IMU data into the bundle adjustment
we perform preintegration [24] between keyframes.

We optimize the following energy function using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm:

E(s) = W (ephoto) · Ephoto + Eimu + Eprior (1)

Eprior contains added priors on the first pose and the gravity
direction, as well as the marginalization priors explained in
section III-C. In the following we describe the individual
energy terms and the optimized state.
Photometric error: The photometric energy is based on
[17]. We optimize a set of active keyframes F , each of which
hosts a set of points Pi. Every point p is projected into all
keyframes obs(p) where it is visible, and the photometric
energy is computed:

Ephoto =
X

i2F

X

p2Pi

X

j2obs(p)

Epj (2)



Epj =
X

p2Np

!p

����(Ij [p
0]� bj)�

tje
aj

tie
ai
(Ii[p]� bi)

����
�

(3)

For details regarding the variables we refer the reader to [17].
Dynamic photometric weight: In cases of bad image
quality, the system should rely mostly on the inertial data.
However due to the photometric cost function used, bad
image quality will often lead to very large photometric
residuals, effectively increasing the photometric weight com-
pared to the IMU. To counteract this we propose a dynamic
photometric weight W (ephoto). We compute it using the root
mean squared photometric error ephoto =

p
Ephoto/nresiduals.

W (ephoto) = � ·
(
(✓/ephoto)2, if ephoto � ✓

1, otherwise
(4)

where � is a static weight component, and ✓ is the threshold
from which the error-dependent weight is activated. This
effectively normalizes the root mean squared photometric
error to be

p
�✓ at maximum, similar to a threshold robust

cost function [25]. In contrast to the Huber norm in Equation
(3), which downweights individual points that violate the
photometric assumption, this weight addresses cases where
the overall image quality is bad and increases the relative
weight of the IMU. In our experiments we choose ✓ = 8.
Optimized variables: We optimize scale and gravity di-
rection as explicit variables. While bundle adjustment can
in principle also change the scale and global orientation,
convergence is improved when optimizing them explicitly
instead [6]. To facilitate this, we represent poses for the
visual factors in visual frame V and poses for the IMU
factors in IMU frame I . Whereas the IMU frame has a
metric scale and a z-axis aligned with gravity direction, the
visual frame can have an arbitrary scale and rotation, which
is defined during initialization of the visual system. To model
this we optimize the scale s and the rotation RV I . As yaw
is not observable using an IMU, we fix the last coordinate
of RV I . We convert between the coordinate frames using:

PI

i
:= TI

w imui = ⌦(PV

i
,S,RV I) =

R�1
V I

SI V (P
V

i
)�1S�1

I V
Tcam imu

(5)

where SI V is the Sim(3) element with identity rotation and
translation, and scale s. The other variables are converted to
Sim(3), but note that the result has scale 1 and is in SE(3).

The full state optimized is

s = {s,RV I} [
[

i2F
si (6)

with si being the states for all active keyframes defined as:

si = {PV

i
,vi,bi, ai, bi, d

0
i
, d

2
i
, ...d

j

i
} (7)

where vi is the velocity, bi the bias, ai and bi are affine
brightness parameters, and d

j

i
are the inverse depths of active

points hosted in the keyframe. Optimization is performed
with a custom integration of the SIMD-accelerated code from
[17] for photometric residuals and GTSAM for other factors.
IMU Error: We apply the well-known IMU preintegration
first proposed in [26], implemented as smart factors in [27],

and further improved in [24]. For this energy we use the
IMU state sI

i
:= {PI

i
,vi,bi}, which contains poses in IMU

frame and is computed from the optimized state si using
Equation (5). Given the previous state sI

i
, the preintegration

data provides us with a prediction bsI
j

for the following
state sI

j
as well as a covariance matrix b⌃j . The resulting

inertial error function penalizes deviations of the current state
estimate from the predicted state.

Eimu(s
I

i
, sI

j
) :=

�
bsI
j
� sI

j

�T b⌃�1
j

�
bsI
j
� sI

j

�
(8)

C. Partial Marginalization using the Schur Complement
We marginalize old variables using the Schur complement.

When marginalizing a set � of variables, we gather all factors
dependent on them as well as the connected variables ↵,
which form the Markov blanket. These factors are linearized
at the current state estimate, yielding the linear system:


H↵↵ H↵�

H�↵ H��

� 
s↵
s�

�
=


b↵

b�

�
(9)

We apply the Schur-complement, which results in the new
linear system dH↵↵s↵ = cb↵ with

dH↵↵ = H↵↵ �H↵�H
�1
��

H�↵ (10)

cb↵ = b↵ �H↵�H
�1
��

b� (11)

This linear system forms a marginalization prior connecting
all variables in ↵ (Fig. 2a).

We keep a maximum of Nf = 8 keyframes during the
bundle adjustment1. The marginalization strategy is taken
over from [17]: This means that different from a fixed-lag
smoother, we do not always marginalize the oldest pose, but
instead keep a combination of newer and older poses, as long
as they do not leave the field of view. As shown in [17] this is
superior to a fixed-lag smoother for visual odometry. When
marginalizing a pose, first all remaining points hosted in the
frame are marginalized and residuals with remaining active
points are dropped. This retains sparsity of the Hessian while
preserving enough information.

D. Delayed Marginalization
The concept of marginalization explained in the previous

section has the advantage of capturing the full probability
distribution. In fact, solving the resulting smaller system is
equivalent to solving the much larger original system, as long
as the marginalized factors are not relinearized.

However, it also comes with severe drawbacks: Reverting
the marginalization of a set of variables is not possible
without redoing the whole marginalization procedure. Also,
to keep the marginalization prior consistent, First-Estimates
Jacobians (FEJ) [28] have to be applied. This means that the
linearization point of all connected variables has to be fixed
as soon as they are connected to a marginalization prior.
This is especially problematic for visual-inertial odometry,
where the scale is connected to the marginalization prior as

1We define Nf as the maximum number of frames during bundle
adjustment, whereas in [17] it is the number of frames after marginalization.



 Technically the active photometric
factor comprises many ternary factors
each connecting one inverse depth, the
host keyframe and the target keyframe.
Here we summarize them as one factor
connecting all active keyframe, and
leave out point variables for simplicity.

Fig. 2: Delayed Marginalization and PGBA: a) Normal marginalization in the visual graph. Note that not always the oldest
pose is marginalized. b) Delayed marginalization: We marginalize all variables in the same order as the main graph, but
with a delay d (in practice d = 100). Marginalization in this graph is equally fast as marginalizing in the main graph. c) For
the pose graph bundle adjustment (PGBA) we populate the delayed graph with IMU factors. This optimization leverages
the full photometric uncertainty. d) We readvance the marginalization in the graph used for PGBA to obtain an updated
marginalization prior for the main system. This transfers inertial information from the initializer to the main system.

soon as the first keyframe is marginalized, but might change
significantly. In [6] dynamic marginalization was introduced
to combat this, but it is limited in its application to a single
one-dimensional variable, namely the scale, and loses most
prior inertial information when the scale changes quickly.

Here we introduce delayed marginalization which circum-
vents the drawbacks of marginalization while retaining the
advantages. It enables us to:

• Effectively undo part of the marginalization to capture
the full photometric probability distribution for the pose
graph bundle adjustment (section III-E).

• Update the initially visual-only marginalization prior
with IMU information after the IMU initialization.

• Relinearize variables in the Markov blanket while keep-
ing all visual and most inertial information.

The idea of delayed marginalization is that marginal-
ization cannot be undone, but it can be delayed: In
addition to the normal marginalization prior we also maintain
a second, delayed marginalization prior and corresponding
factor graph. In this delayed graph, marginalization of frames
is performed with a delay of d. Points are still marginalized
at the same time in the delayed graph, resulting in linearized
photometric factors. We note that the same marginalization
order as in the original graph is preserved. Switching to a
fixed-lag smoother for this graph would immediately lead to
a much larger Markov blanket jeopardizing the runtime of the
system. E.g. in Fig. 2b we depict the delayed marginalization

of P1. The Markov blanket only contains P0, P2, and P3.
If we instead marginalized the oldest frame P0, the Markov
blanket would contain P1 �P7, leading to higher runtime.
Marginalization in the delayed graph has the same
runtime as marginalization in the original graph. The
delayed graph contains the same photometric factors as the
original graph, and points are marginalized at the same
time. This means that each linearized photometric factor
in the delayed graph is connected to exactly the Nf = 8
keyframes which were active when the respective factor
was generated. By keeping the marginalization order, the
Markov blanket in the delayed graph always has the same
size as the one in the original graph. Thus, the runtime
of the Schur complement is the same. This means that the
overhead of Delayed Marginalization is very small even for
arbitrarily large delays, as it only amounts to an additional
marginalization procedure per delayed graph.

E. Pose Graph Bundle Adjustment for IMU Initialization
PGBA utilizes delayed marginalization for IMU initializa-

tion. The idea is to populate the delayed graph with IMU
factors and optimize all variables (Fig. 2c).
Populating the graph: Let a frame Pi be directly connected
to the newest pose Pk iff all poses Pj , i < j < k have not
been marginalized yet. We determine the first frame Pconn
in the delayed graph which is still directly connected to the
newest frame. In Fig. 2c this is P2. From there, we insert
IMU factors and bias factors to all successive frames.



We cannot start before Pconn because we do not want to
insert IMU factors between non-successive keyframes. As
the marginalization order is not fixed-lag, this means that we
have to optimize poses without corresponding IMU variables.

It can be shown that there can be at most Nf �2 poses
without IMU variables. The reason is that all non-connected
poses were at some point active at the same time. This means
that in practice we have at least d�Nf+2 poses for which we
can add IMU data. In practice, we choose Nf = 8 and delay
d = 100, meaning that even in the worst case there will be
93 IMU factors in the optimization. As explained previously,
fixed-lag smoothing would either result in a dense Hessian
or in suboptimal performance of the visual system, so this
is a very good trade-off.
Optimization: We optimize the graph with the GTSAM
[29] library using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer with
the provided Ceres-default settings. In this optimization
all points are marginalized. We call it pose graph bundle
adjustment because it is a combination of regular pose graph
optimization (PGO) and bundle adjustment (BA). In contrast
to BA, we do not update our estimates for point depths
and do not relinearize photometric error terms. Different
from PGO we do not use binary constraints between poses,
but instead use ”octonary” constraints, which connect Nf

frames and capture the full probability distribution of BA.
Compared to PGO our solution is thus more accurate while
being much faster than full BA. By using a fixed delay it is
also constrained in runtime even though it can be performed
at any time without losing any prior visual information.
Readvancing: Another advantage of delayed marginaliza-
tion and our PGBA is that we can obtain a marginalization
prior for the main system, capturing all the visual and inertial
information. For this, we readvance the graph used for the
PGBA. This works by successively marginalizing all the
variables which have been marginalized in the main graph.
Again, this is done preserving the marginalization order,
which means that in each marginalization step the Markov
blanket has a fixed maximum size. Hence, marginalizing step
by step is significantly faster than marginalizing all variables
at once, which would involve a much larger matrix inversion.
Fig. 2d shows the result of readvancing.

F. Robust Multi-Stage IMU Initialization
Our initialization strategy is based on three insights:
1) When some variables are unknown (in our case scale,

gravity direction, and biases) and others are close to
the optimum, it is most efficient to first optimize only
the unknown variables and fix the others.

2) The most accurate result can be obtained by optimizing
all variables jointly, capturing the full covariance.

3) When marginalizing, connected variables have to be
close to the optimum, otherwise the marginalization
prior becomes inconsistent.

These observations inspire 1) the Coarse IMU Initializa-
tion, 2) the PGBA, and 3) the Marginalization Replacement
(Fig. 3). Note that after ”Initialize main VIO”, the main VIO
system III-B (green box) is already running in parallel.

Marginalization
Replacement

Replace values
and

marginalization
prior of main

graph

Replace
marginalization
prior of main

graph

Fig. 3: Our multi-stage IMU initialization. First we perform
a coarse IMU initialization, which provides initial values for
the PGBA. The PGBA captures the full visual covariances,
achieving very accurate initial estimates for scale, gravity
direction, and biases. It also provides an updated marginal-
ization prior for the main graph. By also optimizing the scale
in the main VIO system (green box), we can initialize early
(purple box) and later reinitialize or perform marginalization
replacement, if new information about the scale becomes
available. The proposed delayed marginalization is what en-
ables both, the PGBA, and the marginalization replacement.

For this initializer we use a single delayed graph with a
delay of d = 100. This delayed graph will always contain
only visual factors and no IMU factors, even after the first
initialization, to facilitate the marginalization replacement.
Coarse IMU Initialization: For this we only consider
the last d = 100 keyframes and connect them with IMU
factors. Similar to the inertial only optimization used for
initialization in ORB-SLAM3 [5], in this optimization we fix
the poses and use a single bias. We only optimize velocities,
bias, the gravity direction and the scale. Gravity direction
is initialized by averaging the accelerometer measurements
between the first two keyframes, scale is initialized with
1, and bias and velocity with 0. This optimization is less
accurate than PGBA but serves as an initialization for it.
After optimizing, we compute the marginal covariance for
the scale cov(s) and continue to the PGBA if it is smaller



TABLE I: Evaluation of various mono (M) and stereo (S) visual-inertial odometry systems on EuRoC. Our system provides
a notable improvement over the state-of-the art. Please note that a full SLAM system utilizing loop closures can achieve
even more accurate results, e.g. ORB-SLAM-VI has a mean error of 0.075, and ORB-SLAM3 has a mean error of 0.043.

Sequence MH1 MH2 MH3 MH4 MH5 V11 V12 V13 V21 V22 V23 Avg

MCSKF2 [1] (M) RMSE 0.42 0.45 0.23 0.37 0.48 0.34 0.20 0.67 0.10 0.16 1.13 0.414

OKVIS1 [19] (M) RMSE 0.33 0.37 0.25 0.27 0.39 0.094 0.14 0.21 0.090 0.17 0.23 0.231

ROVIO2 [18] (M) RMSE 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.49 0.52 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.224

VINS-Mono [3] (M) RMSE 0.15 0.15 0.22 0.32 0.30 0.079 0.11 0.18 0.080 0.16 0.27 0.184

Kimera [21] (S) RMSE 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.24 0.35 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.21 0.141

Online VIO [23] (M) RMSE 0.14 0.13 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.05 0.07 0.16 0.04 0.11 0.17 0.135

VI-DSO [6] (M) RMSE 0.062 0.044 0.117 0.132 0.121 0.059 0.067 0.096 0.040 0.062 0.174 0.089
Scale Error (%) 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.4 0.7

BASALT [20] (S) RMSE 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.05 - 0.072

DM-VIO (M) RMSE 0.065 0.044 0.097 0.102 0.096 0.048 0.045 0.069 0.029 0.050 0.114 0.069
Scale Error (%) 1.3 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.3 0.02 0.6 0.8 0.6

1 results taken from [3].
2 results taken from [30], these are Sim(3)-aligned.
All other results are taken from the respective paper.

than a threshold ✓init. As shown in [31], taking into account
IMU noise parameters is crucial for good IMU initialization,
which our coarse IMU initialization satisfies. But for our
method it is just an initialization for the PGBA, which in
addition models photometric noise properties.
PGBA IMU Init.: We perform PGBA as explained in
section III-E. Afterwards, we again threshold on the marginal
covariance for the scale to find out if the optimization was
successful. When a tighter threshold ✓reinit is not also met,
we initialize with the result, but will perform another PGBA
afterwards to reinitialize with more accurate values. This
reinitialization enables us to set ✓init to a relatively large
value, allowing to use IMU data in the main system earlier.
Marginalization Replacement: After IMU initialization,
we monitor how much the scale s changes compared to
the First-Estimates scale sfej used in the marginalization
prior. If this change exceeds a threshold ✓marg, i.e. �s :=
max(s, sfej)/min(s, sfej) > ✓s, we trigger a marginalization
replacement. For the marginalization replacement we rebuild
the PGBA graph by populating the delayed graph with IMU
factors, Fig. 2c). Different from the PGBA, we do not
optimize in this graph but instead just readvance it to obtain
an updated marginalization prior. This new prior still contains
all visual factors and at least the last d � Nf + 1 = 93
IMU factors. We disable the marginalization replacement
if more than ✓lost = 50% of the IMU factors contained in
the previous prior would be lost. This procedure shows how
delayed marginalization can be used to update FEJ values,
overcoming one of the main problems of marginalization.

In realtime mode we perform the coarse IMU initialization
and the PGBA in a separate thread. Note how important the
proposed delayed marginalization is for this IMU initializa-
tion. It allows the PGBA to capture the full covariance from
the photometric bundle adjustment. By readvancing, this also
enables us to generate a marginalization prior for the main

system, containing all IMU information from the initializer.
Lastly, it is used for updating the marginalization prior when
the scale changes after the initialization.

IV. RESULTS

We evaluate our method on the EuRoC dataset [7], the
TUM-VI dataset [8], and the 4Seasons dataset [9], cov-
ering flying drones, handheld sequences, and autonomous
driving respectively. We encourage the reader to watch
the supplementary video which shows qualitative realtime
results on 4Seasons and TUM-VI slides1. We also provide
ablation studies and runtime evaluations in the supplementary
available at vision.in.tum.de/dm-vio.

Unless otherwise stated all experiments are performed
in realtime mode on the same MacBook Pro 2013 (i7 at
2.3GHz) which was used for generating the results in [6],
without utilizing the GPU. As ORB-SLAM3 is not officially
supported on MacOS, we show results for it on a slightly
stronger desktop with an Intel Core i7-7700K at 4.2GHz,
which is very similar to the PC used in their paper.

All methods are evaluated 10 times for EuRoC and 5
times for the other datasets on each sequence. Following
[17], results are presented in cumulative error plots, which
show how many sequences (y-axis) have been tracked with
an accuracy better than the threshold on the x-axis. We
perform SE(3) alignment of the trajectory with the provided
ground-truth and report the root mean squared error (RMSE),
also called absolute trajectory error (ATE). On TUM-VI and
4Seasons, trajectory lengths can vary greatly so we report the
drift in %, which we compute with drift = rmse·100

length . We also
show tables to compare to numbers from other papers and
report the median result for each sequence for our method.

A. EuRoC dataset
The EuRoC dataset [7] is the most popular visual-inertial

dataset to date, and many powerful methods have been eval-



TABLE II: RMSE ATE in m on the TUM-VI dataset [8]. Best
results in bold, underline is the best result among monocular
methods. DM-VIO outperforms even state-of-the-art stereo-
inertial methods by a large margin.

Sequence ROVIO VINS OKVIS BASALT DM-VIO length
stereo mono stereo stereo mono [m]

corridor1 0.47 0.63 0.33 0.34 0.19 305
corridor2 0.75 0.95 0.47 0.42 0.47 322
corridor3 0.85 1.56 0.57 0.35 0.24 300
corridor4 0.13 0.25 0.26 0.21 0.13 114
corridor5 2.09 0.77 0.39 0.37 0.16 270
magistrale1 4.52 2.19 3.49 1.20 2.35 918
magistrale2 13.43 3.11 2.73 1.11 2.24 561
magistrale3 14.80 0.40 1.22 0.74 1.69 566
magistrale4 39.73 5.12 0.77 1.58 1.02 688
magistrale5 3.47 0.85 1.62 0.60 0.73 458
magistrale6 X 2.29 3.91 3.23 1.19 771
outdoors1 101.95 74.96 X 255.04 123.24 2656
outdoors2 21.67 133.46 73.86 64.61 12.76 1601
outdoors3 26.10 36.99 32.38 38.26 8.92 1531
outdoors4 X 16.46 19.51 17.53 15.25 928
outdoors5 54.32 130.63 13.12 7.89 7.16 1168
outdoors6 149.14 133.60 96.51 65.50 34.86 2045
outdoors7 49.01 21.90 13.61 4.07 5.00 1748
outdoors8 36.03 83.36 16.31 13.53 2.11 986
room1 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.03 146
room2 0.33 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.13 142
room3 0.15 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.09 135
room4 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.04 68
room5 0.12 0.20 0.07 0.13 0.06 131
room6 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.02 67
slides1 13.73 0.68 0.86 0.32 0.31 289
slides2 0.81 0.84 2.15 0.32 0.87 299
slides3 4.68 0.69 2.58 0.89 0.60 383
avg drift% 16.83* 1.700 0.815* 0.939 0.472 normalized

uated on it. In Table I we compare to the state-of-the art in
visual-inertial odometry, all results are without loop-closure.
Our method outperforms all other methods clearly in terms of
RMSE. The closest competitor is Basalt [20], a stereo-inertial
method which achieves a smaller error on 2 sequences. We
also observe the lowest average scale error reported on the
dataset so far, confirming that our contributions in IMU
initialization have a positive impact on performance. In the
supplementary we provide runtime evaluations, showing that
tracking takes 10.34ms on average, and keyframe processing
takes 53.67ms. The delayed marginalization is responsible
for an overhead of 0.44ms or 0.8% in the keyframe thread.

B. TUM-VI dataset

The TUM-VI dataset [8] is a very challenging handheld
dataset, featuring large-scale indoor and outdoor scenes, and
even sequences sliding down a tube, where almost the full
image is covered. With long periods of walking in straight
lines, stereo methods have an advantage here as they still can
observe the scale with constant motion. We compare to the
state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry methods evaluated
in [8] in Table II. Our method clearly outperforms the other
monocular method in VINS-Mono [3] on most sequences,
and even compared to the stereo methods it shows the best
result on 16 sequences and a mean drift of 0.472. The closest
competitor is again Basalt, which achieves the best result on
8 sequences and a mean drift of 0.939.

On this dataset, we also evaluate against ORB-SLAM3 [5],
which is the state-of-the art visual-inertial SLAM system.
This is not entirely fair as ORB-SLAM3 uses loop closures
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Fig. 4: Cumulative error plot for the TUM-VI dataset (drift
in %). Our method clearly outperforms both VI-DSO and
ORB-SLAM3 in terms of robustness. Thanks to its powerful
loop closure system, ORB-SLAM3 has an advantage in terms
of accuracy on some sequences.

(which cannot be disabled), constituting an advantage over
the other methods. We find the comparison still helpful
as it allows to make conclusions regarding the underlying
odometry. We have evaluated ORB-SLAM3 5 times on each
sequence and reproduced their results with code and settings
provided by the authors. For this comparison we have also
evaluated VI-DSO [6], and the results are shown in Fig. 4.
We observe that ORB-SLAM3 is more accurate on some
sequences thanks to its very strong loop closure system.
However, our method is more robust overall. This indicates
that an integration of loop closure and map reuse into our
system would be an interesting future research direction.

C. 4Seasons dataset

The 4Seasons dataset [9] is a very recent automotive
dataset, which, in contrast to most other car datasets, features
a well time-synchronized visual-inertial sensor. The lower
part of the images is obstructed by the car hood, hence we
crop off the bottom 96 pixels, which we do for all methods.
As this is the first odometry method to evaluate on the
4Seasons dataset, we make sure to determine IMU noise
parameters for all methods the same way to ensure a fair
comparison: We have manually read off the accelerometer
and gyroscope noise density and bias random walk from the
Allan variance plot provided in the data sheet of the IMU.
To handle unmodeled effects we follow [8] and inflate noise
values by different amounts to determine the best setting for
all methods. For each method we tried noise models inflated
by 1, 10, 100, 1000 respectively and chose the configuration
which gave best results. For VI-DSO and for our method
we slightly modified the visual initializer by adding a zero-
prior to the translation on the x and y axis, and also
added a threshold to stop keyframe creation for translations
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Fig. 5: Cumulative error plot for the 4Seasons dataset (drift
in %). With lots of stretches with constant velocity, this
dataset is extremely challenging for monocular visual-inertial
methods. Thanks to our novel IMU initializer powered by
delayed marginalization and PGBA, DM-VIO is able to cope
with it and even outperforms stereo-inertial methods.

smaller than 0.01m (the latter was not activated for VI-
DSO as it did not improve the results for it). Otherwise,
parameters are the same as for the other experiments. For
Basalt we tried all three provided default configurations with
the optimal noise values to find the best settings. After
choosing the configuration for each method, we perform one
final evaluation, running all 30 sequences 5 times each.

The results are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that the auto-
motive scenario is very challenging for monocular methods.
This is expected as it naturally features many stretches with
constant motion, where scale is not observable, constituting
a challenge for IMU initialization. Thanks to our novel IMU
initialization, DM-VIO not only works well on the dataset but
even outperforms stereo-inertial ORB-SLAM3 and Basalt,
while using monocular images and no loop closures.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a monocular visual-inertial odometry
system which outperforms the state of the art, even stereo-
inertial methods. Thanks to a novel IMU initializer, it works
well in flying, handheld, and automotive scenarios, extending
the applicability of monocular methods. The foundation of
our IMU initialization is delayed marginalization, which also
enables the pose graph bundle adjustment.

We anticipate that this method will spark further research
in this direction. The idea of delayed marginalization could
be applied to more use cases, e.g. for reactivating old
keyframes in a marginalization setting to enable map reuse.
The pose graph bundle adjustment can also be applied to
long-term loop closures. Lastly, our open-source system is
easily extendible, as all optimizations are integrated with
GTSAM, allowing to quickly add new factors. This could
be used for GPS integration, wheel odometry, and more.
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Abstract

We propose D3VO as a novel framework for monocu-
lar visual odometry that exploits deep networks on three
levels – deep depth, pose and uncertainty estimation. We
first propose a novel self-supervised monocular depth es-
timation network trained on stereo videos without any ex-
ternal supervision. In particular, it aligns the training im-
age pairs into similar lighting condition with predictive
brightness transformation parameters. Besides, we model
the photometric uncertainties of pixels on the input images,
which improves the depth estimation accuracy and provides
a learned weighting function for the photometric residu-
als in direct (feature-less) visual odometry. Evaluation re-
sults show that the proposed network outperforms state-of-
the-art self-supervised depth estimation networks. D3VO
tightly incorporates the predicted depth, pose and uncer-
tainty into a direct visual odometry method to boost both
the front-end tracking as well as the back-end non-linear
optimization. We evaluate D3VO in terms of monocular vi-
sual odometry on both the KITTI odometry benchmark and
the EuRoC MAV dataset. The results show that D3VO out-
performs state-of-the-art traditional monocular VO meth-
ods by a large margin. It also achieves comparable re-
sults to state-of-the-art stereo/LiDAR odometry on KITTI
and to the state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry on Eu-
RoC MAV, while using only a single camera.

1. Introduction
Deep learning has swept most areas of computer vision

– not only high-level tasks like object classification, detec-
tion and segmentation [30, 39, 58], but also low-level ones
such as optical flow estimation [12, 65] and interest point
detection and description [11, 13, 79]. Yet, in the field of
Simultaneously Localization And Mapping (SLAM) or Vi-
sual Odometry (VO) which estimates the relative camera
poses from image sequences, traditional geometric-based
approaches [16, 17, 53] still dominate the field. While
monocular methods [16,52] have the advantage of low hard-
ware cost and less calibration effort, they cannot achieve
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Figure 1: We propose D3VO – a novel monocular visual odome-
try (VO) framework which exploits deep neural networks on three
levels: Deep depth (D), Deep pose (T t�1

t ) and Deep uncertainty
(⌃) estimation. D3VO integrates the three estimations tightly into
both the front-end tracking and the back-end non-linear optimiza-
tion of a sparse direct odometry framework [16].

competitive performance compared to stereo [53, 74] or
visual-inertial odometry (VIO) [44, 54, 56, 72], due to the
scale drift [62,77] and low robustness. Recently, there have
been many efforts to address this by leveraging deep neu-
ral networks [48, 68, 80, 83]. It has been shown that with
deep monocular depth estimation networks [26, 27, 43, 78],
the performance of monocular VO is boosted, since deep
networks are able to estimate depth maps with consistent
metric scale by learning a-priori knowledge from a large
amount of data [42].

In this way, however, deep neural networks are only
used to a limited degree. Recent advances of self- and un-
supervised monocular depth estimation networks [26, 86]
show that the poses of the adjacent monocular frames can
be predicted together with the depth. Since the pose esti-
mation from deep neural networks shows high robustness,
one question arises: Can the deep-predicted poses be em-
ployed to boost traditional VO? On the other hand, since
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SLAM/VO is essentially a state estimation problem where
uncertainty plays an important role [19, 63, 69] and mean-
while many learning based methods have started estimating
uncertainties, the next question is, how can we incorporate
such uncertainty-predictions into optimization-based VO?

In this paper, we propose D3VO as a framework for
monocular direct (feature-less) visual VO that exploits self-
supervised monocular depth estimation network on three
levels: deep depth, pose and uncertainty estimation, as
shown in Fig. 1. To this end, we first propose a purely
self-supervised network trained with stereo videos. The
proposed self-supervised network predicts the depth from a
single image with DepthNet and the pose between two ad-
jacent frames with PoseNet. The two networks are bridged
by minimizing the photometric error originated from both
static stereo warping with the rectified baseline and tem-
poral warping using the predicted pose. In this way, the
temporal information is incorporated into the training of
depth, which leads to more accurate estimation. To deal
with the inconsistent illumination between the training im-
age pairs, our network predicts the brightness transforma-
tion parameters which align the brightness of source and
target images during training on the fly. The evaluation on
the EuRoC MAV dataset shows that the proposed brightness
transformation significantly improves the depth estimation
accuracy. To integrate the deep depth into VO system, we
firstly initialize every new 3D point with the predicted depth
with a metric scale. Then we adopt the virtual stereo term
proposed in Deep Virtual Stereo Odometry (DVSO) [78] to
incorporate the predicted pose into the non-linear optimiza-
tion. Unlike DVSO which uses a semi-supervised monoc-
ular depth estimation network relying on auxiliary depth
extracted from state-of-the-art stereo VO system [74], our
network uses only stereo videos without any external depth
supervision.

Although the illumination change is explicitly modeled,
it is not the only factor which may violate the bright-
ness constancy assumption [40]. Other factors, e.g., non-
Lambertian surfaces, high-frequency areas and moving ob-
jects, also corrupt it. Inspired by the recent research on
aleatoric uncertainty by deep neural networks [35, 40], the
proposed network estimates the photometric uncertainty as
predictive variance conditioned on the input image. As a
result, the errors originated from pixels which are likely
to violate the brightness constancy assumption are down-
weighted. The learned weights of the photometric residuals
also drive us to the idea of incorporating it into direct VO
– since both the self-supervised training scheme and the di-
rect VO share a similar photometric objective, we propose
to use the learned weights to replace the weighting function
of the photometric residual in traditional direct VO which is
empirically set [61] or only accounts for the intrinsic uncer-
tainty of the specific algorithm itself [16, 37].

Robustness is one of the most important factors in de-
signing VO algorithm. However, traditional monocular vi-
sual VO suffers from a lack of robustness when confronted
with low textured areas or fast movement [72]. The typical
solution is to introduce an inertial measurement unit (IMU).
But this increases the calibration effort and, more impor-
tantly, at constant velocity, IMUs cannot deliver the metric
scale in constant velocity [50]. We propose to increase the
robustness of monocular VO by incorporating the estimated
pose from the deep network into both the front-end tracking
and the back-end non-linear optimization. For the front-
end tracking, we replace the pose from the constant veloc-
ity motion model with the estimated pose from the network.
Besides, the estimated pose is also used as a squared regu-
larizer in addition to direct image alignment [66]. For the
back-end non-linear optimization, we propose a pose en-
ergy term which is jointly minimized with the photometric
energy term of direct VO.

We evaluate the proposed monocular depth estima-
tion network and D3VO on both KITTI [25] and EuRoC
MAV [5]. We achieve state-of-the-art performances on both
monocular depth estimation and camera tracking. In par-
ticular, by incorporating deep depth, deep uncertainty and
deep pose, D3VO achieves comparable results to state-of-
the-art stereo/LiDAR methods on KITTI Odometry, and
also comparable results to the state-of-the-art VIO methods
on EuRoC MAV, while being a monocular method.

2. Related Work
Deep learning for monocular depth estimation. Su-

pervised learning [15, 43, 45] shows great performance on
monocular depth estimation. Eigen et al. [14, 15] pro-
pose to use multi-scale CNNs which directly regresses the
pixel-wise depth map from a single input image. Laina
et al. [43] propose a robust loss function to improve the
estimation accuracy. Fu et al. [24] recast the monocular
depth estimation network as an ordinal regression prob-
lem and achieve superior performance. More recent works
start to tackle the problem in a self- and unsupervised
way by learning the depth map using the photometric er-
ror [27, 28, 49, 73, 81, 82, 86] and adopting differentiable
interpolation [32]. Our self-supervised depth estimation
network builds upon MonoDepth2 [26] and extends it by
predicting the brightness transformation parameters and the
photometric uncertainty.

Deep learning for uncertainty estimation. The uncer-
tainty estimation of deep learning has recently been inves-
tigated in [35, 36] where two types of uncertainties are
proposed. Klodt et al. [40] propose to leverage the con-
cept of aleatoric uncertainty to estimate the photometric and
the depth uncertainties in order to improve the depth esti-
mation accuracy. However, when formulating the photo-
metric uncertainty, they do not consider brightness changes



across different images which in fact can be modeled explic-
itly. Our method predicts the photometric uncertainty con-
ditioned on the brightness-aligned image, which can deliver
better photometric uncertainty estimation. Besides, we also
seek to make better use of our learned uncertainties and pro-
pose to incorporate them into traditional VO systems [16].

Deep learning for VO / SLAM. End-to-end learned
deep neural networks have been explored to directly predict
the relative poses between images with supervised [70, 75,
85] or unsupervised learning [46, 73, 82, 86]. Besides pose
estimation, CodeSLAM [2] delivers dense reconstruction
by jointly optimizing the learned prior of the dense geome-
try together with camera poses. However, in terms of pose
estimation accuracy all these end-to-end methods are infe-
rior to classical stereo or visual inertial based VO methods.
Building on the success of deep monocular depth estima-
tion, several works integrate the predicted depth/disparity
map into monocular VO systems [68, 78] to improve per-
formance and eliminate the scale drift. CNN-SLAM [68]
fuses the depth predicted by a supervised deep neural net-
work into LSD-SLAM [17] and the depth maps are refined
with Bayesian filtering, achieving superior performance in
indoor environments [29, 64]. Other works [10, 67] explore
the application of deep neural networks on feature based
methods ,and [34] uses Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) as an image enhancement method to improve the
robustness of VO in low light. The most related work to
ours is Deep Virtual Stereo Odometry (DVSO). DVSO pro-
poses a virtual stereo term that incooperates the depth es-
timation from a semi-supervised network into a direct VO
pipeline. In particular, DVSO outperforms other monocular
VO systems by a large margin, and even achieves compa-
rable performance to state-of-the-art stereo visual odometry
systems [53, 74]. While DVSO merely leverages the depth,
the proposed D3VO exploits the power of deep networks on
multiple levels thereby incorporating more information into
the direct VO pipeline.

3. Method
We first introduce a novel self-supervised neural net-

work that predicts depth, pose and uncertainty. The net-
work also estimates affine brightness transformation pa-
rameters to align the illumination of the training images in
a self-supervised manner. The photometric uncertainty is
predicted based on a distribution over the possible bright-
ness values [35, 40] for each pixel. Thereafter we introduce
D3VO as a direct visual odometry framework that incorpo-
rates the predicted properties into both the tracking front-
end and the photometric bundle adjustment backend.

3.1. Self-supervised Network
The core concept of the proposed monocular depth es-

timation network is the self-supervised training scheme

Figure 2: Examples of point clouds and trajectories delivered by
D3VO on KITTI Odometry Seq. 00, EuRoC MH 05 difficult and
V1 03 difficult. The insets on EuRoC show the scenarios with low
illumination and motion blur which are among the main reasons
causing failures of traditional purely vision-based VO systems.

which simultaneously learns depth with DepthNet and mo-
tion with PoseNet using video sequences [26,86]. The self-
supervised training is realized by minimizing the minimum
of the photometric re-projection errors between the tempo-
ral and static stereo images:

Lself =
1

|V |
X

p2V

min
t0

r(It, It0!t). (1)

where V is the set of all pixels on It and t
0 is the index of

all source frames. In our setting It is the left image and
It0 contains its two adjacent temporal frames and its op-
posite (right) frame, i.e., It0 2 {It�1, It+1, Its}. The per-
pixel minimum loss is proposed in Monodepth2 [26] in or-
der to handle the occlusion among different source frames.
To simplify notation, we use I instead of I(p) in the re-
mainder of this section. It0!t is the sythesized It by warp-
ing the temporal stereo images with the predicted depth Dt,
the camera pose Tt

0

t
, the camera intrinsics K, and the dif-

ferentialble bilinear sampler [32]. Note that for Its!t, the
transformation Tt

s

t
is known and constant. DepthNet also

predicts the depth map Dts of the right image Its by feed-
ing only the left image It as proposed in [27]. The training
of Dts requires to synthesize It!ts and compare with Its .
For simplicity, we will in the following only detail the loss



Figure 3: Examples of affine brightness transformation on EuRoC
MAV [5]. Originally the source image (It0 ) and the target image
(It) show different brightness. With the predicted parameters a, b,
the transformed target images Ia

0,b0 have similar brightness as the
source images, which facilitates the self-supervised training based
on the brightness constancy assumption.

regarding the left image.
The common practice [27] is to formulate the photomet-

ric error as
r(Ia, Ib) =

↵

2
(1�SSIM(Ia, Ib))+(1�↵)||Ia�Ib||1 (2)

based on the brightness constancy assumption. However,
it can be violated due to illumination changes and auto-
exposure of the camera to which both L1 and SSIM [76] are
not invariant. Therefore, we propose to explicitly model the
camera exposure change with predictive brightness trans-
formation parameters.

Brightness transformation parameters. The change of
the image intensity due to the adjustment of camera expo-
sure can be modeled as an affine transformation with two
parameters a, b

I
a,b = aI + b. (3)

Despite its simplicity, this formulation has been shown to be
effective in direct VO/SLAM, e.g., [16, 18, 33, 74], which
builds upon the brightness constancy assumption as well.
Inspired by these works, we propose predicting the transfor-
mation parameters a, b which align the brightness condition
of It with It0 . We reformulate Eq. (1) as

Lself =
1

|V |
X

p2V

min
t0

r(Iat0 ,bt0
t

, It0!t) (4)

with
I
at0 ,bt0
t

= at!t0It + bt!t0 , (5)

where at!t0 and bt!t0 are the transformation parameters
aligning the illumination of It to It0 . Note that both param-
eters can be trained in a self-supervised way without any
supervisional signal. Fig. 3 shows the affine transformation
examples from EuRoC MAV [5].

Photometric uncertainty. Only modeling affine bright-
ness change is not enough to capture all failure cases of
the brightness constancy assumption. Other cases like non-
Lambertian surfaces and moving objects, are caused by the
intrinsic properties of the corresponding objects which are
not trivial to model analytically [40]. Since these aspects
can be seen as observation noise, we leverage the concept
of heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty of deep neural net-
works proposed by Kendall et al. [35]. The key idea is to

predict a posterior probability distribution for each pixel pa-
rameterized with its mean as well as its variance p(y|ỹ,�)
over ground-truth labels y. For instance, by assuming the
noise is Laplacian, the negative log-likelihood to be mini-
mized is

� log p(y|ỹ,�) = |y � ỹ|
�

+ log � + const. (6)

Note that no ground-truth label for � is needed for train-
ing. The predictive uncertainty allows the network to adapt
the weighting of the residual dependent on the data input,
which improves the robustness of the model to noisy data
or erroneous labels [35].

In our case where the “ground-truth” y are the pixel
intensities on the target images, the network will predict
higher � for the pixel areas on It where the brightness con-
stancy assumption may be violated. Similar to [40], we im-
plement this by converting Eq. (4) to

Lself =
1

|V |
X

p2V

mint0 r(I
at0 ,bt0
t

, It0!t)

⌃t

+ log⌃t, (7)

where ⌃t is the uncertainty map of It. Fig. 4 shows the
qualitative results of the predicted uncertainty maps on
KITTI [25] and EuRoC [5] datasets, respectively. In the
next section, we will show that the learned ⌃t is useful for
weighting the photometric residuals for D3VO.

The total loss function is the summation of the self-
supervised losses and the regularization losses on multi-
scale images:

Ltotal =
1

s

X

s

(Ls

self
+ �L

s

reg
), (8)

where s = 4 is the number of scales and
Lreg = Lsmooth + �Lab (9)

with
Lab =

X

t0

(at0 � 1)2 + b
2
t0 (10)

is the regularizer of the brightness parameters and Lsmooth

is the edge-aware smoothness on Dt [27].
To summarize, the proposed DepthNet predicts Dt, Dts

and ⌃t with one single input It. PoseNet predicts Tt
0

t
,

at!t0 and bt!t0 with channel-wise concatenated (It, It0 )
as the input. Both DepthNet and PoseNet are convolu-
tional networks following the widely used UNet-like archi-
tecture [59]. Please refer to our supplementary materials for
network architecture and implementation details.

3.2. D3VO
In the previous section, we introduced the self-

supervised depth estimation network which predicts the
depth map D, the uncertainty map ⌃ and the relative pose
Tt

0

t
. In this section, we will describe how D3VO integrates

these predictions into a windowed sparse photometric bun-
dle adjustment formulation as proposed in [16]. Note that



in the following we use e· denoting the predictions from the
network as eD, e⌃ and eTt

0

t
to avoid ambiguity.

Photometric energy. D3VO aims to minimize a total
photometric error Ephoto defined as

Ephoto =
X

i2F

X

p2Pi

X

j2obs(p)

Epj , (11)

where F is the set of all keyframes, Pi is the set of points
hosted in keyframe i, obs(p) is the set of keyframes in
which point p is observable and Epj is the weighted photo-
metric energy term when p is projected onto keyframe j:

Epj :=
X

p2Np

wp

����

����(Ij [p
0]� bj)�

e
aj

eai
(Ii[p]� bi)

����

����
�

,

(12)
where N is the set of 8 neighboring pixels of p defined
in [16], a,b are the affine brightness parameters jointly esti-
mated by non-linear optimization as in [16] and || · ||� is the
Huber norm. In [16], the residual is down-weighted when
the pixels are with high image gradient to compensate small
independent geometric noise [16]. In realistic scenarios,
there are more sources of noise, e.g., reflection [40], that
need to be modeled in order to deliver accurate and robust
motion estimation. We propose to use the learned uncer-
tainty e⌃ to formulate the weighting function

wp =
↵
2

↵2 +
���
���e⌃(p)

���
���
2

2

, (13)

which may not only depend on local image gradient, but
also on higher level noise pattern. As shown in Fig. 4,
the proposed network is able to predict high uncertainty on
the areas of reflectance, e.g., the windows of the vehicles,
the moving object like the cyclist and the object boundaries
where depth discontinuity occurs.

The projected point position of p0 is given by p0 =
⇧(Tj

i
⇧�1(p, dp)), where dp is the depth of the point p in

the coordinate system of keyframe i and ⇧(·) is the projec-
tion function with the known camera intrinsics. Instead of
randomly initializing dp as in traditional monocular direct
methods [16, 17], we initialize the point with dp = eDi[p]
which provides the metric scale. Inspired by [78], we intro-
duce a virtual stereo term E

†
p to Eq. (11)

Ephoto =
X

i2F

X

p2Pi

0

@�E
†
p +

X

j2obs(p)

Epj

1

A (14)

with
E

†
p = wp

���
���I†i [p

†]� Ii[p]
���
���
�

, (15)

I
†
i
[p†] = Ii[⇧(Ts

�1⇧�1(p†
, Dis [p

†]))] (16)

with Ts the transformation matrix from the left to the right
image used for training DepthNet and

p† = ⇧(Ts⇧
�1(p, dp)). (17)

The virtual stereo term optimizes the estimated depth dp

from VO to be consistent with the depth predicted by the
proposed deep network [78].

Pose energy. Unlike traditional direct VO ap-
proaches [19, 23] which initialize the front-end tracking for
each new frame with a constant velocity motion model, we
leverage the predicted poses between consecutive frames to
build a non-linear factor graph [41, 47]. Specifically, we
create a new factor graph whenever the newest keyframe,
which is also the reference frame for the front-end track-
ing, is updated. Every new frame is tracked with respect
to the reference keyframe with direct image alignment [66].
Additionally, the predicted relative pose from the deep net-
work is used as a factor between the current frame and the
last frame. After the optimization is finished, we marginal-
ize the last frame and the factor graph will be used for the
front-end tracking of the following frame. Please refer to
our supp. materials for the visualization of the factor graph.

The pose estimated from the tracking front-end is then
used to initialize the photometric bundle adjustment back-
end. We further introduce a prior for the relative keyframe
pose Ti

i�1 using the predicted pose eTi

i�1. Note that eTi

i�1

is calculated by concatenating all the predicted frame-to-
frame poses between keyframe i� 1 and i. Let

Epose =
X

i2F�{0}

Log(eTi

i�1T
i�1
i

)>⌃�1
e⇠i
i�1

Log(eTi

i�1T
i�1
i

),

(18)
where Log: SE(3) ! R6 maps from the transformation ma-
trix T 2 R4⇥4 in the Lie group SE(3) to its correspond-
ing twist coordinate ⇠ 2 R6 in the Lie algebra se(3). The
diagonal inverse covariance matrix ⌃�1

e⇠i
i�1

is obtained by

propagating the covariance matrix between each consecu-
tive frame pairs that is modeled as a constant diagonal ma-
trix.

The total energy function is defined as
Etotal = Ephoto + wEpose. (19)

Including the pose prior term Epose in Eq. 19 can be con-
sidered as an analogy to integrating the pre-integrated IMU
pose prior into the system with a Gaussian noise model.
Etotal is minimized using the Gauss-Newton method. To
summarize, we boost the direct VO method by introduc-
ing the predicted poses as initializations to both the tracking
front-end and the optimization backend, as well as adding
them as a regularizer to the energy function of the photo-
metric bundle adjustment.

4. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed self-supervised monocular

depth estimation network as well as D3VO on both the
KITTI [25] and the EuRoC MAV [5] datasets.



RMSE RMSE (log) ARD SRD � < 1.25 � < 1.252 � < 1.253

Approach Train lower is better higher is better
MonoDepth2 [27] MS 4.750 0.196 0.106 0.818 0.874 0.957 0.979
Ours, uncer MS 4.532 0.190 0.101 0.772 0.884 0.956 0.978
Ours, ab MS 4.650 0.193 0.105 0.791 0.878 0.957 0.979
Ours, full MS 4.485 0.185 0.099 0.763 0.885 0.958 0.979
Kuznietsov et al. [42] DS 4.621 0.189 0.113 0.741 0.862 0.960 0.986
DVSO [78] D*S 4.442 0.187 0.097 0.734 0.888 0.958 0.980
Ours MS 4.485 0.185 0.099 0.763 0.885 0.958 0.979

Table 1: Depth evaluation results on the KITTI Eigen split [15]. M: self-supervised monocular supervision; S: self-supervised stereo
supervision; D: ground-truth depth supervison; D*: sparse auxiliary depth supervision. The upper part shows the comparison with the
SOTA self-supervised network Monodepth2 [26] under the same setting and the ablation study of the brightness transformation parameters
(ab) and the photometric uncertainty (uncer). The lower part shows the comparison with the SOTA semi-supervised methods using stereo
as well as depth supervision. Our method outperforms Monodepth2 on all metrics and can also deliver comparable performance to the
SOTA semi-supervised method DVSO [78] that additionally uses the depth from Stereo DSO [74] as sparse supervision signal.

4.1. Monocular Depth Estimation

KITTI. We train and evalutate the proposed self-
supervised depth estimation network on the split of Eigen at
el. [15]. The network is trained on stereo sequences with the
pre-processing proposed by Zhou et al. [86], which gives
us 39,810 training quadruplets, each of which contains 3
(left) temporal images and 1 (right) stereo image, and 4,424
for validation. The upper part of Table 1 shows the com-
parison with Monodepth2 [26] which is the state-of-the-art
method trained with stereo and monocular setting, and also
the ablation study of the proposed brightness transformation
prediction (ab) and the photometric uncertainty estimation
(uncer). The results demonstrate that the proposed depth es-
timation network outperforms Monodepth2 on all metrics.
The ablation studies unveil that the significant improvement
over Monodepth2 comes largely with uncer, possibly be-
cause in KITTI there are many objects with non-Lambertian
surfaces like windows and also objects that move indepen-
dently such as cars and leaves which violate the brightness
constancy assumption. The lower part of the table shows the
comparison to the state-of-the-art semi-supervised methods
and the results show that our method can achieve competi-
tive performance without using any depth supervision.

In Figure 4 we show some qualitative results obtained
from the Eigen test set [15]. From left to right, the original
image, the depth maps and the uncertainty maps are shown
respectively. For more qualitative results and the general-
ization capability on the Cityscapses dataset [8], please re-
fer to our supp. materials.

EuRoC MAV. The EuRoC MAV Dataset [5] is a dataset
containing 11 sequences categorized as easy, medium and
difficult according to the illumination and camera motion.
This dataset is very challenging due to the strong motion
and significant illumination changes both between stereo
and temporal images. We therefore consider it as a nice
test bench for validating the effectiveness of our predic-
tive brightness transformation parameters for depth predic-

K
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R
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Figure 4: Qualitative results from KITTI and EuRoC MAV. The
original image, the predicted depth maps and the uncertainty maps
are shown from the left to the right, respectively. In particular, the
network is able to predict high uncertainty on object boundaries,
moving objects, highly reflecting and high frequency areas.

RMSE RMSE (log) ARD SRD � < 1.25
Monodepth2 0.370 0.148 0.102 0.065 0.890
Ours, ab 0.339 0.130 0.086 0.054 0.929
Ours, uncer 0.368 0.144 0.100 0.065 0.892
Ours, full 0.337 0.128 0.082 0.051 0.931

Table 2: Evaluation results of V2 01 in EuRoC MAV [5]. The
performance of monocular depth estimation is boosted largely by
the proposed predictive brightness transformation parameters.

RMSE RMSE (log) ARD SRD � < 1.25
[28] 0.971 0.396 0.332 0.389 0.420
Ours 0.943 0.391 0.330 0.375 0.438

Table 3: Evaluation results of V2 01 in EuRoC MAV [5] with the
model trained with all MH sequences.

tion. Inspired by Gordon et al. [28] who recently generated
ground truth depth maps for the sequence V2 01 by project-
ing the provided Vicon 3D scans and filtering out occluded
points, we also use this sequence for depth evaluations1.
Our first experiment is set up to be consistent as in [28],
for which we train models with the monocular setting on all

1We thank the authors of [28] to provide the processing code.



MH sequences and test on V2 01 and show the results in
Table 3.

In the second experiment, we use 5 sequences MH 01,
MH 02, MH 04, V1 01 and V1 02 as the training set to
check the performance of our method in a relatively loos-
ened setting. We remove the static frames for training and
this results in 12,691 images of which 11,422 images are
used for training and 1269 images are used for validation.
We train our model with different ablations, as well as Mon-
odepth2 [26] as the baseline. The results in Table 2 show
that all our variations outperform the baseline and, in con-
trast to the case in KITTI, the proposed ab improves the
results on this dataset significantly. Please refer to the supp.
materials for more experiments on ab. In fact, it is worth
noting that the results in Table 3 (trained on one scene MH
and tested on another scene V) are worse than the ones in
Table 2 (trained on both MH and V), which implies that it is
still a challenge to improve the generalization capability of
monocular depth estimation among very different scenarios.

4.2. Monocular Visual Odometry

We evaluate the VO performance of D3VO on both
KITTI Odometry and EuRoC MAV with the network
trained on the splits described in the previous section.

KITTI Odometry. The KITTI Odometry Benchmark
contains 11 (0-10) sequences with provided ground-truth
poses. As summarized in [78], sequences 00, 03, 04, 05,
07 are in the training set of the Eigen split that the proposed
network uses, so we consider the rest of the sequences as the
testing set for evaluating the pose estimation of D3VO. We
use the relative translational (trel) error proposed in [25] as
the main metric for evaluation. Table 4 shows the compari-
son with other state-of-the-art mono (M) as well as stereo
(S) VO methods on the rest of the sequences. We refer
to [78] for the results of the compared methods. Traditional
monocular methods show high errors in the large-scale out-
door scene like the sequences in KITTI due to the scale drift.
D3VO achieves the best performance on average, despite
being a monocular methods as well. The table also contains
the ablation study on the integration of deep depth (Dd),
pose (Dp) and uncertainty (Du). It can be noticed that, con-
sistent with the results in Table 1, the predicted uncertainty
helps a lot on KITTI. We also submit the results on the test-
ing sequences (11-20) to the KITTI Odometry evaluation
server (link). At the time of submission, D3VO outperforms
DVSO and achieves the best monocular VO performance
and comparable to other state-of-the-art LiDAR and stereo
methods.

We further compare D3VO with state-of-the-art end-to-
end deep learning methods and other recent hybrid methods
and show the results in Table 5. Note that here we only show
the results on Seq.09 and 10, since most of the end-to-end
methods only provide the results on these two sequences.

01 02 06 08 09 10 mean

M

DSO [16] 9.17 114 42.2 177 28.1 24.0 65.8
ORB [52] 108 10.3 14.6 11.5 9.30 2.57 37.0

S

S. LSD [18] 2.13 1.09 1.28 1.24 1.22 0.75 1.29
ORB2 [53] 1.38 0.81 0.82 1.07 0.82 0.58 0.91
S. DSO [74] 1.43 0.78 0.67 0.98 0.98 0.49 0.89
Dd 1.16 0.84 0.71 1.01 0.82 0.73 0.88
Dd+Dp 1.15 0.84 0.70 1.03 0.80 0.72 0.87
Dd+Du 1.10 0.81 0.69 1.03 0.78 0.62 0.84
D3VO 1.07 0.80 0.67 1.00 0.78 0.62 0.82

Table 4: Results on our test split of KITTI Odometry. The results
of the SOTA monocular (M) methods are shown as baselines. The
comparison with the SOTA stereo (S) methods shows that D3VO
achieves better average performance than other methods, while be-
ing a monocular VO. We also show the ablation study for the inte-
gration of deep depth(Dd), pose(Dp) as well as uncertainty(Du).

Seq. 09 Seq. 10

En
d-

to
-e

nd

UnDeepVO [46] 7.01 10.63
SfMLearner [86] 17.84 37.91
Zhan et al. [82] 11.92 12.45

Struct2Depth [6] 10.2 28.9
Bian et al. [1] 11.2 10.1

SGANVO [21] 4.95 5.89
Gordon et al. [28] 2.7 6.8

H
yb

rid

CNN-SVO [48] 10.69 4.84
Yin et al. [80] 4.14 1.70

Zhan et al. [83] 2.61 2.29
DVSO [78] 0.83 0.74

D3VO 0.78 0.62
Table 5: Comparison to other hybrid methods as well as end-to-
end methods on Seq.09 and 10 of KITTI Odometry.

We refer to [28, 78, 83] for the results for the compared
methods. D3VO achieves better performance than all the
end-to-end methods by a notable margin. In general, hy-
brid methods which combine deep learning with traditional
methods deliver better results than end-to-end methods.

EuRoC MAV. As introduced in Sec. 4.1, EuRoC
MAV is very challenging for purely vision-based VO due
to the strong motion and significant illumination changes.
VIO methods [44, 56, 71, 72] dominate this benchmark
by integrating IMU measurements to get a pose or mo-
tion prior and meanwhile estimating the absolute scale.
We compare D3VO with other state-of-the-art monocular
VIO (M+I) as well as stereo VIO (S+I) methods on se-
quences MH 03 medium, MH 05 difficult, V1 03 difficult,
V2 02 medium and V2 03 difficult. All the other sequences
are used for training. We refer to [9] for the results of the
M+I methods. The results of DSO and ORB-SLAM are
shown as baselines. We also show the results from the pro-
posed PoseNet (End-end VO). For the evaluation metric, we
use the root mean square (RMS) of the absolute trajectory
error (ATE) after aligning the estimates with ground truth.
The results in Table 6 show that with the proposed frame-
work integrating depth, pose and uncertainty from the pro-
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Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of the trajectories on MH 05 difficult and V1 03 difficult from EuRoC MAV.

M03 M05 V103 V202 V203 mean

M

DSO [16] 0.18 0.11 1.42 0.12 0.56 0.48
ORB [52] 0.08 0.16 1.48 1.72 0.17 0.72

M
+I

VINS [57] 0.13 0.35 0.13 0.08 0.21 0.18
OKVIS [44] 0.24 0.47 0.24 0.16 0.29 0.28
ROVIO [3] 0.25 0.52 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.24
MSCKF [51] 0.23 0.48 0.24 0.16 0.13 0.25
SVO [22] 0.12 0.16 X X X 0.14+X
VI-ORB [54] 0.09 0.08 X 0.04 0.07 0.07+X
VI-DSO [72] 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.06 0.17 0.11
End-end VO 1.80 0.88 1.00 1.24 0.78 1.14
Dd 0.12 0.11 0.63 0.07 0.52 0.29
Dd+Dp 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.06 0.19 0.11
Dd+Du 0.08 0.09 0.55 0.08 0.47 0.25
D3VO 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.19 0.10

S+
I VINS [57] 0.23 0.19 0.11 0.10 - 0.17

OKVIS [44] 0.23 0.36 0.13 0.17 - 0.22
Basalt [71] 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.05 - 0.08
D3VO 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.05 - 0.08

Table 6: Evaluation results on EuRoC MAV [5]. We show the re-
sults of DSO and ORB-SLAM as baselines and compare D3VO
with other SOTA monocular VIO (M+I) and stereo VIO (S+I)
methods. Note that for stereo methods, V2 03 difficult is excluded
due to many missing images from one of the cameras [71]. Despite
being a monocular method, D3VO shows comparable results to
SOTA monocular/stereo VIO. The best results among the monoc-
ular methods are shown as black bold and the best among the
stereo methods are shown as blue bold. The ablation study shows
that Dd+Dp delivers large improvement on V1 03 difficult and
V2 03 difficult where the camera motions are very strong.

posed deep neural network, D3VO shows high accuracy as
well as robustness and is able to deliver comparable results
to other state-of-the-art VIO methods with only a single
camera. We also show the ablation study for the integration
of predicted depth (Dd), pose (Dp) and uncertainty (Du)
and the integration of pose prediction improves the perfor-
mance significantly on V1 03 difficult and V2 03 difficult
where violent camera motion occurs.

Figure 5 shows the qualitative comparison of trajectories
obtained from DSO [16], ORB-SLAM [52], visual inertial
DSO [72], the end-to-end predicted poses from our network
and D3VO on the MH 03 and V1 03 sequences. All the 5
methods can deliver fairly good results on MH 05 difficult.
On V1 03 difficult where the motions are stronger and there
are many brightness inconsistencies between temporal and
stereo images, D3VO can still deliver comparable results to
VI-DSO, while using only a single camera.

5. Conclusion
We presented D3VO as a monocular VO method that en-

hances the performance of geometric VO methods by ex-
ploiting the predictive power of deep networks on three lev-
els integrating predictions of monocular depth, photomet-
ric uncertainty and relative camera pose. To this end, we
first introduced a novel self-supervised monocular depth es-
timation network which explicitly addresses the illumina-
tion change in the training set with predictive brightness
transformation parameters. The network achieves state-of-
the-art results on KITTI and EuRoC MAV. The predicted
depth, uncertainty and pose are then incorporated into both
the front-end tracking and back-end non-linear optimiza-
tion of a direct VO pipeline. We systematically evalu-
ated the VO performance of D3VO on the two datasets.
D3VO sets a new state-of-the-art on KITTI Odometry and
also achieves state-of-the-art performance on the challeng-
ing EuRoC MAV, rivaling with leading mono-inertial and
stereo-inertial methods while using only a single camera.
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GN-Net: The Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather Relocalization

Lukas von Stumberg1,2* Patrick Wenzel1,2* Qadeer Khan1,2 Daniel Cremers1,2

Abstract— Direct SLAM methods have shown exceptional
performance on odometry tasks. However, they are susceptible
to dynamic lighting and weather changes while also suffering
from a bad initialization on large baselines. To overcome
this, we propose GN-Net: a network optimized with the novel
Gauss-Newton loss for training weather invariant deep fea-
tures, tailored for direct image alignment. Our network can
be trained with pixel correspondences between images taken
from different sequences. Experiments on both simulated and
real-world datasets demonstrate that our approach is more
robust against bad initialization, variations in day-time, and
weather changes thereby outperforming state-of-the-art direct
and indirect methods. Furthermore, we release an evaluation
benchmark for relocalization tracking against different types of
weather. Our benchmark is available at https://vision.
in.tum.de/gn-net.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, very powerful visual SLAM algorithms
have been proposed [1], [2]. In particular, direct visual
SLAM methods have shown great performance, outperform-
ing indirect methods on most benchmarks [3], [4], [5].
They directly leverage the brightness data of the sensor to
estimate localization and 3D maps rather than extracting
a heuristically selected sparse subset of feature points. As
a result, they exhibit a boost in precision and robustness.
Nevertheless, compared to indirect methods, direct methods
suffer from two major drawbacks:

1) Direct methods need a good initialization, making them
less robust for large baseline tracking or cameras with
a low frame rate.

2) Direct methods cannot handle changing
lighting/weather conditions. In such situations,
their advantage of being able to pick up very subtle
brightness variations becomes a disadvantage to the
more lighting invariant features.

In the last years, researchers have tackled the multiple-
daytime tracking challenge with deep learning approaches
that are designed to convert nighttime images to daytime
images e.g. using GANs [6], [7], [8]. While this improves
the robustness to changing lighting, one may ask why images
should be the best input representation. Could there be better
alternate representations?

This paper addresses the problem of adapting direct SLAM
methods to challenging lighting and weather conditions.
In this work, we show how to convert images into a
multi-dimensional feature map which is invariant to light-
ing/weather changes and has by construction a larger basin

*These authors contributed equally.
1Technical University of Munich
2Artisense

Fig. 1: We relocalize a snowy sequence from the Oxford
RobotCar dataset in a pre-built map created using a sunny
weather condition. The points from the prior map (gray)
well align with the new points from the current run (blue),
indicating that the relocalization is indeed accurate.

of convergence. Thereby we overcome the aforementioned
problems simultaneously. The deep features are trained with
a novel Gauss-Newton loss formulation in a self-supervised
manner. We employ a Siamese network trained with labels
obtained either from simulation data or any state-of-the-
art SLAM algorithm. This eliminates the additional cost
of human labeling that is typically necessary for training a
neural network. We exploit the probabilistic interpretation of
the commonly used Gauss-Newton algorithm for direct im-
age alignment. For this, we propose the Gauss-Newton loss
which is designed to maximize the probability of identifying
the correct pixel correspondence. The proposed loss function
thereby enforces a feature representation that is designed to
admit a large basin of convergence for the subsequent Gauss-
Newton optimization. The superiority of our method stems
from its ability to generate these multi-channel, weather-
invariant deep features that facilitate relocalization across
different weathers. Figure 1 shows how our method can
successfully relocalize a snowy sequence in a pre-built map
created using a sunny sequence.

In common benchmarks [9], localizing accurately in a pre-
built map has been tackled by finding nearby images (e.g. by
using NetVLAD [10]) and tracking the relative pose (6DOF)
between them. However, we propose to split this into two
separate tasks. In this work, we focus on the second challenge
which we refer to as relocalization tracking. This way, we



can evaluate its performance in isolation. This is formalized
to what we refer to as relocalization tracking. Since there
is no publicly available dataset to evaluate relocalization
tracking performance across multiple types of weathers, we
are releasing an evaluation benchmark having the following
3 attributes:

• It contains sequences from multiple different kinds of
weathers.

• Pixel-wise correspondences between sequences are pro-
vided for both simulated and real-world datasets.

• It decouples relocalization tracking from the image
retrieval task.

The challenge here in comparison with normal pose es-
timation datasets [11], [12] is that the images involved are
usually captured at different daytimes/seasons and there is
no good initialization of the pose. We summarize the main
contributions of our paper as:

• We derive the Gauss-Newton loss formulation based on
the properties of direct image alignment and demon-
strate that it improves the robustness to large baselines
and illumination/weather changes.

• Our experimental evaluation shows, that GN-Net out-
performs both state-of-the-art direct and indirect SLAM
methods on the task of relocalization tracking.

• We release a new evaluation benchmark for the task
of relocalization tracking with ground-truth poses. It is
collected under dynamic conditions such as illumination
changes, and different weathers. Sequences are taken
from the the CARLA [13] simulator as well as from
the Oxford RobotCar dataset [14].

II. RELATED WORK

We review the following main areas of related work:
visual SLAM, visual descriptor learning, deep direct image
alignment, and image-based relocalization in SLAM.
Direct versus indirect SLAM methods: Most existing
SLAM systems that have used feature descriptors are based
on traditional manual feature engineering, such as ORB-
SLAM [2], MonoSLAM [15], and PTAM [1].

An alternative to feature-based methods is to skip the
pre-processing step of the raw sensor measurements and
rather use the pixel intensities directly. Popular direct visual
methods are DTAM [16], LSD-SLAM [3], DSO [5], and
PhotoBundle [4]. However, the main limitation of direct
methods is the brightness constancy assumption which is
rarely fulfilled in any real-world robotic application [17].
The authors of [18] propose to use binary feature descriptors
for direct tracking called Bit-planes. While improving the
robustness to bad lighting situations it was also found that
Bit-planes have a smaller convergence basin than intensities.
This makes their method less robust to bad initialization. In
contrast, the features we propose both improve robustness to
lighting and the convergence basin.
Visual descriptor learning: Feature descriptors play an
important role in a variety of computer vision tasks. For
example, [19] proposed a novel correspondence contrastive

loss which allows for faster training and demonstrates their
effectiveness for both geometric and semantic matching
across intra-class shape or appearance variations. In [20], a
deep neural network is trained using a contrastive loss to pro-
duce viewpoint- and lighting-invariant descriptors for single-
frame localization. The authors of [21] proposed a CNN-
based model that learns local patterns for image matching
without a global geometric model. [22] uses convolutional
neural networks to compute descriptors which allow for
efficient detection of poorly textured objects and estimation
of their 3D pose. In [23], the authors propose to train
features for optical flow estimation using a Hinge loss based
on correspondences. In contrast to our work, their loss
function does not have a probabilistic derivation and they
do not apply their features to pose estimation. [24] uses
deep learning to improve SLAM performance in challenging
situations. They synthetically create images and choose the
one with most gradient information as the ground-truth for
training. In contrast to them, we do not limit our network
to output images similar to the real world. In [25], the
authors compare dense descriptors from a standard CNN,
SIFT, and normal image intensities for dense Lucas-Kanade
tracking. There, it can be seen that grayscale values have
a better convergence basin than the other features, which is
something we overcome with our approach.
Deep direct image alignment: BA-NET [26] introduces
a network architecture to solve the structure from motion
(SfM) problem via feature-metric bundle adjustment. Un-
like the BA-NET, instead of predicting the depth and the
camera motion simultaneously, we propose to only train on
correspondences obtained from a direct SLAM system. The
advantage is that correspondences are oftentimes easier to
obtain than accurate ground-truth poses. Furthermore, we
combine our method with a state-of-the-art direct SLAM
system and utilize its depth estimation, whereas BA-NET
purely relies on deep learning. RegNet [27] is another line
of work which tries to replace the handcrafted numerical
Jacobian by a learned Jacobian with the help of a depth
prediction neural network. However, predicting a dense depth
map is often inaccurate and computationally demanding.
The authors of [28] propose to use a learning-based inverse
compositional algorithm for dense image alignment. The
drawback of this approach is that the algorithm is very
sensitive to the data distribution and constrained towards
selecting the right hyperparameters. In [29] they use high-
dimensional features in a direct image alignment framework
for monocular VO. In contrast to us, they only use already
existing features and do not apply them for relocalization.
Relocalization: An important task of relocalization is to
approximate the pose of an image by simply querying the
most similar image from a database [30], [31]. However, this
has only limited accuracy unless the 6DOF pose between the
queried and the current image is estimated in a second step.
Typically, this works by matching 2D-3D correspondences
between an image and a point cloud and estimating the pose
using indirect image alignment [32]. In contrast, we propose
to use direct image alignment paired with deep features.



Relocalization benchmarks: The authors of [9] have
done sequence alignment on the Oxford RobotCar dataset,
however, they have not made the matching correspondences
public. The Photo Tourism [33] is another dataset providing
images and ground-truth correspondences of popular mon-
uments from different camera angles and across different
weather/lighting conditions. However, since the images are
not recorded as a sequence, relocalization tracking is not
possible. Furthermore, their benchmark only supports the
submission of features rather than poses, thereby restricting
evaluation to only indirect methods.

III. DEEP DIRECT SLAM

In this work, we argue that a network trained to output
features which produce better inputs for direct SLAM as op-
posed to normal images should have the following properties:

• Pixels corresponding to the same 3D point should have
similar features.

• Pixels corresponding to different 3D points should have
dissimilar features.

• When starting in a vicinity around the correct pixel,
the Gauss-Newton algorithm should move towards the
correct solution.

For optimizing the last property, we propose the novel
Gauss-Newton loss which makes use of the probabilistic
background of the Gauss-Newton algorithm for direct image
alignment. The final loss is a weighted sum of the pixel-wise
contrastive loss and the Gauss-Newton loss.

Fig. 2: This figure shows training correspondences between
a pair of images from our benchmark.

Architecture: We are interested in learning a non-linear
mapping, which maps images, RW⇥H⇥C to a dense visual
descriptor space, RW⇥H⇥D, where each pixel is represented
by a D-dimensional vector. The training is performed by a
Siamese encoder-decoder structured network, where we feed
a pair of images, Ia and Ib, producing multi-scale feature
pyramids Fl

a
and Fl

b
, where l represents the level of the

decoder. For each image pair, we use a certain number of
matches, denoted by Npos, and a certain number of non-
matches, denoted by Nneg. A pixel ua 2 R2 from image Ia
is considered to be a positive example if the pixel ub 2 R2

from image Ib corresponds to the same 3D vertex (Figure 2).
We make use of the inherent multi-scale hierarchy of the U-
Net [34] architecture to apply the different loss terms from
coarser to finer scaled pyramid levels. With this approach,
our learned features will have a larger convergence radius
for visual SLAM methods.

Pixelwise contrastive loss: The pixelwise contrastive loss
attempts to minimize the distance between positive pairs, and
maximize the distance between negative pairs. It can be com-
puted as follows: Lcontrastive(Fa,Fb, l) = Lpos(Fa,Fb, l) +
Lneg(Fa,Fb, l).

Lpos(Fa,Fb, l) =
1

Npos

X

Npos

D
2
feat (1)

Lneg(Fa,Fb, l) =
1

Nneg

X

Nneg

max(0,M �Dfeat)
2 (2)

where Dfeat(·) is the L2 distance between the feature
embeddings: Dfeat = ||Fl

a
(ua) � Fl

b
(ub)||2 and M is the

margin and set to 1.
Gauss-Newton algorithm for direct image alignment:
Our learned deep features are ultimately applied to pose
estimation. This is done using direct image alignment but
generalized to a multi-channel feature map F with D chan-
nels. The input to this algorithm is a reference feature map
F with known depths for some pixels in the image, and a
target feature map F0. The output is the predicted relative
pose ⇠. Starting from an initial guess the following steps are
performed iteratively:

1) All points pi with known depth values are projected
from the reference feature map F into the target feature
map F0 yielding the point p0

i
. For each of them a

residual vector r 2 RD is computed, enforcing that the
reference pixel and the target pixel should be similar:

ri(pi,p
0
i
) = F0(p0

i
)� F(pi) (3)

2) For each residual the derivative with respect to the
relative pose is:

Ji =
dri
d⇠

=
dF0(p0

i
)

dp0
i

· dp
0
i

d⇠
(4)

Notice that the reference point pi does not change for
different solutions ⇠, therefore it does not appear in
the derivative.

3) Using the stacked residual vector r, the stacked Jaco-
bian J, and a diagonal weight matrix W, the Gaussian
system and the step � is computed as follows:

H = JTWJ and b = �JTWr and � = H�1b (5)

Note that this derivation is equivalent to normal direct
image alignment (as done in the frame-to-frame tracking
from DSO) when replacing F with the image I. In the
computation of the Jacobian the numerical derivative of the
features dF0(p0

i)
dp0

i
is used. As typical images are extremely

non-convex this derivative is only valid in a small vicinity
(usually 1-2 pixels) around the current solution which is
the main reason why direct image alignment needs a good
initialization. To partially overcome this, a pyramid scheme
is often used. Usually tracking on multiple channels instead
of one can decrease the convergence radius ([18], [25]).
However, in our case, we train the feature maps to in fact



have a larger convergence basin than images by enforcing
smoothness in the vicinity of the correct correspondence.
Gauss-Newton on individual pixels: Instead of running the
Gauss-Newton algorithm on the 6DOF pose we can instead
use it on each point pi individually (which is similar to the
Lucas-Kanade algorithm [35]). Compared to direct image
alignment, this optimization problem has the same residual,
but the parameter being optimized is the point position
instead of the relative pose. In this case, the Hessian will
be a 2-by-2 matrix and the step � can simply be added to
the current pixel position (we leave out W for simplicity):

J0
i =

dF0(p0
i
)

dp0
i

and H0
i
= J0T

i
Ji and b0

i = J0T
i
ri (6)

These individual Gauss-Newton systems can be combined
with the system for 6DOF pose estimation (Equation (5))
using:

H =
P

i

⇣
dp0

i
d⇠

⌘T

H0
i
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dp0

i
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⌘
and b =

P
i

⇣
dp0

i
d⇠

⌘T

b0
i

The difference between our simplified systems and the one
for pose estimation is only the derivative with respect to the
pose, which is much smoother than the image derivative [5].

This means that if the Gauss-Newton algorithm performs
well on individual pixels it will also work well on estimating
the full pose. Therefore, we propose to train a neural network
on correspondences which are easy to obtain, e.g. using a
SLAM method, and then later apply it for pose estimation.

We argue that training on these individual points is supe-
rior to training on the 6DOF pose. The estimated pose can be
correct even if some points contribute very wrong estimates.
This increases robustness at runtime but when training we
want to improve the information each point provides. Also,
when training on the 6DOF pose we only have one super-
vision signal for each image pair, whereas when training on
correspondences we have over a thousand signals. Hence,
our method exhibits exceptional generalization capabilities
as shown in the results section.
The probabilistic Gauss-Newton loss: The linear system
described in Equation (6) defines a 2-dimensional Gaussian
probability distribution. The reason is that the Gauss-Newton
algorithm tries to find the solution with maximum probability
in a least squares fashion. This can be derived using the
negative log-likelihood of the Gaussian distribution:

E(x) = � log fX(x) = (7)
1

2
(x� µ)T⌃�1(x� µ) + log

⇣
2⇡

p
|⌃|

⌘
= (8)

1

2
(x� µ)TH(x� µ) + log(2⇡)� 1

2
log(|H|) (9)

where x is a pixel position and µ is the mean.
In the Gauss-Newton algorithm the mean (which also

corresponds to the point with maximum probability) is com-
puted with µ = xs+�, where the � comes from Equation (5)
and xs denotes the start point. To derive this, only the first
term is used (because the latter parts are constant for all
solutions x). In our case, however, the second term is very
relevant, because the network can influence both µ and H.

This derivation shows, that H,b as computed in the GN-
algorithm, also define a Gaussian probability distribution
with mean xs +H�1b and covariance H�1.

When starting with an initial solution xs the network
should assign maximal probability to the pixel that marks
the correct correspondence. With x being the correct corre-
spondence, we therefore use E(x) = Equation (9) as our
loss function which we call the Gauss-Newton loss (see
Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Compute Gauss-Newton loss

Fa  network(Ia)
Fb  network(Ib)
e 0 . Total error
for all correspondences ua,ub do

ft  Fa(ua) . Target feature
xs  ub + rand(vicinity) . Compute start point
fs  Fb(xs)
r fs � ft . Residual
J dFb

dxs
. Numerical derivative

H JTJ+ ✏ · Id . Added epsilon for invertibility
b JT

r

µ xs �H�1b
e1  1

2 (ub � µ)TH(ub � µ) . First error term
e2  log(2⇡)� 1

2 log(|H|) . Second error term
e e+ e1 + e2

end for

In the algorithm, a small number ✏ is added to the diagonal
of the Hessian, to ensure it is invertible.
Analysis of the Gauss-Newton loss: By minimizing Equa-
tion (9) the network has to maximize the probability density
of the correct solution. As the integral over the probability
densities always has to be 1, the network has the choice
to either focus all the density on a small set of solutions
(with more risk of being penalized if this solution is wrong),
or to distribute the density to more solutions which in turn
will have a lower individual density. By maximizing the
probability of the correct solution, the network is incentivized
to improve the estimated solution and its certainty.

This is also reflected in the two parts of the loss. The
first term e1 = 1

2 (ub � µ)TH(ub � µ) penalizes deviations
between the estimated and the correct solution, scaled with
the Hessian H. The second term e2 = log(2⇡)� 1

2 log(|H|)
is large if the network does not output enough certainty for
its solution. This means that the network can reduce the
first error term e1 by making H smaller. As a consequence,
the second error term will be increased, as this will also
reduce the determinant of H. Notice also that this can be
done in both dimensions independently. The network has the
ability to output a large uncertainty in one direction, but a
small uncertainty in the other direction. This is one of the
traditional advantages of direct methods which are naturally
able to utilize also lines instead of just feature points.

From Equation (9) it can be observed that the predicted
uncertainty depends only on the numerical derivative of the



Fig. 3: This figure shows images and their corresponding
feature maps predicted by our GN-Net for the Oxford
RobotCar dataset. Each column depicts the image and feature
map for a sample taken from 2 different sequences. Despite
lighting and weather changes, the feature maps are robust to
these variations. The visualization of the features shows the
high-dimensional descriptors reduced to 3D through PCA.

target image at the start position. The higher the gradients the
higher the predicted certainty. In DSO this is an unwanted
effect that is counteracted by the gradient-dependent weight-
ing applied to the cost-function [5, Equation (7)]. In our case,
however, it gives the network the possibility to express its
certainty and incentivizes it to output discriminative features.

Upon training the network with our loss formulation,
we observe that the features are very similar despite being
generated from images taken from sequences with different
lighting/weather conditions, as shown in Figure 3.

IV. RELOCALIZATION TRACKING BENCHMARK

Previous tasks for localization/odometry can primarily be
divided into two categories:

• Odometry datasets [11], [12], where there is a con-
tinuous stream of images (sometimes combined with
additional sensor data like IMUs).

• Image collections where individual images are usually
further apart from each other in space/time [36], [9].

We argue that for several applications a combination of
these two tasks which we refer to as relocalization tracking
is a more realistic scenario. The idea is that the algorithm
has two inputs:

1) An image sequence (like a normal odometry dataset).
2) A collection of individual images (possibly with dif-

ferent weathers/times), each of which shall be tracked
against one specific image from point 1.

The algorithm is supposed to track the normal sequential
image sequence and at the same time perform tracking of the
images in point 2. The advantage of this task is that the used
algorithm can utilize the temporally continuous sequence
from point 1 to compute accurate depth values for a part of
the image (using a standard visual odometry method), which
can then be used to improve the tracking of the individual
images of point 2.

This task is very realistic as it comes up when tracking
an image sequence and at the same time trying to relocalize
this sequence in a prior map. A similar challenge occurs
by trying to merge multiple maps from different times. In
both cases, one has more information than just a random
collection of images. It is important to reiterate here that the
task of finding relocalization candidates is not considered but
rather tracking them with maximum accuracy/robustness is
the focus. This is because our benchmark decouples image
retrieval from tracking.

We have created a benchmark for relocalization track-
ing using the CARLA simulator and the Oxford RobotCar
dataset. Our benchmark includes ground-truth poses between
different sequences for both training, validation, and testing.
CARLA: For synthetic evaluations, we use CARLA version
0.8.2. We collect data for 3 different weather conditions
representing WetNoon, SoftRainNoon, and WetCloudySunset.
We recorded the images at a fixed framerate of 10 frames
per second (FPS). At each time step, we record images and
its corresponding dense depth map from 6 different cameras
with different poses rendered from the simulation engine,
which means that the poses in the benchmark are not limited
to just 2DOF. The images and the dense depth maps are of
size 512⇥ 512. For each weather condition, we collected 3
different sequences comprising 500-time steps with an aver-
age distance of 1.6m. This is done for training, validation,
and testing, meaning there are 27 sequences, containing 6
cameras each. Training, validation, and test sequences were
all recorded in different parts of the CARLA town. We have
generated the test sequences after all hyperparameter tuning
of our method was finished, meaning we had no access to
the test data when developing the method. In accordance, we
shall withhold the ground-truth for the test sequences.
Oxford RobotCar: Creating a multi-weather benchmark for
this dataset imposes various challenges because the GPS-
based ground-truth is very inaccurate. To find the relative
poses between images from different sequences we have
used the following approach. For pairs of images from two
different sequences, we accumulate the point cloud captured
by the 2D lidar for 60 meters using the visual odometry
result provided by the Oxford dataset. The resulting two point
clouds are aligned with the global registration followed by
ICP alignment using the implementation of Open3D [37]. We
provide the first pair of images manually and the following
pairs are found using the previous solution. We have per-
formed this alignment for the following sequences: 2014-12-
02-15-30-08 (overcast) and 2015-03-24-13-47-33 (sunny) for
training. For testing, we use the reference sequence 2015-02-
24-12-32-19 (sunny) and align it with the sequences 2015-03-
17-11-08-44 (overcast), 2014-12-05-11-09-10 (rainy), and
2015-02-03-08-45-10 (snow). The average relocalization dis-
tance across all sequences is 0.84m.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We perform our experiments on the relocalization track-
ing benchmark described in Section IV. We demonstrate
the multi-weather relocalization performance on both the



CARLA and the Oxford RobotCar dataset. For the latter,
we show that our method even generalizes well to unseen
weather conditions like rain or snow while being trained
only on the sunny and overcast conditions. Furthermore,
a qualitative relocalization demo1 on the Oxford RobotCar
dataset is provided, where we demonstrate that our GN-
Net can facilitate precise relocalization between weather
conditions.

We train our method using sparse depths created by
running Stereo DSO on the training sequences. We use intra-
sequence correspondences calculated using the DSO depths
and the DSO pose. Meanwhile, inter-sequence correspon-
dences are obtained using DSO depths and the ground-truth
poses provided by our benchmark. The ground truth poses
are obtained via Lidar alignment for Oxford and directly
from the simulation engine for CARLA as explained in
Section IV. Training is done from scratch with randomly
initialized weights and an ADAM optimizer with a learning
rate of 10�6. The image pair fed to the Siamese network is
randomly selected from any of the training sequences while
ensuring that the images in the pair do not differ by more
than 5 keyframes. Each branch of the Siamese network is
a modified U-Net architecture with shared weights. Further
details of the architecture and training can be found in the
supplementary material1. Note that at inference time, only
one image is needed to extract the deep visual descriptors,
used as input to the SLAM algorithm. While in principle,
our approach can be deployed in conjunction with any direct
method, we have coupled our deep features with Direct
Sparse Odometry (DSO).

We compare to state-of-the-art direct methods:
Stereo Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) [38]: Whenever
there is a relocalization candidate for a frame we ensure
that the system creates the corresponding keyframe. This
candidate is tracked using the coarse tracker, performing
direct image alignment in a pyramid scheme. We use the
identity as initialization without any other random guesses
for the pose.
GN-Net (Ours): Same as with DSO, however, for relo-
calization tracking, we replace the grayscale images with
features created by our GN-Net on all levels of the feature
pyramid. The network is trained with the Gauss-Newton loss
formulation described in Section III.

We also compare to state-of-the-art indirect methods:
ORB-SLAM [32]: For relocalization tracking, we use the
standard feature-based 2-frame pose optimization also used
for frame-to-keyframe tracking. We have also tried the
RANSAC scheme implemented in ORB-SLAM for relocal-
ization, however, it yielded worse results overall. Thus we
will report only the default results.
D2-Net [39], SuperPoint [40]: For both methods we use
the models provided by the authors. The relative pose is
estimated using the OpenCV implementation of the PnP
algorithm in a RANSAC scheme.

We also evaluated the Deeper Inverse Compositional Al-

1https://vision.in.tum.de/gn-net.

gorithm [28] on the relocalization tracking benchmark. How-
ever, the original implementation didn’t converge despite
multiple training trials with different hyperparameters.

For all our quantitative experiments we plot a cumulative
distribution of the relocalization error, which is the norm of
the translation between the estimated and the correct solution
in meters. For each relocalization error between 0 and 1
meter, it plots the percentage of relocalization candidates that
have been tracked with at least this accuracy.

A. Quantitative multi-weather evaluation

We demonstrate the relocalization tracking accuracy on
our new benchmark across different weathers. For these
experiments, tracking is performed only across sequences
with a different weather condition.
CARLA: For this experiment, we train on the training
sequences provided by our benchmark. For all learning-based
approaches, the best epoch is selected using the relocalization
tracking performance on the validation set. The results on the
test data are shown in the supplementary1.
Oxford RobotCar: We train on the sunny and overcast
condition correspondences provided by our relocalization
tracking benchmark for the Oxford dataset. For the learning-
based methods, we select the best epoch based on the
relocalization tracking performance on the training set. We
use the same hyperparameters that were found using the
CARLA validation set. We show the results on the test data in
Figure 4. Our method significantly outperforms the baselines.
The Gauss-Newton loss has a large impact as compared to
the model trained with only the contrastive loss.

Figures 4b-f show how well our model generalizes to
unseen weather conditions. Despite being trained only on two
sequences with overcast and sunny conditions the results for
tracking against a rainy and a snowy sequence are almost the
same. Interestingly our model which was trained only on the
CARLA benchmark outperforms all baselines significantly.

B. Qualitative multi-weather evaluation

Finally, we show a relocalization demo comparing our
GN-Net to DSO. For this, we load a point cloud from a
sequence recorded in the sunny condition and relocalize
against sequences from rainy and snowy conditions. For each
keyframe, we try to track it against the nearest keyframe in
the map according to the currently estimated transformation
between the trajectory and the map. Figure 6 shows that
the point clouds from the different sequences align nicely,
despite belonging to different weather conditions. This ex-
periment shows that our method can perform the desired
operations successfully on a real-world application, including
relocalization against unseen weather conditions. Figure 7
demonstrates the difference between our Gauss-Newton loss
and the contrastive loss. This shows that the quantitative
improvement has a visible effect on the application of
relocalization. Figure 5 shows sample images used in the
qualitative relocalizations.
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(a) Relocalization sunny and overcast.
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(b) Relocalization sunny and rainy.
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(c) Relocalization sunny and snowy.
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(d) Relocalization overcast and rainy.
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(e) Relocalization overcast and snowy.
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(f) Relocalization rainy and snowy.

Fig. 4: This figure shows the cumulative relocalization accuracy on the Oxford RobotCar dataset for different sequences.
D denotes the dimension of the feature descriptor. Our method achieves the highest accuracy across all sequences. It is
interesting to observe that despite being trained only on two sequences in overcast and sunny condition, our model still
generalizes very well to even unseen rainy and snowy conditions. Even the model trained only on the synthetic CARLA
benchmark outperforms all baselines, showing exceptional generalization capabilities.

Fig. 5: shows image pairs used in the qualitative relocaliza-
tions. Left: rainy (top row) and snowy (bottom row) images
relocalized against the sunny reference images (right).

C. Additional experiments on EuRoC and CARLA

In the supplementary, we provide more evaluations on
datasets with and without brightness variations. This includes
relocalization tracking on the CARLA benchmark and visual
odometry on the EuRoC [11] dataset. We show that also in
these situations our deep features significantly outperform
DSO and ORB-SLAM because of their robustness to large-
baselines. On the EuRoC dataset, we improve the DSO
performance by almost a factor of 2 for low-framerates.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

With the advent of deep learning, we can devise feature
space encodings that are designed to be optimally suited for
the subsequent visual SLAM algorithms. More specifically,
we propose to exploit the probabilistic interpretation of the
commonly used Gauss-Newton algorithm to devise a novel
loss function for feature space encoding that we call the
Gauss-Newton loss. It is designed to promote robustness
to strong lighting and weather changes while enforcing a
maximal basin of convergence for the respective SLAM algo-
rithm. Quantitative experiments on synthetic and real-world
data demonstrates that the Gauss-Newton loss allows us to
significantly expand the realm of applicability of direct visual
SLAM methods, enabling relocalization and map merging
across drastic variations in weather and illumination.
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LM-Reloc: Levenberg-Marquardt Based Direct Visual Relocalization
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Figure 1: We propose LM-Reloc – a novel approach for visual relocalization based on direct image alignment. It consists of two deep
neural networks: LM-Net, an encoder-decoder network for learning dense visual descriptors and a CorrPoseNet to bootstrap the direct
image alignment. The final 6DoF relative pose estimate between image I and I

0 is obtained in a coarse-to-fine pyramid scheme leveraging
the learned feature maps. The initialization for the direct image alignment is obtained by the CorrPoseNet.

Abstract
We present LM-Reloc – a novel approach for visual re-

localization based on direct image alignment. In contrast
to prior works that tackle the problem with a feature-based
formulation, the proposed method does not rely on feature
matching and RANSAC. Hence, the method can utilize not
only corners but any region of the image with gradients. In
particular, we propose a loss formulation inspired by the
classical Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to train LM-Net.
The learned features significantly improve the robustness of
direct image alignment, especially for relocalization across
different conditions. To further improve the robustness of
LM-Net against large image baselines, we propose a pose
estimation network, CorrPoseNet, which regresses the rel-
ative pose to bootstrap the direct image alignment. Eval-
uations on the CARLA and Oxford RobotCar relocaliza-
tion tracking benchmark show that our approach delivers
more accurate results than previous state-of-the-art meth-
ods while being comparable in terms of robustness.

1. Introduction
Map-based relocalization, that is, to localize a cam-

era within a pre-built reference map, is becoming more
*Equal contribution.

and more important for robotics [6], autonomous driv-
ing [24, 4] and AR/VR [29]. Sequential-based approaches,
which leverage the temporal structure of the scene provide
more stable pose estimations and also deliver the positions
in global coordinates compared to single image-based lo-
calization methods. The map is usually generated by ei-
ther using LiDAR or visual Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (vSLAM) solutions. In this paper, we consider
vSLAM maps due to the lower-cost visual sensors and the
richer semantic information from the images. Feature-based
methods [14, 7, 22, 23] and direct methods [13, 12, 11, 1]
are two main lines of research for vSLAM.

Once a map is available, the problem of relocalizing
within this map at any later point in time requires to deal
with long-term changes in the environment. This makes a
centimeter-accurate global localization challenging, espe-
cially in the presence of drastic lighting and appearance
changes in the scene. For this task, feature-based meth-
ods are the most commonly used approaches to estimate
the ego-pose and its orientation. This is mainly due to the
advantage that features are more robust against changes in
lighting/illumination in the scene.

However, feature-based methods can only utilize key-
points that have to be matched across the images before the
pose estimation begins. Thus they ignore large parts of the



available information. Direct methods, in contrast, can take
advantage of all image regions with sufficient gradients and
as a result, are known to be more accurate on visual odom-
etry benchmarks [41, 11, 39].

In this paper, we propose LM-Reloc, which applies di-
rect techniques to the task of relocalization. LM-Reloc con-
sists of LM-Net, CorrPoseNet, and a non-linear optimizer,
which work seamlessly together to deliver reliable pose es-
timation without RANSAC and feature matching. In par-
ticular, we derive a loss formulation, which is specifically
designed to work well with the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
algorithm [16, 20]. We use a deep neural network, LM-Net,
to train descriptors that are being fed to the direct image
alignment algorithm. Using these features results in better
robustness against bad initializations, large baselines, and
against illumination changes.

While the robustness improvements gained with our loss
formulation are sufficient in many cases, for very large
baselines or strong rotations, some initialization can still
be necessary. To this end, we propose a pose estimation
network. Based on two images it directly regresses the
6DoF pose, which we utilize as initialization for LM-Net.
The CorrPoseNet contains a correlation layer as proposed
in [27], which ensures that the network can handle large
displacements. The proposed CorrPoseNet displays a lot of
synergies with LM-Net. Despite being quite robust, the pre-
dictions of the CorrPoseNet are not very accurate. Thus it is
best used in conjunction with our LM-Net, resulting in very
robust and accurate pose estimates.

We evaluate our approach on the relocalization track-
ing benchmark from [36], which contains scenes simulated
using CARLA [9], as well as sequences from the Oxford
RobotCar dataset [19]. Our LM-Net shows superior accu-
racy especially in terms of rotation while being competitive
in terms of robustness.

We summarize our main contributions:

• LM-Reloc, a novel pipeline for visual relocalization
based on direct image alignment, which consists of
LM-Net, CorrPoseNet, and a non-linear optimizer.

• A novel loss formulation together with a point sam-
pling strategy that is used to train LM-Net such that
the resulting feature descriptors are optimally suited to
work with the LM algorithm.

• Extensive evaluations on the CARLA and Oxford
RobotCar relocalization tracking benchmark which
show that the proposed approach achieves state-of-the-
art relocalization accuracy without relying on feature
matching or RANSAC.

2. Related Work
In this section, we review the main topics that are closely

related to our work, including direct methods for visual lo-

calization and feature-based visual localization methods.

Direct methods for visual localization. In recent years,
direct methods [13, 12, 11] for SLAM and visual odome-
try have seen a great progress. Unlike feature-based meth-
ods [14, 7, 22, 23] which firstly extracts keypoints as well
as the corresponding descriptors, and then minimize the ge-
ometric errors, direct methods minimize the energy func-
tion based on the photometric constancy assumption with-
out performing feature matching or RANSAC. By utilizing
more points from the images, direct methods show higher
accuracy than feature-based methods [39]. However, clas-
sical direct methods show lower robustness than feature-
based methods when the photometric constancy assumption
is violated due to, e.g., the lighting and weather changes
which are typical for long-term localization [33]. In [2]
and [25], the authors propose to use the handcrafted fea-
tures to improve the robustness of direct methods against
low light or global appearance changes. Some recent
works [5, 18, 36] address the issue by using learned fea-
tures from deep neural networks [15]. In [5] they train deep
features using a Hinge-Loss based on the Lucas-Kanade
method, however, in contrast to us, they estimate the op-
tical flow instead of applying the features to the task of re-
localization. The most related work to ours is GN-Net [36]
which proposes a Gauss-Newton loss to learn deep features.
By performing direct image alignment on the learned fea-
tures, GN-Net can deliver reliable pose estimation between
the images taken from different weather or season condi-
tions. The proposed LM-Net further derives the loss for-
mulation based on Levenberg-Marquardt to improve the ro-
bustness against bad initialization compared to the Gauss-
Newton method. Inspired by D3VO [38], LM-Reloc also
proposes a relative pose estimation network with a correla-
tion layer [27] to regress a pose estimate which is used as
the initialization for the optimization.

Feature-based visual localization. Most approaches
for relocalization utilize feature detectors and descriptors,
which can either be handcrafted, such as SIFT [17] or
ORB [28], or especially in the context of drastic lighting
and appearance changes can be learned. Recently, many
descriptor learning methods have been proposed which fol-
low a detect-and-describe paradigm, e.g., SuperPoint [8],
D2-Net [10], or R2D2 [26]. Moreover, SuperGlue [32], a
learning-based alternative to the matching step of feature-
based methods has been proposed and yields significant
performance improvements. For a complete relocalization
pipeline the local pose refinement part has to be preceded
by finding the closest image in a database given a query [3].
While some approaches [31, 30, 35] address the joint prob-
lem, in this work, we decouple these two tasks and only
focus on the pose refinement part.



3. Method
In this work, we address the problem of computing the

6DoF pose ⇠ 2 SE(3) between two given images I and
I
0. Furthermore, we assume that depths for a sparse set

of points P are available, e.g., by running a direct visual
SLAM system such as DSO [11].

The overall pipeline of our approach is shown in Fig-
ure 1. It is composed of LM-Net, CorrPoseNet, and a
non-linear optimizer using the LM algorithm. LM-Net is
trained with a novel loss formulation designed to learn fea-
ture descriptors optimally suited for the LM algorithm. The
encoder-decoder architecture takes as input a reference im-
age I as well as a target image I

0. The network is trained
end-to-end and will produce multi-scale feature maps Fl

and F
0
l
, where l = 1, 2, 3, 4 denotes the different levels

of the feature pyramid. In order to obtain an initial pose
estimate for the non-linear optimization, we propose Corr-
PoseNet, which takes I and I

0 as the inputs and regress their
relative pose. Finally, the multi-scale feature maps together
with the depths obtained from DSO [11] form the non-linear
energy function which is minimized using LM algorithm in
a coarse-to-fine manner to obtain the final relative pose es-
timate. In the following, we will describe the individual
components of our approach in more detail.

3.1. Direct Image Alignment with Levenberg-
Marquardt

In order to optimize the pose ⇠ (consisting of rotation
matrix R and translation t), we minimize the feature-metric
error:

E(⇠) =
X

p2P

����F
0
l
(p0)� Fl(p)

����
�

, (1)

where || · ||� is the Huber norm and p0 is the point projected
onto the target image I

0 using the depths and the pose:

p0 = ⇧
�
R⇧�1(p, dp) + t

�
. (2)

This energy function is first minimized on the coarsest
pyramid level 1, whose feature maps F1 have a size of
(w/8, h/8), yielding a rough pose estimate. The estimate
is refined by further minimizing the energy function on the
subsequent pyramid levels 2, 3, and 4, where F4 has the size
of the original image (w, h). In the following, we provide
details of the minimization performed in every level and for
simplicity we will denote Fl as F from now on.

Minimization is performed using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. In each iteration we compute the
update � 2 R6 in the Lie algebra se(3) as follows: Us-
ing the residual vector r 2 Rn, the Huber weight matrix
W 2 Rn⇥n, and the Jacobian of the residual vector with re-
spect to the pose J 2 Rn⇥6, we compute the Gauss-Newton

system:

H = JTWJ and b = �JTWr. (3)

The damped system can be obtained with either Leven-
berg’s formula [16]:

H0 = H+ �I (4)

or the Marquardt’s formula [20]:

H0 = H+ � diag(H) (5)

depending on the specific application.
The update � and the pose ⇠i in the iteration i are com-

puted as:

� = H0�1
b and ⇠i = � � ⇠i�1

, (6)

where � : se(3)⇥ SE(3) ! SE(3) is defined as in [11].
The parameter � can be seen as an interpolation factor

between gradient descent and the Gauss-Newton algorithm.
When � is high the method behaves like gradient descent
with a small step size, and when it is low it is equivalent
to the Gauss-Newton algorithm. In practice, we start with
a relatively large � and multiply it by 0.5 after a successful
iteration, and by 4 after a failed iteration [11].

Figure 2 shows the typical behaviour of the algorithm.
In the beginning the initial pose is inaccurate, resulting in
projected point positions, which are a couple of pixels away
from the correct location. � will be high meaning that the
algorithm will behave similar to gradient descent. After a
couple of iterations, the pose got more accurate, and the
projected points are in a closer vicinity to the correct loca-
tion. By now, � has probably decreased, so the algorithm
will behave more similar to the Gauss-Newton algorithm.
Now we expect the algorithm to converge quickly.

3.2. Loss Formulation for Levenberg-Marquardt
The key contribution of this work is LM-Net which pro-

vides feature maps F that improve the convergence be-
haviour of the LM algorithm and, in the meantime, are
invariant to different conditions. We train our network in
a Siamese fashion based on ground-truth pixel correspon-
dences.

In this section, p denotes a reference point (located on
image I) and the ground-truth correspondence (located on
image I

0) is p0
gt. For the loss functions explained below we

further categorize p0 into p0
neg, p0

r, and p0
r2 , which is real-

ized by using different negative correspondence sampling.
Our loss formulation is inspired by the typical behaviour of
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm explained in the previ-
ous section (see Figure 2). For a point, we distinguish four
cases which can happen during the optimization:

1. The point is at the correct location (p0
gt).



Figure 2: Visualization of the typical behavior of direct im-
age alignment with Levenberg-Marquardt. Initially, the projected
point position (orange point, p0

r) is far away from the correct so-
lution (green point, p0

gt), and � is large, yielding an update step
similar to gradient descent. After some iterations the projected
point position gets closer to the optimum (red point, p0

r2 ) and at
the same time � will get smaller, leading to an update step similar
to the Gauss-Newton algorithm. This is the intuition behind our
point sampling strategy, where we utilize the ground-truth corre-
spondence p0

gt for Equation (7), a negative p0
neg sampled across

the whole image for Equation (8), a negative p0
r sampled in a far

vicinity for Equation (12), and a negative p0
r2 sampled in a close

vicinity for Equation (14).

2. The point is an outlier (p0
neg).

3. The point is relatively far from the correct solution
(p0

r).

4. The point is very close to the correct solution (p0
r2 ).

In the following we will derive a loss function for each
of the 4 cases:

1. The point is already at the correct location. In this
case we would like the residual to be as small as possible,
in the best case 0.

Epos = kF 0(p0
gt)� F (p)k2 (7)

2. The point is an outlier or the pose estimate is com-
pletely wrong. In this case the projected point position can
be at a completely different location than the correct corre-
spondence. In this scenario we would like the residual of
this pixel to be very large to reflect this, and potentially re-
ject a wrong update. To enforce this property we sample a

negative correspondences p0
neg uniformly across the whole

image, and compute

Eneg = max
�
M � kF 0(p0

neg)� F (p)k2, 0
�

(8)

where M is the margin how large we would like the energy
of a wrong correspondence to be. In practice, we set it to 1.
3. The predicted pose is relatively far away from the
optimum, meaning that the projected point position will be
a couple of pixels away from the correct location. As this
typically happens during the beginning of the optimization
we assume that � will be relatively large and the algorithm
behaves similar to gradient descent. In this case we want
that the gradient of this point is oriented in the direction of
the correct solution, so that the point has a positive influence
on the update step.

For computing a loss function to enforce this property
we sample a random negative correspondence p0

r in a rel-
atively large vicinity around the correct solution (in our ex-
periments we use 5 pixels distance). Starting from this neg-
ative correspondence p0

r we first compute the 2⇥ 2 Gauss-
Newton system for this individual point, similarly to how it
is done for optical flow estimation using Lucas-Kanade:

rp(p,p
0
r) = F0(p0

r)� F(p) (9)

Jp =
dF0(p0

r)

dp0
r

and Hp = JT

pJp and bp = JT

prp (10)

We compute the damped system using a relatively large
fixed �f , as well as the optical flow step*

H0
p = Hp + �f I and p0

after = p0
r +H0�1

p bp. (11)

In order for this point to have a useful contribution to
the direct image alignment, this update step should move in
the correct direction by at least �. We enforce this using a
Gradient-Descent loss function which is small only if the
distance to the correct correspondence after the update is
smaller than before the update:

EGD = max
�
kp0

after � p0
gtk2 � kp0

r � p0
gtk2 + �, 0

�
(12)

In practice, we choose �f = 2.0 and � = 0.1.
4. The predicted pose is very close to the optimum, yield-
ing a projected point position in very close proximity of the
correct correspondence, and typically � will be very small,
so the update will mostly be a Gauss-Newton step. In this
case we would like the algorithm to converge as quickly as
possible, with subpixel accuracy. We enforce this using the
Gauss-Newton loss [36]. To compute it we first sample a
random negative correspondence p0

r2 in a 1-pixel vicinity

*Here we use Equation (4) instead of Equation (5) since we find it more
stable for training LM-Net.



around the correct location. Then we use Equations (9) and
(10), replacing p0

r with p0
r2 to obtain the Gauss-Newton

system formed by Hp and bp. We compute the updated
pixel location:

p0
after = p0

r2 + (Hp + ✏ I)�1bp (13)

Note that in contrast to the computation of the LM-Loss
(Equation (12)), in this case ✏ is just added to ensure in-
vertibility and therefore ✏ is much smaller than the �f used
above. The Gauss-Newton loss is computed with:

EGN =
1

2
(p0

after � p0
gt)

THp(p
0
after � p0

gt)

+ log(2⇡)� 1

2
log(|Hp|) (14)

Note how all our 4 loss components use a different way
to sample the involved points, depicted also in Figure 2.
With the derivation above we argue that each loss compo-
nent is important to achieve optimal performance and we
demonstrate this in the results section. Note that the Gauss-
Newton systems computed for the GD-Loss and the GN-
Loss are very relevant for the application of direct image
alignment. In fact the full Gauss-Newton system containing
all points (Equation (3)), can be computed from these in-
dividual Gauss-Newton systems (Equation (10)) by simply
summing them up and multiplying them with the derivative
with respect to the pose [36].

3.3. CorrPoseNet
In order to deal with the large baselines between the im-

ages, we propose CorrPoseNet to regress the relative pose
between two images I and I

0, which serves as the initializa-
tion of LM optimization. As our network shall work even in
cases of large baselines and strong rotations, we utilize the
correlation layer proposed in [27] which is known to boost
the performance of affine image transformation and opti-
cal flow [21] estimation for large displacements, but has not
been applied to pose estimation before.

Our network first computes deep features fcorr, f 0corr 2
Rh⇥w⇥c from both images individually using multiple
strided convolutions with ReLU activations in between.
Then the correlation layer correlates each pixel from the
normalized source features with each pixel from the nor-
malized target features yielding the correlation map c 2
Rh⇥w⇥(h⇥w):

c(i, j, (i0, j0)) = fcorr(i, j)
T f 0corr(i

0
, j

0) (15)

The correlation map is then normalized in the channel di-
mension and fed into 2 convolutional layers each followed
by batch norm and ReLU. Finally we regress the Euler angle
reuler and translation t using a fully connected layer. More

details on the architecture are shown in the supplementary
material.

We train CorrPoseNet from scratch with image pairs and
groundtruth poses reuler

gt , tgt. We utilize an L2-loss working
directly on Euler angles and translation:

E = kt� tgtk2 + �kreuler � reuler
gt k2, (16)

where � is the weight, which we set to 10 in practice.
As the distribution of groundtruth poses in the Oxford

training data is limited we apply the following data aug-
mentation. We first generate dense depths for all training
images using a state-of-the-art dense stereo matching algo-
rithm [40]. The resulting depths are then used to warp the
images to a different pose sampled from a uniform distribu-
tion. In detail, we first warp the depth image to the random
target pose, then inpaint the depth image using the OpenCV
implementation of Navier Stokes, and finally warp our im-
age to the target pose using this depth map. Note that the
dense depths are only necessary for training, not for evalua-
tion. We show an ablation study on the usage of correlation
layers and the proposed data augmentation in the supple-
mentary material.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our method on the relocalization tracking

benchmark proposed in [36], which contains images cre-
ated with the CARLA simulator [9], and scenes from the
Oxford RobotCar dataset [19]. We train our method on
the respective datasets from scratch. LM-Net is trained
using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10�6

and for CorrPoseNet we use a learning rate of 10�4. For
both networks we choose hyperparameters and epoch based
on the results on the validation data. Our networks use
the same hyperparameters for all experiments except where
stated otherwise; the direct image alignment code is slightly
adapted for Oxford RobotCar, mainly to improve perfor-
mance when the ego-vehicle is standing still.

As the original relocalization tracking benchmark [36]
does not include validation data on Oxford RobotCar we
have manually aligned two new sequences, namely 2015-
04-17-09-06-25 and 2015-05-19-14-06-38, and extend the
benchmark with these sequences as validation data.
Evaluation metrics: We evaluate the predicted translation
test and rotation Rest against the ground-truth tgt and Rgt
according to Equations (17) and (18).

t� = ktest � tgtk2 (17)

R� = arccos
✓

trace(R�1
est Rgt)� 1

2

◆
(18)

In this section, we plot the cumulative translation and ro-
tation error until 0.5m and 0.5�, respectively. For quantita-
tive results we compute the area under curve (AUC) of these
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(a) Translation error.
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(b) Rotation error.

Figure 3: Results on the CARLA relocalization tracking benchmark test data [36]. For each error threshold we show the percentage
of relocalizations (cumulative error plot) for LM-Reloc (ours) and other state-of-the-art methods. Compared to the indirect methods our
approach exhibits significantly better accuracy in both translation and rotation, while having a similar robustness. Compared to GN-Net, the
novel loss formulation (see red dashed line), and the CorrPoseNet (see red line) both boost the robustness. D is the feature dimensionality.

cumulative curves in percent, which we denote as tAUC for
translation and RAUC for rotation from now on.

We evaluate the following direct methods:
Ours: The full LM-Reloc approach consisting of CorrPose-
Net, LM-Net features and direct image alignment based on
Levenberg-Marquardt. The depths used for the image align-
ment are estimated with the stereo version [37] of DSO [11].
Ours (w/o CorrPoseNet): For a more fair comparison to
GN-Net we use identity as initialization for the direct image
alignment instead of CorrPoseNet. This enables a direct
comparison between the two loss formulations.
GN-Net [36]: In this work, we have also improved the pa-
rameters of the direct image alignment pipeline based on
DSO [11]. Thus we have re-evaluated GN-Net with this
improved pipeline to make the comparison as fair as pos-
sible. These re-evaluated results are better than the results
computed in the original GN-Net paper.
Baseline methods: Additionally, we evaluate against
current state-of-the-art indirect methods, namely Super-
Glue [32], R2D2 [26], SuperPoint [8], and D2-Net [10].
For these methods, we estimate the relative pose using the
models provided by the authors and the OpenCV implemen-
tation of solvePnPRansac. We have tuned the parameters
of RANSAC on the validation data and used 1000 itera-
tions and a reprojection error threshold of 3 for all methods.
For estimating depth values at keypoint locations we use
OpenCV stereo matching. It would be possible to achieve
a higher accuracy by using SfM and MVS solutions such
as COLMAP [34]. However, one important disadvantage of
these approaches is, that building a map is rather time con-

Table 1: This table shows the AUC until 0.5 meters / 0.5 degrees
for the relocalization error on the CARLA relocalization tracking
benchmark test data. Powered by our novel loss formulation and
the combination with CorrPoseNet, LM-Reloc achieves lower ro-
tation and translation errors compared to the state-of-the-art.

Method tAUC RAUC
Ours 80.65 77.83

SuperGlue [32] 78.99 59.31
R2D2 [26] 73.47 54.42

SuperPoint [8] 72.76 53.38
D2-Net [10] 47.62 16.47

Ours (w/o CorrPoseNet) 63.88 61.9
GN-Net [36] 43.72 44.08

suming and computationally expensive, whereas all other
approaches evaluated on the benchmark [36] are able to cre-
ate the map close to real-time, enabling applications like
long-term loop-closure and map-merging.

4.1. CARLA Relocalization Benchmark
Figure 3 depicts the results on the test data of the

CARLA benchmark. For all methods we show the cumu-
lative error plot for translation in meters and rotation in
degree. It can be seen that our method is more accurate
than the state-of-the-art while performing similarly in terms
of robustness. We also show the AUC for the two Fig-
ures in Table 1. Compared to GN-Net it can be seen that
our new loss formulation significantly improves the results,



Table 2: Results on the Oxford RobotCar relocalization tracking benchmark [36]. We compare LM-Net (Ours) against other state-of-the-
art methods (SuperGlue, R2D2, SuperPoint, and D2-Net). As can be seen from the results, our method almost consistently outperforms
other SOTA approaches in terms of rotation AUC whilst achieving comparable results on translation AUC.

Sequence Ours SuperGlue [32] R2D2 [26] SuperPoint [8] D2-Net [10]
tAUC RAUC tAUC RAUC tAUC RAUC tAUC RAUC tAUC RAUC

Sunny-Overcast 79.83 55.48 81.01 52.83 80.86 53.57 78.95 50.03 71.93 39.0
Sunny-Rainy 71.54 43.7 75.58 40.59 74.84 41.23 69.76 37.12 65.63 27.5
Sunny-Snowy 59.69 44.06 63.57 43.64 62.92 41.78 60.85 40.02 55.65 30.86

Overcast-Rainy 80.54 63.7 79.99 61.64 81.29 61.23 80.36 61.56 75.66 51.06
Overcast-Snowy 55.38 47.88 57.67 47.16 57.68 48.41 55.39 44.96 51.17 34.54

Rainy-Snowy 68.57 41.67 69.91 39.87 71.79 39.86 67.7 38.05 61.91 27.74

Table 3: This table shows the results on the Oxford RobotCar re-
localization tracking benchmark test data against GN-Net. Thanks
to our LM-based loss formulation we consistently outperform GN-
Net on all sequences.

Sequence Ours (w/o CorrPoseNet) GN-Net [36]
tAUC RAUC tAUC RAUC

Sunny-Overcast 79.61 55.45 73.53 49.31
Sunny-Rainy 70.46 42.86 64.58 37.27
Sunny-Snowy 59.7 44.17 55.27 41.36

Overcast-Rainy 79.67 63.08 75.72 60.13
Overcast-Snowy 54.94 47.19 51.34 42.91

Rainy-Snowy 66.23 39.93 62.63 36.2

even when used without the CorrPoseNet as initialization.
The figure conveys that the direct methods (Ours, GN-Net)
are more accurate than the evaluated indirect methods.

4.2. Oxford RobotCar Relocalization Benchmark
We compare to the state-of-the-art indirect methods

on the 6 test sequence pairs consisting of the sequences
2015-02-24-12-32-19 (sunny), 2015-03-17-11-08-44 (over-
cast), 2014-12-05-11-09-10 (rainy), and 2015-02-03-08-45-
10 (snowy). In Table 2, we show the area under curve until
0.5 meters / 0.5 degrees for all methods. It can be seen that
our method clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art in terms
of rotation accuracy, while being competitive in terms of
translation error. It should be noted that the ground-truth
for these sequences was generated using ICP alignment of
the 2D-LiDAR data accumulated for 60 meters. We have
computed that the average root mean square error of the
ICP alignment is 16 centimeters. Therefore, especially the
ground-truth translations have limited accuracy. As can be
seen from Figure 3, the accuracy improvements our method
provides are especially visible in the range below 0.15 me-
ters which is hard to measure on this dataset. The rotation
error of LiDAR alignment is lower than the translational
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Figure 4: This plot shows our ablation study for removing differ-
ent loss parts on the CARLA relocalization tracking benchmark.
Without the GD-loss the achieved robustness is reduced, whereas
removing the GN-loss leads to decreased accuracy. Using our full
loss formulation yields a large improvement.

one, which is why we clearly observe the improvements of
our method on the rotations.

In Table 3, we compare LM-Net without the Cor-
rPoseNet to GN-Net. Due to our novel loss formulation
LM-Net outperforms the competitor on all sequences sig-
nificantly.

4.3. Ablation Studies
We evaluate LM-Net on the CARLA validation data with

and without the various losses (Figure 4). Compared to
a normal contrastive loss, the given loss formulation is a
large improvement. As expected, EGD (green line) mainly
improves the robustness, whereas EGN (blue line) improves
the accuracy. Only when used together (our method) we
achieve large robustness and large accuracy, confirming our
theoretical derivation in Section 3.



Figure 5: This figure shows a point cloud from a sunny reference map (grey points) overlayed with the point cloud from a relocalized
snowy sequence (blue points). The well aligned point clouds demonstrate the high relocalization accuracy of LM-Reloc.

Figure 6: Example image pairs from the relocalization track-
ing benchmark which have been successfully relocalized by LM-
Reloc (with an accuracy of better than 10 cm). Top row: Oxford
sunny against snowy condition, middle row: Oxford sunny against
rainy condition, bottom row: CARLA benchmark.

4.4. Qualitative Results

To demonstrate the accuracy of our approach in prac-
tice, we show qualitative results on the Oxford RobotCar
dataset. We track the snowy test sequence 2015-02-03-08-
45-10 using Stereo DSO [37] and at the same time perform

relocalization against the sunny reference map 2015-02-24-
12-32-19. Relocalization between the current keyframe and
the closest map image is performed using LM-Net. Ini-
tially, we give the algorithm the first corresponding map
image (which would in practice be provided by an image
retrieval approach such as NetVLAD [3]). Afterwards we
find the closest map image for each keyframe using the
previous solution for the transformation between the map
and the current SLAM world Tw m. We visualize the cur-
rent point cloud (blue) and the point cloud from the map
(grey) overlayed using the smoothed Tw m (Figure 5). The
point clouds will align only if the relocalization is accurate.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the lane markings, poles, and
buildings between the reference and query map align well,
hence qualitatively showing the high relocalization accu-
racy of our method. We recommend watching the video at
https://vision.in.tum.de/lm-reloc. In Fig-
ure 6 we show example images from the benchmark.

5. Conclusion
We have presented LM-Reloc as a novel approach for

direct visual localization. In order to estimate the rela-
tive 6DoF pose between two images from different con-
ditions, our approach performs direct image alignment on
the trained features from LM-Net without relying on feature
matching or RANSAC. In particular, with the loss function
designed seamlessly for the Levenberg-Marquart algorithm,
LM-Net provides deep feature maps that coin the character-
istics of direct image alignment and are also invariant to
changes in lighting and appearance of the scene. The exper-
iments on the CARLA and Oxford RobotCar relocalization
tracking benchmark exhibit the state-of-the-art performance
of our approach. In addition, the ablation studies also show
the effectiveness of the different components of LM-Reloc.
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2.2 Top: Example images from the relocalization tracking benchmark.
Bottom: Deep features created by our network LM-Net from these
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2.3 Relocalization demo on the Oxford RobotCar dataset. We relocal-
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in Equation 3.16, and also the corresponding energy function given
in Equation 3.17. There is a circle for each variable. Each summand
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3.2 Factor graphs before and after marginalization of variable x. The
marginalization factor replaces all connected factors and is connected
to the variables which form the Markov blanket of x. . . . . . . . . 37
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3.3 Left: Factor graph for the bundle adjustment performed in DSO. Pi

is the pose of keyframe i, and di is the inverse depth of point i. In this
example, there are three keyframes with one point each (di is hosted
in KFi respectively). Each residual depends on the host keyframe,
the inverse depth of the point and the target keyframe which the
point is projected into. Right: System after the Schur-complement
trick used to speed up computation of the Gauss-Newton step. It
works by “marginalizing” all depth values, which is very e�cient,
because the depths values are independent. After solving the system
on the right for poses, the update for depth values is resubstituted. 39

3.4 Marginalization of KF0. This involves multiple steps in order to
retain the sparsity of the system. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

3.5 Interactions between the di�erent optimizations present in DSO.
While the bundle adjustment achieves high accuracy, it requires a
good initialization and is only performed for keyframes. The coarse
tracking estimates the pose of each frame using 2-frame direct image
alignment against the latest keyframe utilizing the accurate depths
from the bundle adjustment. Using the pose estimate from the
coarse tracking, point tracing performs epipolar line search for a
set of candidate points to obtain a rough depth value. When a
new keyframe shall be added to the bundle adjustment, its pose is
initialized with the result from coarse tracking, and depth values for
new points are initialized with the result from point tracing. . . . . 41

3.6 Factor graph for the coarse tracking (2-frame direct image align-
ment). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

4.1 In this paper, we propose a novel method for monocular visual-
inertial odometry. It provides state-of-the-art performance on three
di�erent benchmarks. Here we show pointclouds and trajectories
(red) for magistrale5, V203_di�cult, and neighbor_2020-03-26_13-
32-55_0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47

4.2 Delayed Marginalization and PGBA: a) Normal marginalization in
the visual graph. Note that not always the oldest pose is marginal-
ized. b) Delayed marginalization: We marginalize all variables in
the same order as the main graph, but with a delay d (in practice
d = 100). Marginalization in this graph is equally fast as marginal-
izing in the main graph. c) For the pose graph bundle adjustment
(PGBA) we populate the delayed graph with IMU factors. This
optimization leverages the full photometric uncertainty. d) We read-
vance the marginalization in the graph used for PGBA to obtain an
updated marginalization prior for the main system. This transfers
inertial information from the initializer to the main system. . . . . 53
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4.3 Our multi-stage IMU initialization. First we perform a coarse IMU
initialization, which provides initial values for the PGBA. The PGBA
captures the full visual covariances, achieving very accurate initial
estimates for scale, gravity direction, and biases. It also provides an
updated marginalization prior for the main graph. By also optimizing
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early (purple box) and later reinitialize or perform marginalization
replacement, if new information about the scale becomes available.
The proposed delayed marginalization is what enables both, the
PGBA, and the marginalization replacement. . . . . . . . . . . . . 56

4.4 Cumulative error plot for the TUM-VI dataset (drift in %). Our
method clearly outperforms both VI-DSO and ORB-SLAM3 in terms
of robustness. Thanks to its powerful loop closure system, ORB-
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4.5 Cumulative error plot for the 4Seasons dataset (drift in %). With
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5.1 We relocalize a snowy sequence from the Oxford RobotCar dataset
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5.3 This figure shows images and their corresponding feature maps
predicted by our GN-Net for the Oxford RobotCar dataset. Each
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2 di�erent sequences. Despite lighting and weather changes, the
feature maps are robust to these variations. The visualization of
the features shows the high-dimensional descriptors reduced to 3D
through PCA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
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5.4 This figure shows the cumulative relocalization accuracy on the
Oxford RobotCar dataset for di�erent sequences. D denotes the
dimension of the feature descriptor. Our method achieves the highest
accuracy across all sequences. It is interesting to observe that
despite being trained only on two sequences in overcast and sunny
condition, our model still generalizes very well to even unseen rainy
and snowy conditions. Even the model trained only on the synthetic
CARLA benchmark outperforms all baselines, showing exceptional
generalization capabilities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

5.5 This figure shows a point cloud result of our GN-Net. We relocalize
a rainy sequence (blue) against a reference map created from the
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5.6 Top: relocalization using the model trained with only the contrastive
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6.2 Visualization of the typical behavior of direct image alignment with
Levenberg-Marquardt. Initially, the projected point position (orange
point, pÕ
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gt),
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optimum (red point, pÕ
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6.3 Results on the CARLA relocalization tracking benchmark test
data [5]. For each error threshold we show the percentage of relo-
calizations (cumulative error plot) for LM-Reloc (ours) and other
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7.4 The scale estimation running on the V1_03_di�cult sequence from
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